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- Ron Brown to speak at Howard 
on US Policy on South Africa 0 nd 
Mixed feelings surround first free elections 
Hilltop staff members report from Johannesburg 
or 
I 
lg 
~ ll1rvln C. Bryan, Jr. 
op Staff Writer 
Wlulc members of lhc Howard 
m,il} lamily arc observing 
Solnh African clec1ions, Sec-
1 l'f 1hc D,panmcn1 of Com-
• Ron Br<"' n will speak 1111hc 
,tr,il1 ahoul the Uni1cd Slates 
, on South Africa and 1hc 
.;a,ming dcc1ions. 
The Howard University Com-
e on Sou1h Afric.1 is :,ponsor-
g 1hc visit Monday, :11 the 
¥• J Blackburn University 
r in 1hc Wc,1 Ballroom a1 
UiX) noon. His speech is ,ched-
in. iial to include video tootnge of 
s,.'3ld ,1udcn1s that arc in South 
~1oobsene the clcc1ion. 
II 
t 
,I 
According to members of 1he 
lb \trican commillcc. the 
e House con1ac1cd Univcrsi-
rdmini,1ra1ors and members of 
Cll111minc, wi1h 1hc idea of the 
Ilic Clinton Admini,1ra-
1ion 1hourh1 1ha1 1he upcoming 
Sou1h Africrui clcc1ions were poli1-
ically-sen,i1ivc. and 1ha1 the Uni-
versity would be lhc perfec1 forum 
for a speech by Brown. 
"The commincc w:lS formed 10 
help plan and implemcnl 1hc Uni-
versity's Soulh Atrican ini1ia1ives," 
satd Thelma Auslin comminee 
member. 
Aus1in also said 1ha1 dealings 
wi1h Soulh Africa arc no1 only 
poli1ical bu1 also economical. 
"1l1cre wi II be a need for cdu-
cat ion and an infras1ruc1ional 
development 10 help lhe newly-
enfranchised blacks par1icipa1e 
fully in 1heir own economy and the 
global arena," Austin said. 
Dr. Shirley Friar. coordina1or of 
1he Sou1h African Observer Dele-
gation, hopes all s1uden1s. facuhy 
and s1aff will support 1he even!. 
"I hope our Soulh African slu• 
dents and lhe Soulh African 1:om• 
munily in Washington "ill sup-
port 1he vi,i1 and come 10 1he 
I loward Univcrsi1y Ho1el between 
April 26 and April 28 for 
Please see BROWN, page A4 
By Portia Bruner 
and Shahnaaz Davidson 
Hilltop Staff Writers 
The South African lnka1ha 
Freedom Party's decision 10 par-
1icipa1e in 1hc country's first all-
race cleclions has SCI lhe stage for 
wha1 many believe will be a fair 
and smoolh transi1ion of power. 
·n1e I loward Univcrsi1y So111h 
African Elce1ion Observation Del-
egation is in Johannesburg this 
week with 01her delegates who 
said the South African people they 
have been in1erac1ing wilh are 
op1imis1ic aboul 1he resuhs of lhc 
upcoming elections. 
"All of the young people we 
have spoken 10 seem 101ally op1i-
mis1ic aboul 1hc future of South 
Africa afler 1hc elec1 ions nexl 
week. The kids we lalked I0 in 
Sowe10 really believe 1ha1 African 
National Congress leader Nelson 
Mandela will be lhe ne.xl Soulh 
African presidenl and F.W. DeK-
lerk will jusl become his righ1 
hand man,'' s1uden1 delegate 
Oronde Miller said. "ll's hard 10 
believe how much spirit and con-
fidence 1hese people have in 1his 
country despih: all thal 1hey have 
been 1hrough here.'' 
Jay Niruh, an Indian Sou1h 
African 1axi driver, sees a fu1urc 
fulfilled wilh freedom in Soulh 
Africa. 
"Things will be belier for me 
and especially my children afler 
1he eleclions. My children's lives 
will be easier ... things will 
change." 
Bui 001 everyone is anlicipal-
ing such positive resu hs. What 
Sou1h Africa 1erms as i1s ''firs1 
free and fair dcmocra1ic elec-
tions," sheds some doubt on lhe 
governmenis' ~inceri1y 10 bring 
reform 10 lhe apartheid govern-
men1. 
Bogani Tuhabalala, a black 
Sowe1an studenl studying law at 
1he Universily of Whi1ewa1ersand 
in Johanne.~burg has no qualms 
abo111 his partic ipation in next 
week's elcc1ions. Allhough he 
believes in some of lhe issues thal 
many of lhe presidential candi-
dates espouse during 1he cam-
paign, Tuhabnlala said he will not 
vole in the upcoming election. 
"Why should I vo1e? II will not 
make a difference. Things will still 
be 1he same - 1he whiles slill own 
lhc land;' Bogani said. 
He said he could nol partici-
pate in a system that would con-
linue to oppress him and his peo-
ple. 
"The [io1erim] cons1i1u1ion was 
wrillen for lhe while people, 001 
Please see DELEGATION,page A4 
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GSA election results challenged, nullified again 
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A!lega1ions of ,-01c 1ampering 
.lhinl Undergraduaic S1udcn1 
h clcc1ion. 
t:GSA, fir..1 election for 1994-
" on April 22, Jamal X. 
v, d~c arcd wmncr tor t , 
of UGSA C".oordiru11or 11 to 
Jc~c,' opponent, current 
\1c,: Coordinator Matth.:w 
~lest~d 1he rcsulll> because 
Aid proper ,01ing procedures 
111 i>llowcd. A S<.'<Xlnd election 
held Tuc,day, April 12. The 
were rcporledly the simc. 
cighL 
lcdncsday mghl, at a General 
Assembly meeting. Chidiadi 
Akoma, made 1hc decision 10 hold 
ye1 another elec1ion next week for 
the UGSA posi1ions. 
The third election wa~ called 
because a11he Wednesday meeting, 
Walley brough1 a sworn affidavil 
which included 1hc ,ii?narurcs of 13 
,\:p """nt.111,c "I••,'.. d 1he) ,u1ed 
tor him. not Jone,. 
"Clearly 1he la,1 election \\,'llii 
t&inled;' \\.alley said. "I rcgrc1 1hat 
people would purposely mislead the 
studen1s and change 1hc elcc1ion 
results." 
According 10 currem UGSA 
Coordinator Kanika Magee. who 
acted as the mode rotor for Tue.sday's 
heated discussion. the ballots were 
W PAYMENT PLAN ON THE 
0RIZON: A plan to allow students to 
ake n1onthly payments on their bill has 
begun for the 1994-95 academic year. 
CAMPUS,A2 
ONE OF HOWARD'S OWN 
NABS RECORDING 
CONTRACT: Eric 
Roberson, a music theater 
major at Howard, ,vas 
recently signed by Warner 
Bros. PULSE, B3 
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removed from lhe mec1ing room by 
1wo cxecu1ivc board members, 
which is a policy contrary 10 
Rober1\ Rules of Order, the stan-
dard sci of rule., for 1hc governance 
of organiza1ional meetings. 
Members of 1he Undergraduate 
Student A-scmblv participaled in .i 
heated exchange to e~rc<s 1hcir 
teclincs .1bout "h, lhi, iss-ue was 
beinµ -rc-discus,el 
"Man lost two week., in a row. He 
confronted people oui,,ide of the 
meeting and pressured 1hem 10 say 
thal 1hc> \-Olcd for him. These arc 
clearly his taclics (because] he can-
not accept def ea 1," said Omar 
Karim, 1hc Undergrndua1c Trus1ee 
for 1he 1994-95 year. 
However. according 10 Watley, the 
information was volunteered to him 
after the mcc1ing was over. 
"I was willing 10 accept the defea1. 
The reps 1old me 1ha1 they fell ii wru. 
false; I ac1ed upon 1hat," W.itley 
,aid 
W l)c, made a mmion to ,1rike 
1/ : l,l"' cl,:c11on's rcsulls for the coor-
d,nator po,ition. After a second by 
Donishca Thomas. a representative 
from the School of Business. the 
representatives debated upon 
whether or no1 this would be con-
sidered an impeachmenl, or a sim-
ple nullification of the resuhs. 
"According to the !Howard Uni-
versity Student Association) consti-
1u1ion, this is all null and \'Oid and 
oul of order. An impeachment needs 
10 iake place al a special meeling," 
s1a1cd Karim in response to the 
motion. 
"Kanika [McGee] and I spoke 
with Mrs. [Belinda Ligh1foot] 
Watkins (Direc1orofS1uden1 Activ-
ities] and she clarified lhal if lhc 
proper procedure wa, nol followed, 
lhen there really was no election. 
Therefore, lherc is no chairperson. 
There is no need for an impeach-
ment," explained Watley. 
II was lhen decided 1ha1 Bryndan 
Moore. 1he elecled \'ice coordinator 
for next year. should serve as the pro-
1emp chairperson until another ,-ote 
could be 1aken. The dale of 1ha1 vote 
will be decided by Moore. 
TI1e general conccnsus of many 
UGSA members is 10 have this ,-ote 
1aken and compleled so business 
may properly be 1aken care of. 
"I am disturbed by \\hat hap-
pened. No one questioned the pro-
cedure at the lime. We could have 
dcah wilh ii 1hcn and 1.,kcn anc lher 
vole so that we wouldn·1 have to 
wail until next week 10 have an actu-
al coordinator,'' said Brett Allen, the 
public relalion~ director for next 
year. 
"I feel bad going into a third elec-
1ion. Whal is going 10 happen if that 
is not enough? The ultimate goal is 
for progress in UGSA,'' said Jamal 
X. Jones when reacting lo the busi-
ness of 1he Assembly. 
Bison team up with Ballou students 
By Derrlcke M. Dennis 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
year. Bui Wade said Wednesday's though l'mgradu-
sigmng of 1hc partnership procla- a1ing in May and a 
malioo was the s1ar1 of somelhing 101 of these SIU· f 
Howard University, in ii~ posi- more. denls are gradual-! 
110n as "the Mecca" of African- "This L\ just 1he beginning. ing, I'm going 10 I 
· d · · d. There'' s11·11 a lot more to con1e," make sure 1his Amenc:m c ucatlOn, 1s expan 1ng • 
ils base-one hand at a time. Wade said before s he read the program is con-
"l'ands of UJ·ima" par1icipa1ion 1inued and The Howard University S1uden1 ' d d" 
• • h · h B 11 ple""e. During the pledge, 1he more expan e · J Ass0CUlh0n, togc1 er WII a OU ~ T' ·1 Ell' 1han 200 Ballou s1uden1s in 1he 111 ayo 1s, Senior liigh School in Sou1hcas1. ·d r h 
d · I audience responded: " I am one pres1 Cnl o l c Washington. enlerc m10 a ong- B II s d 
Parmer ex1ending my hand 10 a ou lu cn1 lerm parinership Wednesday wilh A · · ·d 
.mo1her parlner." ssocrnllon, sa1 lhc signing of an official proclama- h · d 
1ion. "A 101 of1hese students have no s e was surpnse 
mo1iva1ion and no desire to learn 10 hear th nl The partnership projec1, ini1ia1ed Howard s1udents 
by Ward g Councilman Marion and go to college. Hopefully, lhis wanted to pair up 
Barry and tilled "I lands of Ujima," program will give them 1ha1 moti- with her and olher 
was crca1ed for Howard s1uden1s vation," Wade added. Ballou students. 
and Ballou students 10 learn from Since the partnership's inccplion, " I was a Ii Ille 
each other and grow 1oge1her. HUSA has sponsored a campus surprised at firsl Tltllayo Ellis, Marlon Barry and Terri Wade 
"This program is 001 jus1 for 1our, a weekend exchange program because Howard is 
nerds or goody-goodies. This pro- for Ballou s1udcnls to visit Howard way across 1own," said Ellis, a nity. 
gram is for everyone - even lhc and a college prepara1or)' workshop senior al Ballou. "But the 'Hands of "Ifs a special occasion wben lhe 
knuckleheads;· Councilman Barry for college-bound Ballou students. Ujima · projecl is a good idea and ii student govcrnmenl at Howard Uni-
said. ""The st11den1s al Howard arc Also. several IUloring and menlor- is inspiring, especially for lhe vcrsi1y reaches out to Btllou High 
saying. ' I gol mine. I'm gonna give ing sessions were held for lhc ben- underclassmen al Ballou." School from across town," Wasb-
[Ballou s1udenL~) some of i1; and cfil of lhc s1uden1s. And, according Ballou High School Principal ingion said. "Bu11his program isn't 
1ha1 's what 1his program is all to Wade, lhese and other programs Ricliard Washing1on said Wedncs- jusl 10 gel Howard lo reach down 10 
abou1." will continue ne_ict, yea~ under ihe day's proclamation sign ing was a Ballou, bul also for Ballou 10 reach IIUSA President Torri Wade has new HUSA adminisiralion. special event for Ballou. Howard H , d .. 
. "Th' . h' b t d I . "' hi up lo owar . been working closely w11h Barry's 1s 1s somel mg l a nee s o and 1he enhre vvas nglon commu-
oflice and Ballou High School all be con1inued." Wade said. "Even 
Bison Yearbook goes back to the 'basics' of student life 
By Dcrricke M. Dennis 
llilllop Staft Writer 
Afler a year of writing, rnking 
pictures and adhering 10 s1ri~1 de~d· 
line pressures, lloward Umvers11y 
now has a 1993-94 Bison Yearbook 
- and i1's "Basic Black." 
"The meaning behind the Iheme 
is 1hat 1he color black is bold bul 
simple. Black can ei1her srnnd out 
or blend inlo 1he crowd. And !hat's 
how we sec Howard s1uden1s," said 
Bison Yearbook Edilllr In Chief 
Derry Wa1kms. "We [Howard slu-
dcntsJ come from all differe_n1 back-
grounds to form one basic color 
[black] and stand ou1:· 
From ils bold designs and expres-
sive pho1ographs, to its selection of 
stories and features, lhe yearbook, 
according 10 Bison siaff members, 
lives up 10 i1s 1heme. 
"I definitely feel the yearbook is 
differen1. especially in terms of lay-
out and design;· sa:d Bison Man-
aging Editor Kim Marlin. "I think 
1he final producl is going 10 be 
pleasing 10 1he s1udcn1s. The stories 
are provoca1ive, and they accura1e-
ly depicl whal being a Howard stu-
denl is all abou1." 
Watkins added 1hat 1his is the first 
year thal 1hc layoul of The Bison 
was done completely by compuler. 
" II (compu1er pagination] saves 
money nnd time," Anderson said. 
The feature articles included in 
1his year's Bison yearbook include 
stories on campus homosexuality, 
"minorities" on campus, as well as 
articles on Prcsidenl Franklyn G. 
Jenifer and Howard University S1u-
den1 Association President Torri 
Wade. 
Dijon Anderson, who will take 
over lhe Bison Yearbook as the nexl 
editor in chief, said he is pleased 
with this year's overall producl. 
"I'm fairly satisfied. Tbcrc were 
a 101 of good s1ories and a 101 of dif-
ferenl stories, and our phologra-
phers did a fan1as1ic job," 
The s1aff's professionalism has 
drawn praise from Bison Yearbook 
Adviser Leslie Harricl-Lcwis. 
"I have to commend the slaff on 
01ee1ing all lhe deadlines," Lewis 
said. "Their commi1men1 to 1he 
book even allowed lhem 10 receive 
a reduction in cos1s from 1he prinl-
iog company." 
But despilc tbal reduc1ion, Lewis 
said the yearbook could be in for 
some financial troubles. Accord-
ing 10 Lewis, 1be yearbook has been 
working with the same percentage 
of studenl ac1ivity fees since 1971 
and lhis year $17,000 worth of 
advertising revenues have not been 
_received. 
"1l1e photography company 1ha1 
100k all of the senior sining pictures 
owes 1he yearbook about $6,000,'' 
Lewis said. "Because of 1hese dis-
crepancies, there is a defici1 of 
aboul $3,000. Bui when lhese 
monies do come in, 1he yearbook 
will have a surplus of aboul 
$20,000.'' 
"I lhink tha11his year's yearbook 
is going 10 be 1hc students' year-
book, not the alumni affairs' year-
book ors1udent rccrui1men1s' year-
book," Watkins said. "The s1udeo1S 
are gelling a yearbook lhal I hey 've 
never seen before.lfs more like a 
magazine and less like lhe tradi-
tional Howard yearbook, which was 
archaic in design and theme." 
April 22, 1994 
If the audience gathered at the 
Unity Nation lecture came 10 hear 
black men make disparaging 
remarks toward Jews, ii would have 
• been satisfied. However, if the 
crowd came 10 understand 1he 
horrors of the black holocaust and 
learn of hidden black history and 
accomplishments, ii wou ld also 
have been satisfied. 
A mindfull of information was 
given Wednesday at the lecture, 
"Black Holocaust: in pursuit of 
justice and in the memory of the 
worst human suffering 1he universe 
, has ever known." The feaiured 
speakers were Malik Zulu Shabazz, 
Howard Law School student; Dr. 
Tony Martin, chairman of the Black 
S1udies Depar1men1 at Wesley 
College; Sieve Cokely, 
revolutionary researcher and 
speaker; Dr. Leonard Jeffries, 
chairman of the Black Studies 
Department at City University in 
New York; and Or. Khalid 
M11hammed, former speaker of the 
Nation of Islam. 
By Elaine Lana Myada 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
"The world is unlimited. The 
only limi1ations we have are in our 
heads.'· 
These words came from Delano 
Lewis, president and chief 
executive officer of National 
Public Radio on Wednesday in 
the School of Communications as 
he spoke to a group of students. 
As the first African-American 
president of NPR, Lewis 1s an 
example of his statement. Lewis is 
now responsible for producing 
and dis1ribu1ing original 
programming and controls of one 
of the world's top public radio 
networks. 
In addition, Lewis co-chairs 
Vice President Al Gore's U.S. 
Advisory council on the National 
Information lnfrastruc1ure, which 
will give suggestions to President 
Clinton on the unfolding of lhe 
Information Superhighway. 
Lewis has risen from a 
background of segrega1ion and 
ma1erial poverty, bu1 he said 
education was one of the key tools 
10 lift him, so he encourages 
s1uden1s 10 use their educations 
wisely. 
THE HILLTOP 
NPR president Delano Lewis 
PUS 
"You're in charge of your 
destiny and you are gelling 1he 
advantage of education. so soak it 
up," Lewis urged. 
Lewis' four sons are all 
entrepreneurs, and he 1old 1he 
students he would share with them 
some of the same advice he told 
his successful offspring. 
·•1 told my sons 1ha1 when 1he 
door opens. you goua be ready 10 
step in, and if it doesn't open. you 
must push i1," Lewis said. 
Lewis asked students 10 be 
focused and 10 1hi nk about what 
they want in 1hc future. He said 
such focus should help guide 
s1uden1s like ii guided him. 
"When I was 17 and had 
graduated from high school, I 
knew I wanted 10 be a lawyer, and 
by 24. I was a lawyer," Lewis 
said. 
Lewis also said 1he more one 
knows where he or she is going, 
the beuer off he or she will be. 
"The more you can ,truciure 
the direction of your fu1ure, the 
less m1s1akcs you will make and 
the more efficient you will be," 
Lewis said. 
Lewis said siudems should not 
only have a vision but also act on 
their vision. 
Finally. he told s1udeo11 ~. 
must combine vision. pl~ 
and action 10 get results~ 
1hat is most importan1 ·I 
A 
ad, 
Lewis went on to 1ell a~ 
work with the advisory co~ ~ 
on the Information Superh1pij ~ 
Lewis explained Iha_! Q. 
commillee is now Splil inla fl 
different groups. The areas 
are focusing on include uru 
access, service and pri1 
they relate 10 education, 11111 1:11 
care, electronic commumci 
and criminal jus11cclptl 
service. 
Health expert to discuss waste-relieving herb formulas 
By Elaine Lana Myada 
Hi lllop Staff Wri1er 
In this health-conscious decade, 
people arc looking for ways 10 cu1 
the fat. Health fads faded in and OUI, 
but one man has developed herbal 
for mu las that he says arc here to 
stay. 
Sixty-one-year-old Donald 
Douglru,-Torry could be mistaken 
for a young man in his 20s. 
Torry, founder of 
NatureCalVNature Cleanser and an 
international lecturer on health 
principles, will be visiting 
Howard's Cram1on Audi1orium 
Monday, April 25. to share his 
vision of health with studems. 
Torry promises s1uden1s Ihm they 
will be told the truth behind their 
health. 
"Many doc1ors and health 
professionals are full of crap and 
don'1 tell you the truth," Torry said. 
Hebrew Ben Israel, Torry's 
public relations coordinator, also 
said that students will learn abou1 
the advantages of herbs. 
'1brry will show how students 
can use herbs and homeopa1hic 
medicine as pan of a rejuvenation 
and body cleansing program," 
Israel said. 
Torry belic,<cs thul waste is the 
only disea..se. 
"Wru,te is the biggest problem 
we have, and waMc is weight, 
so 1here is no such thing as being 
overweight; it is simply being 
overwas1e. My formulas let you cal 
as you please, but 1hey help 10 Dr. Torry 
cleanse 1he wasle a, soon as 
possible," Torry !>aid. 
Israel explains bow Torry's 
herbal formulas work 10 cleanse 
the body. 
·1ne herbs provide nutriems, 
minerals and proteins for the body, 
bu1 they literally cleanM: the body. 
They do 1his by Ji1emlly squeezing 
the bodily glands and organs of 
toxic mmerials. This helps increase 
meiabolism and burns fa1. which is 
the harbor for drug residues and 
other bodily w:t,1e,:· Israel ,aid 
Doc1ors from Howard Uniwr,i1y 
Hospital have agreed 10 :t11end the 
lcc1ure and participate in a question 
and answer period. Ironically, 1brry 
is not satisfied with 1he medical 
system. 
His disrns1e goes back 10 
New registration payment plan implemented 
By Keisha Brown 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Changing the regis1ra1ion 
process for the better is somcthi ng 
the University bursar, Carmen 
James. is IJ'ying 10 do. The firs1 
step 10 a hopefully improved 
process has begun. as a new 1uition 
paymen1 method for 1he academic 
year of 1994-95 has been 
implemented. 
"My plan was 10 come up with 
a plan to help s1uden1s and parents 
with 1uition and related expenses," 
James said. 
The new I 0-month payment 
plan, which begins in June, allows 
students 10 make monthly paymen1s 
on their tuition bill. In June, 
students can begin paying between 
the minium of$200 or maximum of 
$500, which in return will be 
credited 10 their accoum. 
"This plan allows studcms 10 be 
validmed by 1he Lime school begins 
and takes a 101 of the hassle ou1 of 
registration. Lei's i,ay your financial 
aid only covers a certain amount of 
your bill and there is $2500 thm has 
10 be paid by the students during 
regis1ration to be validated; the 
balance is already paid," James 
said. 
Tilis plan is ajoim venture with 
the America's Tuition Assistant 
Corporation, which has thi s system 
implemented in various 
universities. The plan, which took 
:1 year 10 plan. is open to all students 
with no previous account balances. 
The cost is $45 and the money goes 
10 the the America Tuition Assistant 
Corporation. However, James is 
looking into the possibility of 
having part of the fee go 10 Howard 
University 10 se1 up a student 
scholarship fund. 
Reprcsento11ves from the 
corporation will be on campus in 
August to answer qucs1ions. and 
information about the sys1em will 
be sent within the coming weeks. 
"I believe everyone wants this. 
Not once have I had a negative 
response abou1 the payment plan.'' 
James said. 
Other changes taking place is 
having rcgistrnlion in 1he Armour 
J. Blackburn University Center for 
three weeks instead of the usual 
week and a half. 
"Having registration in 
Blackburn for three weeks allows 
s1udents to be more comfort;ible. 
There is more room for people, and 
students can take care of all their 
business in one place," James said. 
Students wi II also have the 
opportunity 10 ha,·c financial aid 
checks placed direc1ly imo their 
accounts if on the 1994-95 financial 
aid form a box is checked allowing 
their checks 10 be sent 10 the 
University electronically. 
"Our main issue is trying 10 
eliminate the lines. Having the 
checks go directly in the Howard 
University bank account wi1h 
Nations Bank and then pulling the 
money into the students account 
helps 10 accomplish this goal." 
James said. 
For 1he future, James is 
proposing 10 have computers 
available 10 s1uden1s on various 
si tes on campus to let students 
access their accounts. 
"S1udcn1s will see a big 
difference in financial aid and the 
registrnlion process in the fu1ure," 
James said. 
Hollywood celebrities sub.<ail 
my herbal irea1men1s," TOl!) 
Some of the many ,c 
include Wesley Snipe,. Er\ 
Sinbad, S1evie Wonder. C. 
childhood when he contrncted the 
mump, af1er an allergic reaction 10 
an antibio1ic. Torry did not fully 
reco,,er from the mumps, so he 
lived in constant pain until he met 
a doc1or in Stockholm, Sweden, 
who practiced at Sophia Hemme1 
Hospital. This doctor treated Torry 
wi1h various herbal 1rea1men1s, 
which cured him of the mumps. 
Khan and Gladys Knight. M.at I:,, 
Louis Farrakhan also prc,rnlla 
Torry then studied with the 
doc1or and in 1962 began 
developing his own herbal 
formulas. In 1976, Torry decided 10 
go into business selling them. 
Torry gave one of hh herbal 
samples 10 a celebri1y friend, and 
since then, business has taken off 
"Bas,cally word got around by 
word of mouth. I've never had 10 
advertise, and now 101, of 
Torry's formulas. 
Torry has over 100 Ji· 
formulas. but only four are 
dis1ributed They inclu 
Elim1na1or, ReJuvenator. &lei 
and Ludie, Comfort. He• 
develops cu,1om formul 
1ml1viduah. Hi, product, • 
available UI the lecture anJ 
range from $35 up. 
University Research 
center to host forum o 
importance of knowle 
By Crystal D. Davis 
H11Hop Staff Wnter 
In relebnition of Nation.tl Libr.iry 
Week, April 17-23, the Howard 
Univ~r,il) Moorland-Spmgarn 
Re,carch Cent,"!' 1>,111 ho,t the Sixth 
Annual Dorothy Porter Wc,lcy 
Fonun and L«ture today m the 
Armour J Rlackburn Um,ersity 
Cen11:r. 
The forum. which begins at 10 
:lm, i\ titled, "Educaang An-erica: 
lbe Role of LlbrJrians:· Dr. Jean 
Preer, acting dean of the School of 
library and LibrJI')' Scient'C at the 
Catholic Uni\\!fSity of America, 
and Dr. Mary Lenm, dean of the 
School of Library 
lnform,1tionul Science 
llni\'ersity of Mi~Ot · 
will ,peak at ti.: forum, 
Dr. Ann Pn:nticc. the 
College ofljbmry and 
Services ut 1he Uni 
M,iryland. 
In ad<liaon l.eooll. WI 
the lecture at 2 p.m 
Oi.111.:ni;e of Information 
Both the forum .nxl 
in honorofDocothy Ponc:r 
the first cur.11or of the 
Spingarn Re=h Ceo 
the world's largest a 
,'Ornprehcnsh-e centers oa 
African~L 
.. 
Howard is first HBCU to participate in prestigious ad competition 
By Keisha Brown 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
The Howard University Chapter 
of 1he American Advertising 
Federation is making history as ii 
makes the University the first 
Historically Black College or 
University 10 parlicipa1e in 1he 
National S1uden1 Advertising 
Competition. 
1be competition, ti1lcd "World 
Series of Adver1ising," allows 
student teams 10 participate in an 
adverlising/marke1ing case s1udy 
of a national company and develop 
a communications plan consisting 
of a research founda1ion, 
advertising and marketing plans 
and crcati vc and media strategies. 
The sponsor of this year's 
competition is the Kodak company. 
S1udents were given the task of 
implcmeming a special marketing 
and communications effort 1oward 
college students. which would 
make. them more pho1ographically 
active and build loyalty among 
them for the Kodak brand. 
Karintha Randall, one-year 
member and graduating senior, said 
the competition is a must for all 
advertising majors. 
'This is a very impor1ant and 
prestigious competition. Our group 
is very talented and worked ,-cry 
hard on 1he campaign. And I hope 
by being the first historically black 
college, we will allow other 
HBCU's the chance to enter and 
"Joining the Howard University Chapter 
of the American Advertising Federation is 
one of several building blocks students 
need to pave the road to professional 
success. Students also need experience, 
not to mention a few good contacts - both 
of which they will receive as members of 
American Advertising Federation's 
college chapter," McKim said. 
win also," Randall said. 
The s1udcnts in the University 
chapter represcn1 the second 
district, after winning the second 
distric1 compeli1ion. The Howard 
chapter advanced 10 the annual 
AAF National Advertising 
Conference, being held April 30 in 
Rochester, N.Y. 
The AAF is an organization that 
gives members information abou1 
advertising careers and internships 
across the country. 1\vo of the 
group's primary objectives are 10 
encourage students 10 enter the 
advertising field and 10 enhance 
the quality of advertising education. 
"Joining the Howard University 
Chap1er of the American 
Advertising Federation is one of 
several building blocks students 
need 10 pave 1he road 10 
professional success. Students also 
need experience, not to mention a 
few good contacts - both of which 
they will receive as members of 
American Advertising Federation's 
college chapter," McKim said. 
In addition 10 providing 
informaiion on jobs and 
internships, AAF hoM, ,ce 
activities. Some of these ~ 
included a lecture and word 
conduc1ed by David ~ 
advertising direc1or coordi 
the Philadelphia Inquirer and 
News; participation in 
Advertising Women of Ne~ "1 
Annual Advertising Conktc' 
and The Color of Adverti~ 
seminar conduc1ed by the AdC 
of Washing1on. 
The University chap1er oO 
also boasts many outsla 
members, such as Aiesha I\,. 
who was nominated and~ 
along with five other Sill 
acro:,s 1hc nation as an intern o 
Vance L. SLickell Memorial S:> 
lmernship Program. 
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Pulitzer Prize-winning alumna realizes dream 
former HILLTOP editor in chief reaches pinnacle of journalistic prestige 
,Elaine Lana Myada 
;,p Staff Writer 
When former editor in chief 
rhe HILLTOP, Isabel 
icrson graduated from 
:,,rd University in 1983 her 
a career object, ve ·was 
e
lv 10 tc 11 "grear stories 
rhu.man. interest and social 
,and thing, not considered 
uc lead srories " 
~, a recipient of the 1993 
rzer Prt ze. the most 
g1ou, award in journalism, 
Mn. who 1, bureau chief 
1 1Tbt Ne" York Ti me,, wa, 
d for feature writing. 
·1 3m elated I It is ju,r a 
li!iriul feeling. but it is very 
Mio Jc,cribe. h is u joyous 
cnt 1n my career .. 
rson ,aid • 
Bur even a, a huddi n g 
•13l1'1. her promise wa, 
I 
llme Davin. a personnel 
,rraror ,u The New York 
Times, inten•iewed with 
W1\kerson while she was a ''T d d b 
semor at Howard. and found her .l. reame a out 
work lo be superior. 
"I wns extremely impressed b . . z · 
~y Isabel's clips, which.were ecoming aJourna ... st 
excellent for her experience " , 
level. But I also found babel to d th • • f h 
b~ a very mature young_ lady an 'l,S '1,S proo t at 
w11h poise and profess1onnl 
demeanor beyond her years " d h 
Dao'.:vi\
1
:~oovinccd The Tim~s you can O w at may 
!O keep track of Wilkerson. and • •b[ /1 
tn 1984. Wil.kersonwashiredas seem impossi e rom 
a Metropoh tan staff reporter. 
l\vo years later, she moved 10 the h ,, 
Detroit bureau. where. she W erever you are 
became a na11onal , 
correspondenr. In 1987. she l b l T;Ir.·zk .d 
wem101heChicagobureauasa sa e ff'I, erson sai 
nauonal correspondent and by • 
I 991 she was promoted to 
ChicaTio bureau chief. T' ,mes. 
Wi ker~on·s fast track up the Wilkerson won the Pulit,er 
ranks .11 I he Ttmc, came afrer for a story .tbout ., Missouri 
she was recruited only oncJcar town whose cemetery wa, 
om of college. She bypa,se the nooded :ind also for her profi le 
1m11al Mep as trainee, which is on a I 0-year- old boy in a 
an unusual occurrence al The dungerous neighborhood on 
Chicago's Sourhside. 
Wi lkcrson said she wrore 
about 1he young man 10 show 
that "dcspue being foiled by 
society. he ,till hail plenty of 
hope within him." 
In the story about the 
Midwest floods that c laimed a 
town's cemerery, Wilkerson 
tried to convey the town's 
feelings on "losing their dead." 
In March, Wilkerson was 
awarded the I 993 George Polk 
Award for regional reporting for 
h~r coverage of 1hc Mississippi 
River noocls last summer. She 
recci vcd recognition for her 
articles about Ilic "epic stru~gle 
between man and the river.' 
The George Polk awards were 
eMablished ,n J 949 in memory 
of a CBS correspondent who 
was killed in 1948 while 
covering the civil war in Greece. 
The awards honor excellence in journalism. 
Wilkerson, 34, was cited for 
the way she "looked searchin_gl)' 
into the lives of rhe victims' of 
the nood. She was nominated 
for the Polk by che National 
Commiuee of Professionals in 
Journalism and chosen by a 
facuily and alumni commiuce 
at Long Island University. 
Robert Spector. commiuee 
chairmun, said winners ure 
chosen based on their 
"discernment of news stories 
their resourcefulness and 
~ourage. in gathering 
1nforma11on and their skill in 
relating rhc story." 
There were 500 10 600 entries 
in this year's compe1i1ion, and 
only 1.3 awards were presented. 
Wilkerson was not aware of 
the nomination for the Polk 
award until she received a Jlhone 
cal l from a member of the 
commiuee. She said she was 
narurally "ecstatic and gratified 
to be honored in such a way." 
Wilkerson said the one lesson 
she has learned as a journalist is 
that the sky is 1hc h mil. 
"I dreamed about becoming 
a journalist, and this is prooT 
that you can do what may seem 
imp5?SSible .from wherever you 
are, she sa,d. 
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hat has been your most 
memorable moment at 
Howard University? 
\\ hen I ,aw Nicole 
awn Brown second 
mestcr freshman year 
Jront of Crumlon 
Auditorium 
M> most memorable 
moment was when I 
met Angela Grav, now 
ngela Walton 1ny firr.t 
Bible Study leader She 
led me into a deeper 
~l.nion,hip "ith the 
Lord 11nd l'\e been 
going e,cr ,rnce 
Th.mks ,\ngcla" 
Karen Stewart 
Journallem 
Copy Editor 
l"w had a lot of 
mor,tble moment! , 
but I'm sure the lnggcsl 
one ha, not occurred 
yc;t II will be May 14th 
hen I ,rand up with 
the Schoo I of 
Communications and 
knowledge 1ha1 my 
college experience 1s a 
lm.em.nrv" 
,mal'JI Holmn 
Hewe Editorial 
Copy Deek Chief 
'·My mo>1 memorable 
e~pcricnce .u How,1rd 
would' he the ,prmg 
p1cn1c m) frc,hm,in 
)e,ir. The mood of that 
day ,.,, ,,, of complete 
h:irm0D), .md 1 h,1,e yet 
to equal that much fun." 
Terry Savage 
Communlcatlone 
Photo ,._.,.,1.,tant 
"My most mcmor,1ble 
moment w,t the spring 
ptcmc of 1991 but 1 
,.,, ou Id also s,iy that 
receiving my education 
at HowJrd Uni\'crsirv 
w,t, also memorable." 
Sharonda Stark" 
Radio, Televh1lon, FIim 
Photo Ae,,ltant/ 
Production 
"My entire four years 
have been II memorable 
e,pcricnce. I nm going 
10 mhs d1is Umwrsity. 
howtver, I am excited 
abour cmab,irking on a 
succes,ful c.ireer that 
Howard has prepared 
me for." 
Oteoa Mlddleton 
f'r1nt 
Editor In Chlsf 
"There ha\c been so 
mar.y, 1ncludin the 
spring p,cmc of 1991, 
when the ba,ketball 
team \\On the MEAC in 
1992. and when the 
football team beat 
Town,on this Jear· but 
the dav my la y friend 
and l finally got 
togcllter in my doorway 
of I 31 West and the 
night I became a T-
Bone, stand out mo,1 in 
my memory" 
Larry w. erown 
Print 
Mananglng Editor , 
"My most memorable 
experience at Howard 
was the friendship 
formed between me. 
Larry, Fred and Kim 
during the spring 
semester of my Junior 
year A close second. 
ho\\e,-er, i the time I 
spent ,.,, ith my roomate 
Shataye during my 
freshman year and 
sophomore year in a 
house onT street." 
Shsrmsrra 1'urner 
Ptlni 
Production 
Coordinator 
CONRATULATIONS 
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&. A Howard Univereity piirking eticker wae removed from an unlocked car In Parking Lot 
IO. A etudent wae robbed in hie car by an unknown gunman on 11th and Florida Ave .. N.W. 
et, a pair of pante and $5 wae etolen. 
~ reP.ort compiled by Aliya Davie. 
't (liven by HU Security 
BY. Kenya 1'ene Williams 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
1bis Saturday morning when 
moM Howard University students 
will be asleep, some students and 
faculty will garher on "the Yard" to 
cleun some of the strc.:ts of 
Northwest. D.C. They will come in 
support of th.: Howiird UniversilJ 
Student Associations 
Beautificution Day. 
The group wi II separate into 
three cleaning task forces.in which 
two groups will cle,m LcDroit Park. 
near Car\Cr Hall Dormitory, and 
Malcolm X Park. by Meridian Hill 
Hall. The third group will take on 
Georgia Avenue between the 
Shaw/Howard University metro 
station and the School of Business. 
After the work is done. 
participators will meet back at the 
main campus for free food and 
drinks. 
Community Outreach invited the 
Howard adminiMralion, faculty 
senate, some fraternities ancl 
sororities and other Mudenl 
organizariom, 10 participate. The 
general student body is aho 
encouraged 10 aucnd. 
The D.C. Service Corps. an 
inner-city ~cc corp, will also be 
helping w,llt Beautification Day. 
"I believe that African 
American, have a responsibility 
10 clean up ,md take control oflhe,r 
own neighborhoods; Bcautilication 
Da,Y. is the beginning of this," said 
William Taylor. the assistant 
coordinntor for Beautilication Day. 
Tay_lor is a freshman engineering 
maJor. 
'fllylor said he is so acrively 
involved with Howard and the 
community because he wants 10 
make changes. 
"I want 10 change Howard. In the 
past. the community wanted to 
emulate Howard. Howard students 
arc 001 being responsible people. 
They arc emulating the community. 
They arc isolating them~elvcs from 
rite communir)':"be added. 
Tarlor's goal is 10 make 
community service m,mdarory for 
studcnlS, so they can receive credit. 
Marcel Hilley, a freshman 
computer science major. will be a 
volunteer for Beau ti lication Day 
..I think that it is important 10 be 
involved in somethrng. I have 
always wanted to be involved with 
HUSA." Hilley said. 
This will be the last major project 
for the Community Outreach 
program this year. and although it 
has been a success, they woulcf like 
10 see more organization and 
structure. 
"I would also like lo have more 
major projects on and off campus. 
We want more focus on AIDS. 
health awareness and the 
environment," Thylor added. 
Community Outreach is actively 
involved with various other projects 
within the community. For over 
three years. they have implemented 
a tutoring and mentoring program. 
The students help ch ildren and 
youni;adult~ with school work, and 
are involved with community 
cenrers, halfway houses and local 
schools. 
Carla Brice, a sophomore 
majoring in International Business, 
is now the director of the menror 
program. She cited that more than 
1 ocr students signed up 10 be 
volunteers at the 6eginning of the 
year. But only a hanclful of 
students continue 10 work with the 
yourhs. 
"People ~houldn't just stop doing 
it. They don't understand how 
importanr it is to the kids. It can 
really affect the kids," Brice said. 
James Henderson, a junior pre-
pharmacy major, has been working 
with some of the chi ldren al the 
Shaw Neighborhood Center since 
March. For rwo hours a week, he 
helps third through I 2th graders 
with their homework. 
"I felt that as a college student, 
I needed to give back lo the 
community. h's Tun and you can see 
the effect it has on the kids," 
Henderson said. 
Al the beginning of lhe year. 
boxes were placed throughout the 
dorms 1oconec1 food and-clothing. 
This is one of Community 
Outreach's ongoing projects. 
Although they have not decided on 
who will ulumately receive the 
goods, it is aimed 10 benefit the 
florncless. 
Shuttle bus company may get the boot 
BY. Elaine Lana Myada 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Meridian Hill Hall resident 
Kenr:1 Hamilton relics on the 
shuul':'. bus to gel 10 school each day 
He has an 11: 10 a.m. class, so he 
catches the I I a.m. shunle 10 get 
there on time, but sometimes that 
bus does not come until 11: 10 a.m. 
and by the time he gets 10 school he 
is 20 minutes late for class. 
Because of students expressing 
concerns over these and other 
problems, an upcoming evaluation 
will determine whetfler Capitol 
Entertainment Services bus 
company will continue 10 transport 
students from dorm room to 
classroom next year, according to 
William V. Keene, dean of 
residence life. 
Even though CES has another 
year left on its contract, numerous 
problems, including a recent shun le 
bus lire, have left school oflicials 
and students disgruntled with the 
quality of service. 
Keene said that school oflicials 
have met wilh CES owner John 
Best 10 express concerns about the 
need for Improvement and they 
were assured by Best thar many 
,, 
problems would be eradicated. 
But wirh less than a month of 
school lefr, CES has not lived up 10 
the University's expecrations. 
Ericka Hunrcr, a Park Square 
resident. also catches the shu11le 
bus, but she said her 1>roblem is 
di'fercnt from Hamilton's. 
"I feel like the bus company runs 
buses that they know have problems 
instead of fix mg them up or getting 
new buses," Hunter said. 
Hunter recalled that once she was 
on a bus that had very bad brakes 
because the bus driver had 10 stop 
way ahead of the lights just to make 
sure he could stop the bus. 
Best said he flas tried his best, 
but just like cars, buses have 
unpredicrable problems that make 
it hard 10 provide guarantees. 
Keene said he has shared 
complaints with the company and 
requested cleaner buses and two-
door buses equipped with 
communications systems. air 
conditioning and proper 
mechanical maintenance. 
Many different mechanical 
problems with the two-door buses 
have prevented Best from getti ng 
them back on line as pron11sed in 
early April. 
Keene said he and the University 
have been very understanding of 
the many problems Best has tieen 
experiencing because he is running 
a small business wirh limiteil 
expenses. 
l3est said that he has hnd a lot of 
financial setbacks because he is 
unable 10 ~ecure a small business 
loan. 
"Banks and other lending 
institutions are very hesiranl to lenil 
money to small businesses and 
especially minority-owned 
businesses, so this has prevenred 
me from gerling equipment for the 
buses rigfll away," Best said. 
But despite the many problems 
Best has had this year, he said he 
would like 10 keep his contract for 
next year and he plans 10 make 
many major changes over the 
summer. 
"Over the summer. I will secure 
a suflicienr mechanical crew and 
use them to do complete 
mechanical servicing of the buses 
including tires, engine and brakes," 
he said. "I will also have a complete 
inventor)' done of rhe whole fleet of 
buses imd a professional painting of 
the fleet." 
CORRECTION 
An article published in the April 8 edition of The HILLTOP 
~ntitled "President's Press Conference Addresses 'Eye t<: 
Eye' Controversy," incorrectly worded a statement from 
a student leader about black/jew relations. 
The statement should have read: "If we (Blacks) were 
really violent, they (the Jews) would have been dead a 
long time ago." 
. 
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Ho\Vard Players continue legacy of 
theatrical excellence at a\Vards cere1nony 
By Aliya Davis 
Hilllop Staff Writer 
For more than ~ years, the 
Howard Players have brought the 
Howard communi ty numerous 
productions. The student drama 
organization, which has produced 
prominent members in the arts 
industry, boas ts of many 
accomplishments and continues to 
do so, as it received many awards 
at this year's Washington, D.C., 
One Act Play Festival. 
The plays "At the End of Dawn," 
written by Universi ty student 
Marcus McQuirter, and "Mores," 
written by Howard Players 
President Kyle Leland Rivers, were 
acknowledged through the awards 
ceremony. Awards for best script, 
best actor, commitment to new 
plays and best ensemble were 
among the 14 disseminated to the 
group, along with accommodations 
awards for some of the actors. 
"When people see our stuff, it is 
received well. Our main problem is 
10 keep getting it out. It is all quality 
stuff," Rivers said. 
The Howard Players' main goal 
for this year was 10 perform well at 
the Festival. Altllough nei1ller of the 
plays advanced to regiona l 
competition, some University 
actors benefited from the theater. 
Actor Samarra Gr•en was no 
exception, as she was approached 
by the professional theatrical 
company Encore Theater, and 
asked to do some work for them. 
"The beauty of the Howard 
Players is that it gives students an 
opportunity to initiate and produce 
theater and theater-related work 
that's of quality under an umbrella 
of the University and the 
department that supports you. A 
good performance at the festival 
translates into professional 
The award winning Howard Players 
contacts," Rivers said 
Rivers describes "Mores" as u 
new African folkrnle. The animal 
ta le is a metaphor about the 
relations between black and white 
people. The fictional characters, 
the mores, are winged relatives to 
the hare. The mores can run very 
fast but have forgotten how to use 
their wings. The hares arc the 
dominant animals that stoic the 
mores and tried 10 oppress them. 
Rivers has been approached by 
some public school systems who 
want his play 10 be performed in 
various da5srooms. He contends 
that the play is not just for children 
but for families as well. 
The Howard Players started out 
as the College Dramatic Club in 
1917. Now the Howard Players 
basically encompasses the whole of 
the Department of Theater Arts, 
Rivers said. And it seems to have 
the support of the faculty, the 
students and alumni. 
Some of the more notable alumni 
of the Howard Players include 
Phylicia Ra,haad, Debbie Allen, 
Toni Morrison, lmin Bar;ib 
Roxie Roker. 
"This setting creates a OW\, 
place. There are many people 
Howard Pln}-ers that ha1c • · 
time and a lot of commi• 
desire, passion and talent , 
they use to get things done,"~ 
suid. 
In Rivers' opinion, one 
mo'l rewarding experiences"'-
of the annual festival -. 
production of "Voice 
Darkness." The play 
originated, produced, directt 
designed and performed 
SIUdents. 
In the years to comr 
organization hopes to conti 
bring quality performance1 
community. They also hopet. 
another production 10 the Oir 
Festival, and that time, go 
way 10 national competitioa. 
G <I> G: Making their niark in non-Greek -way 
By Tasnlne E. Hunter 
Hilllop Staff Writer 
As srrange as it may seem, 
former New York Nick Earl "The 
Pearl" Monroe, National Basketball 
Association Hall of Fame member, 
and professional wrestler The Junk 
Yard Dog have something in 
common. Both are members of 
Groove Phi Groove Fraternity. 
One word of caution: the "Phi" 
in Groove Phi Groove can be 
misleading. Although the 
simi larities abound, this fraternity 
is not a black Greek organization. 
According to Groove members, 
"Phi" is actually a symbol Greeks 
stole from Egyptians. 
The national black nongreek 
organization was founded during 
the Civil Rights Movement in 
October 1962. at Morgan State 
Uniwrsity in Baltimore, by 14 men. 
Those men were inspired to form 
their own organization because they 
had become disfavored with the 
black Greek organizations on 
campus. 
The renewed Afrocentric 
consciousness of the 60s alienated 
them from Greek culrore and the 
intraracial discrimination some 
fraternities and sororities practiced 
at that time. 
They wanted 10 p1omo1e African 
cultural uplifunent and academic 
awareness on campus then bring it 
back to the community. 
"There's no such thing as black 
Greeks," proclaimed Russell 
Wesley Moss, a Cheyney 
Uni,-ersity alumnus affiliated with 
local graduate chapters. "We like 10 
keep ties with the neighborhood 
but still excel at the college level." 
The fraternity name means 
everlasting peace and 
enlightenment. l.n 1979, the first 
Grooves emerged at Howard 
Uniwrsity. 
The Bison chapter of Groove 
Phi Groove has been involved in 
several campus and community 
projects this year. The projects 
range from campus Fight Nights 10 
community outreach programs at 
Bruce Monroe Elementary School. 
Academic and community service 
are the principles they base their 
activities around. 
"Eighty-five to 90 percent of our 
projects involve the Howard 
community or the community at 
large," said Barrington Barrett, 
Bison chapter president. 
Fight Nights are free 
rebroadcasts of big fights televised 
on pay-per-view. The most recent 
Fight Night occurred last semester 
on Nov. 13. I 993, in the Sunon 
Plaza television lpunge. It featured 
the "Bowe-Holyfield, Repeat or 
Revenge" fight. 
A clothing drive and "Cents for 
Sense" ran from Dec. 9, 1993, thru 
Jan. 15, 1994, 10 benefit Davis 
Elementary School children in 
Southeast Washington. D.C. 
Former Groove regional advisor 
Clayton B. Witt learned the 
children needed winter clothes and 
classroom supplies from the school 
principal. The clothing drive 
targeted Howard dormitories Eton 
Towers. Meridian Hill Hall, Sutton 
Plaza and Tubman Quadrangle. 
Boxes were placed in the main 
lobbies or laundry rooms to collect 
shirts, pantS and sweaters. 
Witt thought of Cents for Sense 
as a way to cam money for 
classroom supplies. A large 
donation jar was brought 10 Groove 
meetings and functions for 
members to contribute their spare 
change 10 the cause. The jar stayed 
at the advisor's home so his family 
could pitch in as well. 
Groove members were pleased 
with the outcome of the combined 
projects. They would later be 
rewarded for their efforts. 
"It took us two days to sort and 
organize all lhe clothes." said 
Barren. "Recently, we received a 
lener form the principal thanking us 
for the clothing and the money from 
Cents for Sense." 
An employment seminar was 
held this semester on Jan. 29 and 
Feb. 5 thru 6 in the Armour J. 
Blackburn University Center. The 
seminar agenda included resume 
writing, mock videotaped 
interviews and guest speakers. 
Among the speakers scheduled 
were Rovinia Brock, senior 
correspondent for BET News, and 
Kevin Johnson , marketing 
accountant manager for NBC 
television. Participants also had a 
chance 10 critique their resumes 
and mock interviews. 
The Bruce Monroe Business 
Club is an ongoing project which 
began on Jan. 21, 1994. The goal of 
the club is to teach boys at Bruce 
Monroe Elementary School 
marketing skills so they will know 
how 10 make doing odd jobs and 
properly manage it. Some of the 
odd jobs they perform are shoveling 
snow, raking leaves and painting 
fences. The money they earn is 
pooled together and divided 
between them according 10 either 
the number of hours worked or the 
difficulty of the job. 
"Some members had bad 
experiences with being Big 
Brothers," explained Bnrreu. "So 
we decided to start thh club and 
teach kids something positive 
without taking on the role as big 
brother." 
A local church has offered 
Groove members money 10 help 
fund their project. The First Baptist 
Church of North Brentwood has 
pledged 10 give them a percent of 
the money gained from a walk-a-
thon the church participated ma., a 
good faith gesture. 
The seerrungly liule b-
f ra1ernal organization has I 
members nationwide. 
'"The organization re;K'M 
north ,1, l\la<!.aChusctt,, asf 
as F'k>rida and .i, far -.,est 
said Shawn Smith, L 
University alumni affiliatt, 
local graduate chupt~rs. 
Groove members SU} they 
have 10 be Gn.-ek 1odoalltl'.c 
Greeks can. 
Mothers to be honored at Andrew Rankin Chape 
By Melissa E. J ames 
Hilllop Staff Writer 
Mothers will be the focus of 'The 
Friends of tile Andrew Rankin 
Memorial Chapel'' and its "11-ibute 
10 Mothers" Sunday in the sancroary 
of the Andrew Rankin Memorial 
Chapel. 
According 10 Shirley Graham 
Evans, chairperson of the "Friends" 
rribute and co-chairperson for the 
chapel's centennial activities, 
District of Columbia 
Congresswoman Eleanor Holmes• 
Norton will be "giving remarks Ihm 
relate 10 the importance of motllers 
and what roles they have played in 
society." 
"Represenlllthe Holmes-Norton 
was chosen to speak at the service 
because she represents a certain type 
of mother, n working motller who 
has been successful. We kind of 
think of her as ·mother mg· the 
District. We think of her as kind of 
shepherding. as mothers do. items 
through Congress," Evans said. 
Rev. Bernard Richardson, dean 
of the chapel, is anxiously 
anticipating Sunday's service. 
"'Tllis is an important event. It is 
essential 10 recognize the role of 
motherhood in the African-
American community. Mothers have 
been carrying a burden to be 
mothers and fathers and other.,. It ·s 
a time 10 celebrate and a time to 
challenge fathers. Motherhood is 
something to be celebrated in our 
communit)( Richard,on said. 
According 10 Evans, the other 
events that the "Friends" have 
organized for this year ha,,e gone 
"excellently." 
"We ha,,: had a good reception 
from the communit)(" Ev-ans said. 
Evans, with Centennial co-chair 
EMelle Toylor, has many other 
activities planned for the year, 
including a tribute 10 pa\t chapel 
u,hers that will IJlkc place later in 
May and a tribute 10 persons married 
in the chapel. Evans explained that 
the oouples would be able 10 renew 
their vows at that service in 
September. 
"Also planned is a forum where 
we talk about critical is\ues as they 
relate to Howard. We'll bnng in 
people who are prol~"ionu 
have information about 1 
religious groups," E,ans ,Ji! 
Evans wants the comm 
know that the "Friends·· ardx 
to culminate their vr 
activities in December b)· dt 
a stnined glassed winOOII 
chapel. "Friend," is J,:C: 
donations toward !hi, e,~mdla 
be sent 10 ti-.: chapel office 
of the "Friends" orgnnizJIJc& 
Community choir celebrates 5 years of ministry through music· 
By Shuni OuBone 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
The Howard University 
Community Choir, formerly known 
as the Residence Hall Clloir, is 
celebrating its fifth-year anniversary 
this semester, commemorating the 
members' commitment of service to 
the Lord lhrougll musical minisrry. 
The choir was organized in 
March 1989 by Howard alumnus 
Thomas K. Pierre Jr. 
''The choir's purpose is to lift up 
the name of Jesus Christ tllrough the 
singing of Gospe l and sacred 
Christian music, and to minister 10 
the campus and the commu,lity at 
large," Pierre said. 
Throughout the past five years. 
the choir has increa~ its scope of 
ministry, traveling not only within 
the D.C. merropolillln area, but also 
10 other states along the east coast. 
In addition to performing in 
Connecticut, Virginia, North and 
South Carolina, New York and New 
Jersey, the choir christened the new 
art center at Clemson University 
and performed as Shirley Caesar's 
opening act in 1990. 
According to Joseph Isaac, 
graduating senior and former 
president of H.UC.C. , the choir 
ministers not only 10 iL~ audience, 
but also to its members. 
'The choir has kept me going 
throughout my five years here, and 
without them, I would feel totally 
incomplete," Isaac said. 
'Through tile ministry of the 
choir, the participant~ ha,,: not only 
Brown to speak at Howard 
BRO h N, Ii viii Ai 
statistical updates on the South 
African elections, as well as for 
the chance to communicate 
directly to South Africa," she said. 
Before becoming the U.S. 
Secretary of Commerce, Brown 
was a lawyer, negotiator and the 
past chairman of both the 
Democratic National Committee 
and the 1993 Inaugural 
Comminee. He served as chief 
counsel for the Senate Judiciary 
Committee under the 
Chairmanship of Senator Edward 
M. Kennedy and spent 12 years 
with the National Urban League. 
as depu ty executive di rector, 
general counsel and vice president 
for Washington operations. 
On Dec. 12, 1992, then 
Presiden t-e lect Bi ll Clinton 
nominated Brown 10 be the 30th 
U.S·. Secretary of Commerce. 
"American business will know 
that the Department of Commerce 
has a strong and independent 
leader and a forceful advocate," 
said Clinton m the time of the 
nomination. 
Brown's appointment was 
confirmed by the U.S. Senate on 
Jan. 21, 1993, and he took office 
the followi ng day. 
Brown brings experience and 
dedication to his newest challenge 
of creating a strong private and 
public sector partnership. 
"The Department of 
Commerce's central mission must 
be to promote long-term 
economic growt.h," Brown said. 
"That includes rebuilding our 
industrial base and worki ng with 
small bus iness owners and 
minority entrepreneurs 10 create 
and ,expand employment 
opporronitics." 
enhanced their spiritual 
development, but also their social, 
cultural and academic development 
as "-ell," Pierre said. 
New choir member Flai 
Livingston said she has grown 
spiritually since joining the group. 
"My spiritual life has grown since 
I've been in the choir, and it ha~ 
encouraged me 10 praise God more 
than before:· she said. 
Another member of the choir, 
Carious Price, said she 100 has 
become closer 10 God since joining 
the choir. 
"The choir helped 10 fill the void 
in my life and I can't explain it, but 
it has greatly enriched my ,v-.ilk with 
the Lord,'' Price said. 
But according to Isaac. the choir's 
road has not always been ea.\y. 
"The bigge..1 test came wi tll our 
name change. It was a srrong test for 
the choir; however, with God ·s help. 
we wcatllered that particular storm, 
and consequently, we grew closer 
together," Isaac said. 
Rob Malone, H.U.C.C. president, 
said he would like 10 set 
supportive funding for thccb 
'The choir per.,i&1en1ly s:r 
be u bright spot on Howard's a: 
:md in ,urroundingareas, an! 
continue 10 uplitt the nam:d 
through song," Malone \Jid. 
The choir will hold II! 
concert of the se=ter ~~ 
Andrew RimkinMemorialClu' 
6 p.m. Admission 10 the COO: 
free. 
South Africans anticipate vote 
DELEGATION, from A1 
for black. We must continue 10 
fight until we have our land back. 
1bey [whites) conrrol lhe economy 
... political freedom is not real 
freedom without economic 
freedom," the 23 year-old law 
sllldent said. 
Since the lnkalha Freedom Party 
led by Mangusothu Buthelezi 
decided to participate in South 
Africa's first all race elec110ns, 
there are now nineteen official 
parties on the ballot. 
The three major parties arc 
Mande la 's African Nationa l 
Congress, DeKlerk 's National 
Party and the lnkatha Freedom 
Party. 
The other parties i ncludc those 
such as Clarence Makwetu 's Pan 
African Congress, Stephen 
Schelper's Federalbtic Party, Nina 
Roman's Women's Rights Peace 
Party. and a host of others. 
South Africans will vote over a 
period of two days, April 27 and 
April 28. Because of the high 
illiteracy rate caused by the 
instillltion of apartheid, over sixty 
percent of the black population is 
illi terate. Therefore, the voting 
process has been made as simple as 
possible. 
Pictures of the candidates and 
their party symbols are featured on 
the ballot for those who cannot 
read. Voters will also h31C 
hands stamped with in\1~tlt 
that can only be seen uAi'. 
ultraviolet ligllt after they 1<1t 
will insure that no one \'otes, 
Although voters will ootrtr 
for lite upcoming electioo. 
are voter registration plllDI ~ 
made for the next elections' 
will take place in 5 years. NJ,' 
week, the people of South .i: 
will be able 10 participate ii 
first ever all-race electioi 
future of South Africa co-
weigh in lite balanccU!> the, 
prepares it;,elf for the billb 
new nation. 
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African-Ainerican genealogy 
week encourages family research 
l 
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Lori Hur ter, a genealogis_t, stands in front of her exhbit that will be 
e utured this weeltend at African-American Gen_ealogy and History Week. 
0 obscrvauon. 
c ! Ramonica Rice AAHGS will conduc1 a bus tour 
c -'4)5taff Writer of1he National Archives, Library of 
:1 Do wan1 1o know if your Congrcs~. and Daugh1ers of the 
c ,iors were ,laves or tree? American Revolution Library, 
re ihey Ii icd? t\nd if they where researchers may find a 
li!J3led ihcrc .iflcr ,Javery? we:1lth of information regarding 
their family 1recs. If you wan1 I<> know 1hc answer~ 
plbcse questions. Lori Hunter is "Hopefully. we will gel people 
IIIC~f many genealogists who c.in intcrcMcd enough in ge1ting starled 
i!liw how 10 trace your family's and that they will converge on 10 
. Toh weekend will kick-off other research facili1ies in the 
first "African-American Washington area," Hunter said, who 
Jo•} and History Weck .. is also president of DCGS and a 
<- member of AAHGS. Sponsored by the District of 
· G 1 • S But Hun1er said researching one mbaa cnea ogacal ociely ancestral history involves more 
die James Dent Walker Chapter 
llat ,\fro-American His1orical work than just going 10 the library. 
People have 10 begin at home by 
Genealogical Society. !has week talking to relatives. especially the 
,cs to be filled wi1h fun, 
icmcnt and informational older family members. Finding out 
tnformation regarding names. 
, tic, on how to investjgme 1he dates, places of birth, marriage, 
101 your ancestors deaths, occupa1ions, church 
GS h,ts designated .. African- membership, residences. 1he 
can Gcncaloey and History Joc,11ion of the family cemetery. 
"a<the springboard to launch and even fnm1ly rec ipes are 
HS\1 6th Annual Conference. considered vital first steps. 
"ill be held at the Howard Hunter suggested tha1 people 
~,i1y Hotel from April 29 to siart research by interviewing an 
I older family member. 
More than 30 workshops and "Once you get preliminary 
n.ir.. on how to trace family · r, · , · th 
t, arc scheduled for the an ormauon, you re usmg at as a 
m guide, as a check and balance 
JO fcrcnce. There will also be against what you're finding in 
-,rous pictures. wills, formal reference, because it may be 
ents an : much more for ar 
totally true or ii may not be totally 
true," said Hunter. 
She also said tracing your family 
roots is a timely task, but it's 
worthwhile. 
"I've been doing it [research I off 
and on from abou1 1982 to about 
1988 or 89 and then I just decided 
1hat this is taking too long." Hunter 
claimed. "Every weekend, every 
e\cning. Twas somewhere trying to 
find ou1 some information, 
inteMivcly from 1990 10 1992." 
Her hard work paid off. Hun1er, 
who comes from a very large 
fami ly. traced her ancestors back 10 
1he 1790s in Virginia and North 
Carolina. 
"I've acrually found documen1s 
,vri11en by my great-grandfather. I 
even found an autobiography 
wriuen by one of my great-
grandfa1hers," Hunter said as she 
described the items she found 
during her search. 
She said sometimes people an: 
worried about the cost to conduct 
lhis 1ypc of e~tensive research, but 
Hunter feels thai people shouldn't 
really be concerned with that, when 
it comes to finding out abou1 fami ly. 
"Once you get staned, it's kind 
of difficult to put a price lag on 
what regarding getting information, 
regarding knowing your heri1age," 
Hunter said. 
Hunter indicated thal although 
it's never too lale to begin 1racing 
your family roo1s, it's be11erto ,tart 
when you are in your 20s or 30s. 
Chances are. 1he older fami ly 
members are still living. 
"Find 1ho,e older relati1es and 
si1 them down with a iapc recorder. 
. .show them lots of pictures, ha,e 
them reminisce," Humersaid. "The 
most imporllmt thing is to go ahead 
and get started, because every year 
you wait could be a year that you've 
los t information or you lost a 
relative." 
Because this year is the first time 
that the AAHGS annual conference 
date fell close to the DCGS seminar 
dale, both groups decided to make 
a week-long event. 
"Some people were saying 'this 
is a bad thing, it's going to conflict' 
and I said no let's take advantage of 
this and use it 10 publicize the fact 
1hat lots of people in the 
Washington area arc interested in 
genealogy," Hunter explained. 
"African-American Genealogy 
and His1ory Week" is an 
opportunity for the public to get a 
foci of what genealogy is all abou1 
so they can proceed on 10 the 
AAGHS's weekend conference. 
Participanl.l; arc bound to receive 
sufficient information on how and 
where to begin their research afler 
they auend ,uch workshops as 
"Walk Together Chi ldren, Don·1 
You Get Weary: The Legacy of a 
Free Black Family", "Tracing Slave 
Ancestors in 1he Antebellum 
Period", and "The Ugly Ways of the 
1790-1860 U.S. Census 
Enumerations." 
Such no1able speakers as 
Ambassador Ronald Palmer and 
Ambassador Horace G. Dawson, 
Jr. will conduct the conference 
workshops. Other speakers include 
John Woodson, the alleged grea1-
grea1 grandson of Thoma, Jefferson 
and Sally Hemings and Jamil 
Abdullah Al-Amin (H. Rap 
Brown), a sixties crusader. 
The 1hcme of 1his year's 
conference, "Just ordinary people, 
God uses ordinary people", will 
emphasize the important 
con1ribu1ions made by African 
Americans every day. whether it is 
1hc participation, the pn:sen~tion, 
or the documen1ation of African-
American research. 
AAGHS President Barbara 
Walker thinks that the organization 
will have great success in 
promoting the research. the s1udy 
and the publication of the his1ory 
and genealogy of Americans. 
!Local black business serves 'letter' 
:;needs of HU Greek organizations 
David Wigenton, vice president and member of Phi Beta Sigma, started Since the showroom opened. 
l 
· Y,guel Burke 
~ Staff Writer 
Lpon en1n1nce into this hodge-
ofBlack Greek ,ocial culture 
blishment, Greek Letter 
1zation clothing and other 
ho phcrnalia plastered with 
us JU\ combinations of the Greek 
t immediately Oood the eye. 
to !Id the counter, an employee 
ngl 11:ts various transfers on a deep 13 !accolored t-shirt. 
ng For 45 years, The Guild, 2634 
he lttpa A1e .• NW, has served the 
ng ~itics and the sororities of the 
:an 3111 community. And 01er the 
ire its name and reputation have 
o to the point were the 
tnc,s ca1ers to organizations 
IICCd specialized paraphernalia 
, ilrldw1de. Included on their 
:tll!Ck: list arc organizations in 
1re i.ifar and noL-so-far away states llcountries a.~ California, North 
. 10 :rotina. St. Louis, Florida, Puerto 
)US band Germany. 
,ill -V.'hen people go back to their 
;us pPecu ,e sUltes, the name and 
?!ltataon gets around over 
nal per,lions. People from the '60s 
in frgradua1ed (from Howard], they 
I ai Id pa5s down their Greek 
1 is '«lier, and b.-ing them i.~ ~d 
ie the name and year, s.ud 
general manager of 1he store. his business in 1949 because he S1anlcy has expanded The Guild to 
The business has had its ups and said he noticed 1hat there was a include Stanley and Associates. a 
downs. The most profitable s=ons need for a paraphernalia store that company specializing in printing, 
are the fall and spring, when the would serve not only the Howard advertising, making plaques and 
line:, of pledgees for organizations community bul the surrounding awards. electronic tax filing and 
become members. The summer neighborhoods a~ well. refund anticipation !oars. Stanley 
also brings in a profit, although "One of my professors a1 1he and Associates is located a few 
somewhat smaller. because people Universiiy gave me the ,dea to s1art doors from The Guild at 2634 
are stocking up on paraphernalia for the business," Stanley said. Georgia Ave., N.W. 
1he upcoming school year. 
The slowest time for ,------------------------=--=,,---, 
business is the winter. 
Although some 
organiza1ions in the 
Howard University 
community have noticed 
that the prices at The 
Guild are slightly higher 
than other ,tores who do 
Lhe same quality of work, 
The Guild sees their prices 
as being reasonable and 
note that the property 
1ax in D.C. is sligh1ly ! 
higher. }' 
"Our prices arc lo,ver ci 
because we do it in 1 
house and have been," 'ii 
said founde r and !I 
president Alphonso M ~ 
Stanley. j - \ Stanley, who "-L ____ !_.._-.!~ ___________ .;;.;_ ______ .., 
graduated from 
Howard in 1950 and is a For 45 years The Guild has served fraternities and sororities of the Howard communl~ 
Howard Deli seeks to increase student patronage 
•Angela Renee Birch 
1q) Staff Writer 
eir The HJLJ.;roP newspapers line 
ink ll,os11e ends of the counter. Fliers 
~ ~ncing the 25th anniversary 
hlS ni reunion of the Howard 
ct• 1trsi1y Gospel Choir are iacked 
:ter lie walls and 10 one of the oldest 
~n: lib registers still around. The only 
:ng kit, missing are the studen1s. 
ach The Howard Delicat~scn, 2612 
eJ(l l!orgia Ave., across from the 
i~ ~I of Business, is one of 1he 
,eir ~ black-owned ,tores on the 
1te lick. fatabli,hcd in I 923 by an 
; 10 lliiii family. the ,10re hu\ always 
trY ~ a ,upporter of the Howard 
fa~ 
Open daily at 6:30 a.m., the deli 
fresh doughnuts and blueberry 
fin\. For lunch they serve a 
ic1y of deli sandwiches and 
goods. such as apple pies and 
chocolate cakes. 
But in recent years, the business 
has fallen on hard times. 
Owner Kent "Kenney" Gilmore said 
he belic\es it is because of 1.he loss 
of suppon from high school students 
and the increase in the food vendors 
on the campus. 
"Food vendors have hurt [us] very 
much and so has the school board's 
decision to imprison the high school 
students, which hasn't made a 
difference because the violence has 
now been transported inside," he 
said. 
Gilmore and his brothers, Daryl 
and Fmnk OiaL, co-own the MO~ 
'They bought it in 1986 from Lewis 
and Grace Guerra, whose parents 
started the store. When they were 
younger, 1he brothers used 10 work 
for the Guerra's, cutting the hard 
rolls. making sandwiches and 
sweeping the floor before school. 
"We learned a lot ofresponsibili1y how many ways can you sell a ho1 
as well as the 1echnical side of dog for a dollar.'' Gilmore said. 
owning a business," Gilmore said. The brothers said they have 
Gilmore and his family have received tremendous support from 
strong 1ies to Howard. Their 1he Howard University foo1ball 
grandmother was a cook for the learn, especially Jay Walker. Gary 
University. and in the summer, he Harrell and Rupert Brown. 
and his brothers would perform as But Gilmore said they are still 
extras in the plays put on a1 the Ira working on a plan to increase sales. 
Aldridge Thea1re and Cramton For now, they want the students to 
Audi10rium. know there is a legacy at the Howard 
"As a chi ld. I remember Ralph Dclica1essen. Tiiey said they care 
Bunche, Mordecai Johnson and very deeply about the University 
Armour J. Blackburn coming into andtheareasurroundingtheavenue. 
the store," Gilmore said. and they have a wonderful rapporl 
The deli does not have a food plan with 1he community. The owners 
like some other stores along the know vir1uallye\er)'One who pas.c;cs 
block, but the owners say they keep through their door. 
theirpricesasreasonableaspos.sible "We feel a part of the Howard 
while maintaining quality. They family," Gilmore said. 
ca1er special events, but they do not The deli closes at -1:30 p.m., bu1 
sell fried foods and have stopped the owners said they plan to extend 
carrying hot dogs. s1ore hours. 
"With all of the other vendors, 
Many District hotels 
say 'no vacancies' for 
graduation guests 
BY. Genea Luck 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Graduating seniors, if your 
parents and friends are waiting 
until the las1 minute to make hotel 
reserva1ions for gradua1ion 
weekend, you may find that there 
is no room in the inns in 1he 
downtown Washington area. And 
if you do happen to Mumble onto 
a vacant room, the steep prices 
jus1 may shock your guests into 
spending the night in their cars. 
The Howard Universit/ Hoiel 
has been booked for graduation 
weekend for quite awhile. One of 
the receptionists advised that 
reservations be made at least six 
to eight months in advance. 
"For those 1hat come to 
graduations al l the time. these 
people make reservmions for the 
next year as soon as they check 
ou1 on graduation weekend," said 
Dianna. who declined to gh'C her 
last name . 
TI1e Howard Universi1y Hoiel 
is directing ou1-of-1own guests to 
look for vacancies at Best Wes1Crn 
Hotels or to call tourist 
information. 1-800-V !SIT-DC. 
The s1andard rates at the Best 
Western New Hampshire Sui1es 
for two people is $159 per night 
TI1e Best Wcsiern Skyline Inn is 
a little cheaper at $89 a night for 
a room with double beds. 
According 10 1he ho1el 
receptionis1, 1he Capi1ol Hi II Best 
Wes1crn is booked. 
Holiday Inn Sih-er Spring Plaza 
also is booked for graduation 
weekend. However, the Holiday 
Inn on Thomas Circle and 
Massachuse11s Avenue has four 
rooms left with the family greal 
rates special. The family great 
rates special is $89 per night: the 
s1andard room rate is $108 per 
room. 
The Holiday Inn Capi1ol is sold 
out of double rooms, but they do 
hm'C king size bedrooms for S 149 
per night A call service sales 
agent for Holiday lnn Hotels said 
he thinks there are only a few 
hotel vacancies because 
Georgetown and The American 
University will be having 
graduation exercises around the 
same time as Howard. 
"Also, you have everybody and 
!heir kids heading 0111 for the 
tourisl season in the downtown 
area. Hotels in D.C. stay booked 
when the wc.ithcr is nice," said 
Chris Gottfried for H?liday Inn. 
But don't fret; there are still a 
few reasonably-priced hotels 
nearby. 
The Georgetown Inn has a 
room for two people in a queen 
size bedroom for $129 a night. 
The Econo Lodge, 1600 New 
York Ave., has double rooms still 
avai I able for $52.95 per night 
The Econo lodge. 7990 Georgia 
Ave .• has doubles for S54.95 per 
night. 
The Walter Reed Ma~1er Hosts 
Inn, 1917 BladcnsburgRd.,N.E., 
has doubles for$67 and singles for 
$55 per ni,zh1. 
The Waller Reed Master Hosts 
Inn has government and military 
family discounts. Double room~ 
are $49.95 and singles an: $45.95 
per night. The Waller Reed Master 
Hos1s Inn is only a 10-minuie 
dri \'C up Georgia Avenue from 
the main campus. 
If you think you are going to 
drive home as soon as 1he 
graduation ceremonies are over, 
make ,ure you check some of the 
area hotels because then: are a 101 
of room~ still avai lable for Sunday, 
May 15. 
The Comfort Inn, 500 H St , 
N.W .. has no rooms available for 
May 14, but some can be reserved 
for May 15. The raies are$ I 09 for 
doubles and $99 for single.~ per 
night. 
Prices and vacancies for mos1 
ho1els are 001 guaranteed until 
reservations are made. The lax 
ra1e for ho1els in D.C. is 11 
percen1, along with a $1.50 charfe 
per day. Hotels in Maryland ha\,: 
a 12 percent lax added 10 the bill. 
Upcoming Events in D.C .. 
Aprll 23-29 
African-American Genealogy and History Week Activities. 
April 23 
"Routes 10 Your Pnst". a seminar 
Pince. One Judiciary Square Auditorium, 441 4th St. N.W. 
Time; IOa.m. to 3.00p.m. 
For more information. call (202) 483-2213 or (202) 234-5340. 
April 24 
Eanh Day Fair and Rally-·•&othon," a w-.il.k-a-thon 
Sponsored by Greenpeace and Kemp 1'>1ill Music 
Place: D.C. Armory and Anneos1ia River Waterfront 
Tame: 8:30 n.m to 6 p.m. 
Through April 24 
'·The Wa,h" 
,The story of n di.,intcgrating marriage and a Japanese- \mttican 
woman's slcps toward mdepenckncc. 
Place: Studio Theatre 
For more information, call (202) 332-3300. 
;\,fay 3-31 
Self Defense Cla.,s 
Sponsored by the DC Rape Crisis Center and DC Self Defense Karate 
Association 
Place: All Souls Church. 16th & Harvard S'f. N.W. 
Time: 8-9:30p.m. 
For more information call (202) 2232-0789. 
. 
~ 
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DADE COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS T MIAMI, FLORIDA 
THE PLACE FOR PROFESSIONALS IN EDUCATION 
If you are a qualttied 
• Teacher 
• Exceptional Student Education Teacher 
• Math or Science Teacher 
• School Psychologist ' 
• Occupational or Physical Therapist or 
Therapist Assistant 
who wants to work in a dynamic. progressive community. your 
place in the sun may be with us! 
1993-94 school year starting salaries range 
from $26,500 to $38,900 • Excellent Fringe Benefits 
Conlacl: MS. JO CARTANO. DIRECTOR 
1ns11UClional s1alf1ng and Recru!Ung • Oado County Public Scnools 
1444 Biscayne Boulovard • Suilo 150 • Miami, Aonda33132 
(305) 995-7077 
EOUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 
AS 
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Since 1924 
Is Caning Fair? 
In Singapore, !here is very little 
tolerance of crime. It is a country 
where you can be fined for not 
flushing public toilets, feeding birds 
and even chewing gum. In 
Singapore, four foreigners were 
recently hanged for drug traffic,;ng. 
And right now an 18-year-old 
American is being sentenced to four 
monlhs in prison wilh a $2,230 fine 
and six strokes on his bare buuocks 
Vlh a cane. He didn't rob a s1ore or 
break into a house. He a.llegedly 
vandalized (spray-painted) two cars 
that were worlh $125 in damages 
and stole street signs. 
Michael Fay did plead guilly to 
these crimes, but a confession was 
brutally forced out of him by the 
police in Singapore. There wasn't 
any physical evidence linking Fay to 
these crimes. Fay's parents are 
pleading 10 the Singaporean 
govenment, with the help of the 
American government, including 
President Clinton, 10 spare him the 
rod. 
The cane lhat they use to strike 
is prisoners is four-feet-long and half 
of an inch thick. Most caning 
victims have been known to be 
hospitalized for shock and are 
unable to sit or lie down on their 
backs for three momhs. 
Usual!)\ a young man like Fay with 
no criminal record in the United 
States wou Id probably be lined or 
sentenced 10 do community work for 
such a crime as spray-painting cars 
or stealing street signs. Also in the 
United States, there trying 10 pass a 
bill into law lo give criminals three 
more chances before they get 
"severely punished" by tl1e U.S. 
judicial system (three strikes you're 
out bill). 
For example, if a person murders 
someone he may possibly have two 
more chances to straighten his life 
out. This can give him the choice 10 
either get his life together - or kill 
again. In the United Smtes, the 
government is very merciful lo their 
criminals; even more merciful than 
that of their victims. 
Singapore isn't by any means 
mercifu l 10 their criminals. The tiny 
island off the tip of Malaysia has 
very little or no problems with crime 
in their couniry - at ~II. This 
country may seem as if it is a 
tyrannic nation ruled with an iron 
fist but isn't h 's a democracy. And 
regardless of what size tile country 
is, it appears tlmt Singapore has 
proven that a democracy can have 
strong law and order. 
Because Singapore has a very low 
crime rate in their country, it doesn't 
mean that the United States isn't 
trying 10 do the same. because they 
are. However, the methods in this 
country, apparently aren't working. 
Building more jails just signifies 
that thert will be more criminals to 
put them in, which is a resuh of 
increase in crime. Why not do 
something 10 keep from building 
more jails? 
Physical punishment doesn't 
seem such a harsh thing 10 gi, -c a 
criminal who has raped somebod)\ 
and hanging a serial killer doesn't 
sound severe either. Ho,vever. over 
sentencing or severely punishing a 
person for a light offence should be 
monitored as well. For a person 10 
be physically and permanently 
damaged for spray-painting cars and 
stealing steel signs is a bit cruel and 
unnecessary. 
For a country that wants to 
decrease crime. Singapore may be 
country 10 certainly loqk at, unless 
!his country is too big t6 learn from 
other cultures. 
In defense of free speech 
Response to appearance by 
Dr. Khalid Muhammad, Dr. 
Tony Martin, Dr. Leonard 
Jeffries and Malik Zulu 
Sha bazz at Unity Nation rally 
We dnesday, April 20 
By Franklyn G. J enifer 
This evening, a Howard 
Universi ty student organization, 
Unity Nation, will hold an event at 
the University's Cramton 
Auditorium, which il is billing as 
"Documenung the Black 
Holocaust." 
On behalf of the Board of 
Trustees of Howard University and 
thousands of members of the 
Howard University family and 
friends, I want to express our 
deepest concern that the Un ity 
Nation organization has chosen lo 
provide a platform on our campus 
for individuals who are associated 
with blatant anti-Semitic rhetoric. 
Let me stale once again for the 
record, as the executh-c committee 
of our Board of Trus1ees did in a 
recent resolution, that "an1i-
Semi1ism has no place on our 
campus, in academia, or in the 
larger society." 
The participants in this event have 
c,·ery right 10 speak their minds, 
e,-cn if others and I totally disagree 
with their views. That is the cost of 
a free society and an open and 
academically free university. 
However, that same freedom 
imposes a re.sponsibility on others in 
the University community, 
especially those of us in leadership 
positions, 10 deplore comments that 
would vilify the Jewish people, or 
target any other group for similar 
vilification. Such comments are 
hurtful, hateful and insensitive. 
Moreover, they are based on such a 
specious foundation of "facts" that 
they violate the principles of 
scholarly in tegrity that this 
University holds so dear. 
As for the advertised topic of this 
event: Whi le it is indeed important 
10 recognize and remember the 
suffering of the millions of our 
brethren who died in the passage 10 
slavery in the Americas. il is also 
important to recognize and 
remember the suffering of the 
millions of our other brethren who 
died in other holocausts. The 
suffering of one people should not 
be promoted by tile denigration of 
another. Nor should one people seek 
10 advance by stepping on the backs 
of another. 
Howard Uni,-cn.ily was founded 
as a bastion in the baule against 
rncism and bigotry, and il continues 
today to uphold the principles of 
that baule. Freedom and equality are 
for everyone. and that bigotry, 
sexism. chauvinism and any other 
oppres.<ion of humanity are not to be 
tolerated. 
Our students and our faculty 
come from approx imately 100 
foreign countries, all 50 Mates and 
include Jews. Christians, Muslims 
and representatives of still other 
religions. And they, li ke me, are 
cmegorically opposed 10 bigotry in 
any form and are offended by people 
who espouse bigotry, as well as 
those who auempl 10 profit from it. 
Indeed, the very mission of Howard 
Uni\"crsity is totally inimical to 
bigotry - from any quarter. 
Howard Univer.,ity continues 10 
hold events and activities that serve 
10 counter the rne.~,;age of exponents 
of hate and intolerance. Just last 
week Kenneth Kaunda. the long-
time president of Zambia and one of 
the moM prestigious leaders of 
Africa, came 10 our campus and 
told us. "Unless we accept the 
teaching 'Love thy neighbor as 
thyself.' the human race wi II 
disappear." 
This afternoon the Department 
of Afro-American Studies is 
holding a s1Uden1 forum on 
academic responsibility. Tiie forum 
will address the issues of tolernnce. 
di,-crsity, scholarly objectivity and 
social responsibi lity. 
The University will continue its 
efforts 10 spread the me,sage of 
equali1y and tokrance of all 
peoples, while vigorously opposing 
any expression of hmc or bigotry. It 
will also continue 10 teach its 
students the importance of 
tolerance. along with sound 
scholarship and intellectual 
integrity. 
Fra11kly11 G. Jenifer is president of 
Haward Universif): 
Haiti's problems run deep 
Letter to the Editor 
By Alexandra Charles 
I feel the need l0 respond l0 
the article by Robinson Cook in the 
Friday, April 8 edition of The 
HILLTOP, for I feel it 10 be 
misguided and extremely out of 
touch with the tense politica l 
situation surrounding the United 
States' policy toward Haitian 
President Jean-Bertrand Aristide. 
I was a member of a documentary 
film crew interviewing Aristide at 
the time, and the truth of the mauer 
is that on the day planned for the 
meeting between himself and the 
While House, his previously 
arranged audience, supposedly with 
President Bill Clinton, was 
postponed several hours before 
finally being "cleared." 
His meeting ended up being wilh 
Vice President Al Gore and lasted 
long enough for the two lo exchange 
a handshake followed by a cynical 
anecdote on the injust.ice of U.S. 
immigrati on policy toward the 
Haitian refugees. 
It was obvious that the meeting 
was 10 serve as a ploy to pacify the 
elements which had grown agitated 
from the criticisms enumerated by 
the Congressional Black Cuucus, 
because immediately following the 
meeting, the White House quickly 
sent out a memo stating that it was 
still on good terms with Aristide and 
that it was doing its best 10 help 
restore democracy 10 Haiti. 
Basically, the message that lhe 
Clinton Administration was sending 
was, "Get off our backs. He's still 
our man." We arc not children, 
however, and it will take much more 
than that to ease the pressure of 
public outrage. 
I can no longer stay silent about 
the bi ller hand that the Haitian 
people, my people, have been dealt 
by tile international communit)\ the 
United Stales government. Haiti 's 
own misguided political rulers, and 
by self-appointed soapbox. healers. It 
seems that e,-cryone has an opinion 
about Haiti and that e,-cryone feels 
they can find the panacea for lier ills. 
The truth ol the maueris that Haiti's 
problems run far deeper than a 30-
minute spot on CNN. Her needs are 
far greater than relief aid from the 
Anierican Peace Corps and Save the 
Children. 
Haiti's politics arc far more 
complex than a ha lf-hearted 
imposition of democracy and her 
ev il s far too entrenched 10 be 
uprooted by a genocidal embargo. 
How did' thc proudest nation in the 
Caribbean reach such a place where 
its own leaders strive 10 tear at each 
other's throats, where racist world 
policy decides the fate of the next 
generation, where human li fe is as 
devalued as the American dollar, 
and where one man can bold the fate 
of a nation in his hands? Through 
ignorance, purposefully misguided 
intentions, and lack of vision. 
Haitians need 10 wake up and 
realize that the U.S. is not on tlieir 
side and 1ha1 it never was. The 
current policies are merely serving 
to crush any further hope of 
economic recovery that Haiti may 
have had. The embargo has 
complete ly destabili zed Haiti's 
economy. 
What beuer way 10 leave u open 
10 the probing, greedy, capitalistic 
finger of the West than to handicap 
it 10 the point of subservience? What 
belier way 10 impose an economic 
enslavement comparable 10 lhc glory 
days of the co lonialist markets 
where big business and the petty 
bourgeoisie are the only real 
winners? 
Are we destined lo become yet 
another faded jewel on the United 
States' crown? Or. perhaps. the next 
str.itegic V-illltage point into Castro\ 
Cuba once the United States' lease 
on the Guantanamo Naval Base runs 
out?This was not what my ancestors 
died for almost 200 years ago. 
Haiti did not become the first 
black republic in I 804 only 10 be 
recycled into the foul mix "of the 
"New World Order" of the J 990s. 
Time is often a cruel companion, yet 
when tempered with memory, it 
becomes an effective franiework for 
change and progress. The time for 
change in Haiti is now, because, ils 
it Mand~, we are in a statccmergcney. 
Alexandra Charles is majoring in 
film produc1ion. 
Male/female relations 
Letter to the Editor 
• again 
By Thresa Griffin 
Oh boy! Here wcgoagitin. That's 
right, another commentary on 
male/female relationships on 
Howard's campus. h's about 
"Howard women. you're 10 blame 
for us 'dogs"' (April 16, 1994 ) by 
Timothy Willian1s. When are we 
going 10 gel over it and deal with 
the situation? Well, since this is 
going 10 be the issue of the week, 
let me just state that "it takes two 10 
tango." Thal i~ right. Men cannot be 
dogs without women allowing them 
10 act that way and women can't be 
hoes wi1hou1 men leuing them 
sleep around. 
I know that "two wrongs don't 
make a right," but when are we 
going to Marl acting right? Don't 
worry, I am not going 10 preach 10 
you about the evils of black people 
and what we should do 10 correct 
them, but I am JUSl going to stale 
that Mr. William,' concept of the 
"get them before they get you" 
theory is one of the reasons why 
we, as a people, have relationship 
problems. 
Thal limb that you climbed 0UI 
on, Mr. Williams, was a short stick. 
If the brothers '"keep doing whut 
Lhey are doing," tl1en black people 
have real problems 10 face ahead 
and we will ne,-er get anywhere. 
Whal some men fail 10 realize is 
that 1hose of us who do know how 
10 apprtciaie and treat black men 
right do nol get any respect from 
them and are dogged out in the 
end. 
A fler the man has "dogged" us 
out for some materialbtic girl, 1hey 
usually get dogged out themseh-cs. 
Like the saying goes - you ne'"er 
miss a good thing until it's gone. 
And when it's gone. you men want 
to come back. Sure. some women 
take you back but with suspicion 
and a lack of trust. All this is with 
good reason; they treated you right 
but still ended up geuing hurl. 
For Mr. Williams' friends who 
"changed" (they slopped drinking 
and running around) - gi'"e me a 
break Change for your<,elf and not 
for somebody else And about that 
whole spending money issue -do 
not ,pend it because you feel you 
have 10 spend it Doil becau,e you 
want lo. Spend il b<:cau,e you want 
10 surprise her and 10 make her tccl 
special. 
Yes, Mr. Williams, you should 
1al.esomeoftheblamc. lfyou knew 
1hm the young lady wa., engaged 
and you had met her fiuncc. you 
should have respected her liance. a:, 
well as yourself and not slept, 
her. Your other example, 
"Howard loving-women" " 
wol',e ca,e ,ccnarios. A couple 
seeds do not ruin the whole bu 
JuM because you men ha,e a I:, 
heartbreaks does not mean tll:ll 
will ne\"er let yourselves lo,e ilpit 
Getting hurt is not a top prnn 
on anybody's list, but it mayhJ,"tC 
and we have to deal with it Pul!ll! 
up your guard will not allow J>01lt 
10 get close 10 you and you will 
be able 10 get close 10 people lai 
end. if 11e i;oaround actrng h.:. 
we mi&ht miss ">ut oo u ood 
Sure, there are some mer. 
women who set out intentional:) 
hurt people. but not all of usait 
that. 
When is this vicious cyck 
"dogging" each other goinr 10~ 
When we all ha,c dogged t 
othcroullo the point of not rels. 
10 each other or to the po1m th.11 
all hate each other? Either"•~• 
all hu\"e a hard way lO •o 
Tt•re."1 Griffm ts a grad, w 
i11 the College An cmrl Scitr 
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THE HILLTOP A7 
PERSPECTIVES 
The Jenifer Administration, a sad one indeed 
;i Chernor M. Jalloh 
lltc hb1ory of lhe Dr. Franklyn 
·,fer administration ha>. been the 
,tor} of a concatenation of 
-.11.111ral and 1dealogical bunglin~ 
1! has rc~chcd its apogee: 
•'earablc in every relevant 
-,,,,1. 
I ,upposc that given the recent 
p!ici1cd job haunting sprees of 
,chief_of)his ,hip that started 10 
1)1. 11 1s Just a ma11cr of lime 
~ thi, administr,,tion take, its 
It -dC<-.cr,cd e~it from our thing: 
.piudential determination of the 
. Ill) of this institution whose 
~ oon1radic1ory dctcrmina1ion 
- •rs the existential connundra 
·1ounding contacts between 
:;in and European-Americans. 
According!), the '"owl of 
Ea" (to liberate a phrase from an philosophy -- that .tblc ol the Europe.in negution of 
and all things African) hos 
J. fhc cloud, have cleared 
1he intcr,1iccs of the mind 
1u,1 yesterday may have been 
peed into submission by the 
power !hat loved to ramble about and staff At Mc 'd" 11·11 · · the y. 
1 
-,000 h . • · 
1 n ,an I came to Howard with ideologies the feds kno" ·1 
ca - . w en II could no1 dormitory. the word "lies·· is fi d· . . . · . 1 ·. . . saw Jcnifcrsignapeace1reatywi1h 
even dc,11 w11h the vendors, the painted over the adminislration·s t~~tn h:~:~ c:penentrnl c~mcxts Third,. this admnnstration 1he vendors, he has been rcponcd 35 ~ ~amma~ speech and its proposed renovations al Meridian realities ~1er~t 't;, ~~adno :•t~h the ~aunt~ ,ts d1;da1n for p~occdural saying that he signed no such thing. 
e aE ir~!•0n '" the soap opera "Eye I think there is something lo 1hai was a time V:.hcn the 1;[ ~ro er: ~•-g?r· d x~m~ cs ar~ let'-°"· The . The bottom line is that these 
10 ye. . . sign. The fiasco over 1hc issue of here was about run nin th~ ,ring e a~ e al I e P ,loso~hy mt~haps arc 1101 m_crely technical. 
Th~ many rumors of ,mmorahty tenure in the --raculty handbook" iv . ··n b . ,!l s del?arlment is one. _Another equally Quite 1he contrary ,s 1ruc. They are 
at ~•!lh places within the comes 10 mind. Moreover un ~rs_11y ! ca usrness. . od,o_u~ cxa_mple ,s the appa~ent deep moral failings. II is no 
admm1s1ra1ion and 1he bungled · hile tlus false theory may be admm,Mrallve suppor~ of the failed accident that lately 1his campus has 
ancmpl 10 ~urn I loward University •----------------------••• b,~ of t~e former chairman of l~c been a~,•ash with rumors of professors into field hands without umvcrs,ty ~:nate lo fight for h,s ,mmorahty in our adminis1ra1ion. 
job security (tenure), until now the " scna!c. pos,oon, even though the Whatever the s1aius of those 
well-guarded foci of the sub- ••• this administration came to admm,stra1,on had appointed him rumors. ii is clcarlhal on the basis 
standard salaries of _1hc majority of to ,head, t~c _Afric_an S_1udies of.the m_oral fai lings _chronicled in 
I loward profossors, IS not ,ufficienl Howard with ideolonies 4!ounded dcp,1_r1n:cnt. fhcconn,ct of mlcrest 1h1s ar11clc. no ral,onal person 
shame_ on this ··mecca of negro O I' "bliod,ng. . . . should be surprised if they turn oul 
educa11on." ;n • t • l t t th Even so, the admm1stra11on 10 be true. for 1his adminis1ra1ion 
I say the "majority" because ., experzen za COn eX S at shamelessly tried to •'im,_irucl'" the has been caught 100 many times 
there is 3 significant minorily of have noth;ng to do w;th the faculty that the _Perception of an with its pants down. 
professors for whom Howard ., ., irreparable conn,?1 of 11~1ercs1 was Accordingly, men and women 
University is a ca,h cow, the scabs a prod_uct of ou1s,de •!g,1_a1ors: lhc who want 1he experiment called 
of 1he profcssora1c. Until this fifth realities here.,, An:erican Assocrni,on of Howard to succeed, will breathe a 
column profcssorate is politically Umvcrs,ty Profc~rs (AAUP). The sigh of relier when this shameful 
crip~led, the welfare of the faculty •------------------------- •~tent was to run the ~rocedural chapter in th~ history of_ I loward 
of 1h1sgrca1 university would never rcneciion on the adm,·n,·sirat,·on·•. 1. [,md arguahly subs1an1_1ve) •~sue comes to a quick and dec1s1veclose. 
b 
, app ,cable to llarvard. 11 certainly 11110 a black and vh tc th 
C taken seriously h) any somersault, on the ,cndorqueslion docs nol and cannot be n1adc ou1 to N , · ' '. 1 !n~. adminbmuion _eedlcss 10 say, the !acuity d1dn t 
raises, al least in my mind. a rock be reasonably applicable 10 I I d 1h d · d" ·d · 
So ,~hat went wrongwi1h lhis ,;olidprcsump1ionot·•dirtyh,·1nd.s.·· II d Th 11ean,. _econ.ccrnc_ ,_n ,v,_ ual1s 
adminisira1·on? 1:· h' owar . e necessary and now wilhm the adm1n1s1rat1on -
, 1 • 1rs1, I 1s Perhaps, 1hc sign al Meridian is sufficient reason is 1ha1 our s1uden1 Ch·· f h Af · s d' 
adminis1ra1ion lost 1he will of truth gcncraliwble. b d · h 1 1 a,rmun ° 
I 
e rican lu ,es 
• • d 
1
• • o y ,s. on I e w 10 c, poorer. You Depar1t1Jcnt 
111 lls ca mgs w11h students. faculty Second. this administration can'I gel water from a s. tonc. And f' II · h h 200 ,na y, event oug s1udcn1S 
Dr. Chcmor M. Jal/oh is a grr1d11ate 
professor of philosophy at Howarrl 
Unfrer~ity. 
Arabs, Israelis ,nust co1npro1nise 
,lbduljuwad Mahmoud 
'1tcArab-lsracli world is riddled 
dcccp1ion more than di,trust 
1uspicion Since 1974. 1he 
stine Liberation Organi✓ation 
~en scndin!l mc,-.;1gcs to 1hc 
crican admin"1ra1i1>11s, 
th desire and 
,ngnc,s 10 ,olve 1he Arab-
s1ruggle peacefully. 
gcr _.a, among those U.S. 
a•ls to receive and to know 
.: 1he Palestinian yearn for 
. However. ou1 of compa¼ion 
faithfulness 10 Israel. he issued 
Kissingcrtaboo: .. no dcaling.s 
' the PLO until it would 
.;;,tic Israel", righ1 to exisl and 
, UN. resolution 24'.!. 
,rJeli leaders had claimed 1hat 
would go anywhere and 
..,c for the sake of peace in the 
.:.ilc East. Also, 1hey have been 
.:mg millions of minds with lies 
! misinformation about 1he 
.:.it of the dispu1e in the Middle 
· They would argue that Israel 
LlnCI)' s1a1e in a hos1ile region 
1.1 tha1 Arab countries are 
bined 10 desiro, ii and throw 
~izcns in the sea· 
"-crcfore, 1he ,ccuril) of Israel 
.,: come at 1hc cost of 1hc 
"-uri1y of 01hers. Unfor1una1el)i 
fi·,at majori1y of 1hc Western politicians and people alike, Uy accepted such argumentS. 
•1cquen1ly, wha1ever the 
cim"' (Israel) docs, i1 is purely 
-defense. 
Additionally, the PLO and i1s 
-.crs (Palestinians) do not 
~rles Mc Duffie 
rroplc, whether you know ii or 
,.care living in 1hc mids1 of 
evil times. It does not 1ake 
_. long to ,carch 1he mangled 
,Ch and find empty liquor 
"· used condoms. crack vials 
spcm bullet casings-symbols 
1bc sign of 1hc times. The 
-.ing sounds of ambulances and 
'>OUnd of bullets whis1ling the 
i:1a,r are a grim reminder of 1he 
of the city. 
11.t,c we lost our will 10 live or 
U\I that we don·1 know how 10 
• Somewhere along our people's 
.rs,..,ect ancestry. we forgot 
deserve 1heir independent ,1a1c 
because such a Slate would 
endanger Israel's security. Even 
before 1hese claim, surfaced. 1he 
Zionists had asserted 1ha1 Palestine 
was a country wi1hou1 a people. If 
that had l>cen so. then "hom have 
the Israelis hccn J ighting? 
Beside,. people easily Jor~ct 1he 
fact lhut hrael wa, built on a 
religious belief that Palestine and 
much of I hat area once belonged to 
1he Jews. A close look al this point 
will reveal that ··Grca1cr Israel'· i, 
bigger than Palesiinc. so giving up 
any pan of that country is a sin 1he 
braclis arc nol willing 10 commit. 
In other words. any peace 1hat 
requires Israel to give up any part 
of Palestine i, n01 acccp1ablc. Only 
peace on fsradi term, arc 
acceptable to Israel. Bui 1his peace 
isn't acceptable to Arabs. in general. 
or to Palestinians in panicular. This 
is so because the core of the 
problem (Palestinian rights) would 
no1 be solved. Therefore. Israel", 
argument that Palestinians and 1hc 
rest of Arabs are an obstacle 10 
peace is a my1h. 
Having lived in a country which 
claims to be a champion of human 
righLS and having heard many such 
phrases as '"Give me liberty or give 
me dea1h" or '"never be afraid of 
who you are" or '"always stand up 
for your righ1s:· I have always 
found it difficult to believe that 
these Western norms mean whal I 
think 1hey mean. 
As I have mentioned above, 
Israel and many of i1s Western 
supporters have always believed 
1ha1 lhc security of hrael 
comes a1 the expense of 1he 
insecurity of 01hen;. Thus. 
denying PalcstiniaM their 
civil and political rights is a 
necessary measure in order 
for Israel 10 maintain iis 
sccuril). But ho\\ valid are 
"gi,c me libcrl} or ghc me 
dca1h"" or '"always ,land up 
your rights .. phrases when ii 
rnmc, to Palestinians'! 
lsr;1cl u,ually provide, free 
trips 10 man) politicians and 
journalists. so that 1he)' can 
personally sec how '"wcs1ern-
like" Israel is. Bui I wonder if 
those guesls know hm, 
\\Cslern-like Israel is when ii 
comes 10 the Palcslinian 
people, "ho Ii, c under 
constant curfews and 
harassment and whose civil 
and political rights arc denied . 
Having lived in 1hc United 
Stales for many years. 1 have 
learned that lhe weM is always 
'"right'" and much of 1he world 
is wrong, especially the Arabs and 
the Muslims. Reading about, 
hearing and watching the hypocrisy 
in the foreign policies of 1hc 
Western countries make me solidly 
helicve that their norms and 
principles are only myths when it 
comes 10 the Arab world. When, if 
ever, has anyone heard a Western 
politician saying tha1 he or she 
demands a peaceful and democra1ic 
Middle East? Instead, Western 
politicians always state tha1 1hey 
want a secure and s1ablc Middle 
Ea,1. 
T''le <\ot 'fl 
peac.ema 1<_ec: 
,,,., 
There is no doubt 1hc Wesl has 
the power 10 insure such s1abili1y. 
Thus, ii is not a mailer of who is 
right and who is wrong, but the 
West is always right. so is Israel. 
The question here is this: What 
kind of peace docs Israel have in 
mind (or the Wcs1. for that mailer)? 
Is ii peace based on s1rength. on 1he 
insecurity of others, and on 
deception and misinforma1ion? Or 
is ii a genuine peace and justice for 
all? 
If Israel desires peace based on 
the insecurity of 01hers. this peace 
" 
0 
has been cosily for i1, especially for 
Palestinians and Arabs. Bui if Israel 
1ruly wishes peace, 1hcn the second 
kind is 1he las1ing peace. Based on 
1he events that have been taking 
place e,•er since Israel proclaimed 
its independence, 1hc peace 1hat 
Israel has in mind, which has also 
been feeding into 1hc heads of 
mill ions of people, is a worthless 
peace. II is unfortunate 1ha1 many 
policy makers know this well, bu1 
they are unwilling 10 say so because 
they arc afraid 10 be called anti-
Semi1ic, and/or they might lose 
In support Of virtue 
about our virtues or how to live 
right. During the course of 
generations. someone forgot how to 
pray or to take a s1and against the 
things 1ha1 seek 10 destroy us. The 
world is in love with reckless 
materialism and '"having a good 
time:• Who has 1he time 10 check or 
1hink about what they arc doing as 
being right or wrong? 
To make mancrs worse, the very 
things 1ha1 got us out of the muck 
and mire of slavery-prayer. belief 
and faith in Jesus Christ, unity and 
vir1ue-havc now become the last 
things thal we think about in 
solving 1he problems which plague 
our communities. We have 
forgoncn where we have come from 
and the Deliverer who has brought 
us this far. Instead. we have 
replaced ii with 1he blueprints of 
des1ruc1ion: immorality and 
unrighteousness. 
The world looks upon virtuous 
liv ing and 1he words associated 
with it (righ1eousness and morality) 
as a curse, an abomina1ion. and 
look upon people who embrace this 
doctrine of peace as social deviants. 
They have adopted an "everybody 
is doing it"" mentali1y and have no 
regards for 1he consequences of 
their actions unt il i1's too late. II is 
a known fac1 that you don't have to 
teach a child how to be bad, but you 
must 1cach him or her 10 be 
obedient. 
The Bible says that we were born 
into 1his world in sin (Psalm 51: 5), 
but ii also says that God is faithful 
and just enough to forgive us all for 
our sins and purify us from all 
unrighteousness, if we wou ld 
confess them 10 Him (1 John 1:9). 
But for many, they just arc not ready 
10 give up their fun to live of 
righ1eousness and virtue. 
The world has even managed to 
pervert one of God's greatest gifts 
to mankind: sex. He created and 
designed sex for marriage, and only 
for marriage. His desire for us to 
abs1ain from sex is not to lake away 
our fun. bul 10 pro1cc1 us, simply 
because He knows jus1 how 
powerful and spiri1ual ii is. 
However, the world has twisted sex 
10 the point 1ha1 ii is meaningless 
and routine; something that has no 
value whatsoever. The consequence 
of 1his mentali1y is unwan1ed 
pregnancies, AIDS. homosexuality, 
CIC. He wants us 10 do it His way, 
but we have chosen 10 do ii our way 
The result is 1he society 1ha1 we 
now all live in. 
Wha1ever ii is, drug and alcohol 
abuse, crime or sexual immorality, 
it can all be traced back to a lack or 
vinuc and righteousness. You can ·1 
put a band-aid on 1he cuts and 
wounds that our communities have 
suffered and wish them away. No, 
since ii is a spiritual problem we 
need a spiritual answer, and 1ha1 is 
1heir political seats. 
Whatever 1he case may be, 
decep1ion wi II not bring peace 10 
the Middle East; rather, 
compromise and good intentions 
are 1he bases for the genuine peace 
in that area. Real peace requires 
Israel 10 give up land and grant 
Palestinians their rights -
some1hing 1ha1 deeply frets Israel. 
Abd11/jall'ad Ma/1111011d is a Howard 
University st,ulenr. 
Jesus Chris1. 
This world is going 10 continue 
to perish if we arc not wi lling to 
show that by living a vinuous life 
and bci ng an example to our peers, 
we can make a difference. Arc you 
going 10 continue 10 follow the 
crowd or take a stand for 
righteousness? How you answer 
that question will determine the 
course of 1he rest of your life and 
the fate of tomorrow's gcuera1ion. 
If you don·1 care. 1hey won't care. 
Charles Mc Duffie is majoring in 
broadcast jo11malis111. 
Blacks inust choose o-wn leaders ~ 
"'1n A. J. Brown 
The ability 10 lcat n and adjust 
behavior from our past 
ricnces is one of the most vital 
of survival we have as human 
g1.. Along those s(lmc lines, as 
people in 1his country, our 
y has taugh1 us thal any time 
~ America (including Jewish 
rica) supports a par1icular 
1da, we must, for our own 
wal, hold 1ha1 agenda suspect. 
need proof of this necessity, 
l' look a1 the so-called "gains•· 
of the (heavily Jewish funded) Civil 
Rights Movement. 
Titey quite cffec1ivcly duped 1hc 
majority of us into believing that if 
we were given 1he opportunity 10 
urinate next 10 them and spend our 
money ,n their es1ablishment,, 1hen 
we wou Id somehow he heller off. 
I say this in reference 10 the not 
so coincidental timing of the 
current public onslaught againM 
M iniMcr Lou is Farrakhan and the 
Nation of Islam. If you recall, the 
initial allack on the words of 
Minis1er Khalid Muhammad came 
right around the time when black 
leaders in this country had begun 10 
move 1oward an unprecedented 
show of uni1y. 
Keep in mind. brother Khalid has 
made similar speeches using quite 
similar words many times before, 
and you can rest assured that Jewish 
organizations had a record of them. 
Bui. 1hc question is. why did they 
choose this particular time to come 
out with 1hem publicly? Tu me, the 
answer is rat her simple. This is an 
obvious and all out auack on the 
character and emergence of the 
most effective leader in black 
America, and his rcla1ion to 1hc 
mas.ses of our people. And for any 
of you who may doubt Farrakhan's 
effect iveness in solving 1he 
problems of black America, I ask 
you. when was 1hc lasl time a black 
member of Congress, even with all 
of his or her vast power and 
influence cleaned up a place like 
Mayfair Mansions - making it 
safe for black children to step 
outside their doors. 
Ye1, the attack is not only on 
Farrakhan. Brothers and sisters arc 
also being targe1cd right here on our 
own campus. Malik Zu lu Shabazz 
publicly invited anyone in America 
10 debate him on the historical facts 
of his message, yet all we have seen 
and heard is people (including 
some of our own) branding him a 
hale-monger and bigot. Bui. as Ice 
Cube one said," ... they've called 
me plenty of things, bu1 they've 
never called me a liar." 
Throughou1 history, those who 
have feared 1he truth have simply 
auempted to mask ii with more I ics 
and discredit those who speak it 
with demeaning labels. Did they 
1101 do just that with Malcolm. and 
mo~I recently Khalid Muhammad? 
I may_not have agreed with the way 
the brother said what he sa id, bul 
I'm cenainly not about to allow 
my oppressor to "pimp•· me into 
ignoring and thereby, discounting 
1he truth in what he said, as did 
several of our so-called leaders. 
Has while America gouen us so 
well-trained 1hat whenever 1hcy 
snap 1hcir fingers we go running 
from 1he 1ru1h as they do? What we 
had belier run is a check on 
ourselves. 
Kevin AJ. Brown is a11 a/11111n11s 
and a second-year medical st11de111. 
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Handbook addresses sexual 
discrim.ination in the classrooni 
By Natasha Muhammad 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Sexual discrimination wi1hin I.he 
classroom is a growing problem, 
according 10 s1uden1s ruul educalors 
nationwide. 
"Sexual discrimination is 
some1hing thal goes on in so many 
classrooms today and many 
sludenls and leachers alike seem 
really concerned," said Robby 
Henes, aulhor of Creating Gender 
Equity in Your 'leaching 
Hen es' handbook provides 
guidelines 10 help cduca1ors 
e liminale gender bias in 1heir 
' classrooms. She suggests 1hai 
educators use gender sensi1ive 
material, avoid slereolypes, elicil 
class parlicipalion equally from 
males and females, use gender 
inclusive language such as "he" or 
"she" imerchangeably, find non-
gender specific terms to refer 10 
people and giYe male and female 
s1uden1s equal amounts of 
encounigemenl. 
Henes, who is also I.he director 
of 1he Center for Women in 
Engineering at Ille Universily of 
California al Davis, decided 10 
wrile 1he handbook because of 
complaims she had heard about 
sexual discrimination from srudems 
al lhe universily. Originall); she 
intended 10 dislribule il to 
professors on campus, bul olher 
educa1ors have expressed inleresl. 
·11ie response 10 my handbook 
has been overwhelming, and I've 
been receiving all kindsofreques1s 
for copies of 1he publication, 
because 1his issue is presen1ly 
wicl::ly discussed," said Henes. 
According 10 Hcncs. 1he issue is 
1hm many students are made 10 feel 
inferior by professors who neglecl 
or show prejudice 1oward a 
panicular sex through teaching 
melhods 1ha1 are nol equal 
opportuni1y oriented. Henes book 
is focused on women because, she 
says, I.hey are most often 1he object 
of such discrimination. 
"Frequently. women are nol 
given I.he same amoum or lype of 
praise as are men," H,:nes said. 
"They are given shor, 'uh-huhs' 
and nods while men are given 
verbal praise or [are) encouraged 10 
work. harder." 
Henes said 1ha1 many times 
inferior treatmem is so subtle lhai 
it goes unrecognized. 
"Srudems don't always realize lha1 
il is going on, but af1er a while lhey 
begin to wonder, i\m I as good as 
everyone else?' or 'Why isn'l lhe 
1eachercalling on me?' All I.he lime 
not realizing lhal lheir sex could be 
a factor." Hene. said. 
Kevin P. Woodward, a professor 
of education al lhe University of 
Miami, finds lhe handbook 
effective. 
"I lhink it~ slrenflh is thal il 
doesn'l really accuse or poim lhe 
finger al leachers, iljusl offers some 
help for improving teaching 
methods lhai lack in lhe area of 
gender equality," Woodward said. 
Many professors al Howard said 
1hey always try 10 be fair and leach 
wilhoul bias. 
"I surely do all I can 10 make sure 
1ha1 s1uden1s are 1rea1ed fairly 
whether lhey are male, female, have 
elhnic differences, handicaps or 
anylhing else," said Laurence K. 
Pinders. an English professor. 
Mara Sadker, dean of education 
a1 American University, said lhal 
allhough progress is being made in 
the fighl againsl sexual 
discrimination in the classroom, it 
is nol enough. 
Sadker, has managed to gel lhe 
issue na1ional media auen1ion 
lhrough appearances on such shows 
as "Dateline NBC''. "Good 
Morning America". and "Opr.ih" 
and wilh her two books,""The 
I nlellectual Exchange: Excellence 
and F.qui1y in College Teaching" 
and "Failing al Fairness." 
Sadker is also concerned thal 
women are in lhe minority in many 
areas of sludy, including mmh, 
engineering and I.he sciences due 10 
diseouragemenl I.hey may feel in Ille 
classroom. 
"ll is so imponam lhal schools 
of education begin 10 teach srudents 
aboul gender biru.. what signs lO 
look for, and how 10 avoid i1," 
Sadker said ... We also need to 
change lextbooks, because 
presemly s1udems ... haven'1 learned 
aboul all of 1he significnm 
con1ribu1ions of women and 
wi1hou1 Ihm knowledge s1udems 
are robbed of a part pf lheir his1ory." 
A sophomore jotlr nalism major, 
Shuni Dubone, has the same 
concern about the comem of lhc 
classroom discussions. 
"I remember I had 1his one 
1eacher for political science I.hat 
never mentioned a women umil a 
chapler in lhe book on feminism 
twas reached] and il seemed as if 
women did nol achieve in lhe 
political arena outside of lhal, so I 
kind of fell left out,'' she said. 
Se,-eral Howard male sludenls 
say lhey see discrimmation in l11e 
form of some male professors 
showing favoritism towards 
women. 
"I have I.his teacher who seems 
10 be sexually auracled 10 seveml of 
1he females in class and il shows in 
the commems he makes. In my 
opinion and in lhe opinion of 
several of the brolhers in 1he class, 
it shows in lhe grades," said 
Thomas Greene. a senior 
engineering smdem. 
Another Howard studem from 
Columbus. Ohio and did no1 wish 
10 be idemified said lha1 she is 
embarrassed by being theobjec1 of 
such favoritism. 
"Las1 year, I had a professor who 
I believe 1hough1 I looked good or 
somelhing, so he gave me Ms on 
everything, even when I didn'l 
necessarily deserve them, and 
praised me 10 I.he po1n1 lha1 I w:is 
embarrassed." said a s1udent who 
chose nm 10 be identified. "I know 
he is no1 always fair because I 
would somelimes have 10 do a 
project, do idenlical work as 
anolher girl who was overweighl. 
and I would always do be1ter," she 
said. 
Howard Universily equal 
opporrunily officer Mar1ha Barren. 
,aid that sludems should report 
inciden1s of discriminaliou to lhe 
F.qual Opportunity Office or I.he 
office of lhe General Assembly. A 
formal grievance procedure musl 
be filed for disciplinary action 10 be 
taken. 
Majority leader Mitchell chooses 
Senate over Suprem.e Court 
By Joanne Eustache 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Presidem Climon experienced a 
se1back in his :,earch for a new 
Supreme Court Justice when Sen. 
Majority Leader George L. 
Mi1chell announced lhal he will 
not accepl lhe posi1ion. The 
Democral from Maine says he fears 
1hat lhe confirmation proceedings 
will hinder his ability to continue as 
majority leader wilh the same 
amount of dedication. 
According 10 The Washing1on 
Posl, Climon was disappointed 1ha1 
Milchell declined lhe nominalion 
and in a phone conversation asked 
him 10 "sleep on it." Presidem 
Clinton feh lhat Milchell would be 
the ideal successor of Justice Harry 
A. Blackmun. Oul of the five 
leading candid,11es chosen b} 
Blackmun. Mitchell's name ro,e 10 
lhe 1op of lhe lis1. 
After "sleeping on i1," Mi1chell's 
decision remained the same. 
Mi1chell says lha1 he would be more 
beneficial 10 Clin1on in lhe Sena1e 
lhan in I.he Supreme Court. He has 
been working adamantly on passing 
Climon's heallh care bill as well as 
other bills. Clin1on said thal 
Milchell 1old him, "I'm sorry lhal 
I.he timing is nol good. bul I lhink 
il's the righl lhing l0 do." 
Before Clin1on made a decision, 
Mi1chell and Judge Jose Cabranes 
were 1he lop 1wo candidates. 
Milchell, who some describe as a 
true liberal, is much like Blackmun. 
He is pro-choice. against prayer in 
public schools and againsl lhe death 
penally. 
Cabranes, if chosen. would be 
the firs1 Hispanic Supreme Coun 
jus1ice. Wi1h years of judicial 
eitperience, Cabranes has a 
reputation for being modera1e wilh 
liberal leaning. 
Joan Biskupic of The PoM says, 
"although his writings reveal a 
pragmatic, painstaking approach 10 
cases; Cabranes also di,play, a 
social conscience." Bhkupic also 
poinls out lhal appoinling lhe 
Coun 's firsi Hisp3nic justice would 
open Ille door for olher Hispanics 10 
succeed him. She says tha1 upon his 
rc1iremen1. il would be likely lha1 
ano1her Hispanic would be 
considered 10 fl II the vacancy. 
Hispanic groups have been 
lobbying for his nomination. 
O1her candida1es being 
considered are Solicitor General 
Drew S. Days n I, who would be the 
1hird African-American justice if 
chosen, Appeals Coun Judge 
S1ephen G. Breyer of Bos1on; and 
Coun Judge Richard S. Arnold of 
Lillie Rock, Ark. 
Mitchell indica1ed Ihm if I.he 
npporlunity lo serve on 1he 
Supreme Court were 10 arise again 
in lhe furure, he would consider 1t. 
House presses for passage of crime bill 
By Jonathan L. Wharton 
Hilltop Staff Wriler 
Af1er several importanl voles lasl 
week. 1he U. S. House of 
Represenlatives is moving closer to 
completion oflhe crime bill. 
In an effon 10 expedite Ille process, 
lhe House decided on April 13, 10 
vole on each arnendmenl in the 
crime bill separa1ely lhis week. 
The House on April 14 passed 
an amendmem 314-111 lhnl would 
make an addilional 65 federal 
crimes, including carjacking and 
drh-e-by shooting, punishable by 
lhe dealh penally. Now. only l O 
percent of dealh row inmates have 
violaled federal crimes. 
As lhe House considers lhe 
numerous bill provisions, partisan 
conflicts and new proposals 
continue 10 hinder the process. 
With lhe increase in violent 
11 
crimes commiued againsl ,tudenls 
and teachers, Education Secre1ary 
Richard W. Riley w-.inis Congress 10 
include a measure in lhe <:'rime bill 
1h31 addresses violence in the 
schools. According to The 
Washingwn Posl, Riley said, "I am 
deeply 1.roubled thm a line is being 
crossed which has never been 
crossed before in our socie1y. .. This 
whole issue of violence has gouen 
to lhe poinl where we in education 
need 10 look outside 1he 
schoolhouse [for solutions I." 
Junior Ivy Fi~her, a political 
science major, said, "Blacks are 
going to have a harder 1ime 
receiving fair justice lhrough lhe 
couri sys1em wilh this education 
provision because il would focus 
primarily on lhe inner-city; there 
are going 10 be more blacks in jail 
than whites." 
Rep. Charles B. Rangel (D-NY) 
wan1s 10 include more funding for 
drug rehabili1a1ion programs. 
Rangel found the lmesl Sludy on 
drug-rela1ed emergency room 
incidems "very alarming." He said 
he wants 10 pul more pressure for an 
initiative in I.he crime bill. 
A provision lo punish drug 
kingpins by execution did nol pass 
the House. "I don·1 lhink anybody 
in lhb country could agree wilh any 
credilabilily lhal Blacks and 
Hispanics arc the drug kingpins in 
lhis country." Rep. Melvin Watl (D-
N.C.) [House Floor] claiming lhm 
the initiative was racially biased. 
Staci Johnson, a legal 
communica1ions major. 
commen1ed 1ha1 "everybody is 
concerned aboul crime, bul I don·1 
1hink capi lol punishment is the 
solution for the drug problem." 
Ycl many lawmakers are making 
the crime bill partisan. House 
Minority Leader Roberi H. Miene I 
(R-111.) held a news conference 
accusing 1he Democralic 
congressmen of "vandalizing I.he 
legislative process" and "unfairly 
imprisoning Republican 
arnendmems." He added thal lhe 
U.S. Senale had alrc.ldy pa~sed "a 
1ough crime bill" which represents 
''lhe will of lhe people." 
According 10 The PoM. Rep. F. 
James Sensenbrenner Jr. (R-Wis.) 
said Ihm if Congress works 1ogethcr 
"we can defca1 this bill and crafl a 
real crime bill thal will give 1he 
crime issue back to Republicans for 
the upcoming election." 
Several olher amendments 10 1he 
crime bill arc still being con~idered 
in the House Judiciary Comminee. 
The Senate version, passed in 
November, approprimes $22 billion 
to hire more police officers, build 
more prisons and ban cenain 
weapons. 
Express Yourself 
the bison yearbook needs the creative minds of howard 
to fill paid positions for the 1994-95 year. 
applications are located in the office of student activities, 
room 117 in the blackburn center 
due april 27, 1994 at 5 p.m. 
► 
April 22, 111 
Aprl 
~ 
lffilliiil Capitol Highlights liiiilwf 
E.,;py Gets Go-AlieaiIT01Towns1ze Agricu t 
Department 
The US. Scnalc appro,cd Secretary of the Departmem of 
Agncullure Mike bspy's plan to dow11~17c 1hc Agri~ulture 
Department by a \'Ole of98-I. '11te Howard University alumnus 
proposed to reduce Ille ~orkfor.:c by culling al lea\t 7,500 fode 
job, 10 ,a,c at least $2.3 billion o,er l.hc next four )ears. 'Ille 
Senate also au1hori1ed Espy 10 O\'trhaul the departmem by cull! 
down the bureaucrncy. For example, he plans to allow 15 
agricultun:-rctaied agencies 10 eilher clo;,c or merge w!lh other 
agencies nationwide. Howe\'er, according to The Washmgton P 
Deputy Agriculture Se.:rctary Richard Romiger ,aid lhal ''\1e 
to know wh,<t lhc reorganized 1-:gislauon looks like: before we 
dc1crmi~ which otficcs \\ill be clo~d." Even Sc:n;,te Ai;ncul 
Cummiu c Chairman Patrick J u.!hy (D-Vt l say that F.spy' 
plmt.- iiII! much nec<k:d In a Wa,hington Posl article. 1.c.lhy w 
··e,erybody realizes il can·1 go lite ~ay il is. The IAgriculrnre] 
deparUlll!nt hns grown coo big. Jt has become, in many ways, 
unmanageable.·· 
overnment 
At a congressional hearing last wcek. experts te,lified I.hat a 
researcher had falsified records for ,tudy on the use of the drug 
tamoi.ifen for brcasl cancer pdtieolS, Qoestion.s arose aboul lhc 
findings of researcher Bernard Fisher concerning the ~ely of 
tamoxifcn. When oilier re,earL·hers repeated the tud)I they fou 
lhUl the drug h.i., side eff~cts thal Fisher failed to ackno" ledge 1 
h1, s1udy. E~perts from The Nauonal C1nt-er lnstllUlc, a divl5I0D 
the tcdcml n:search agency National lnstitu1es of Health , 1e,ufi 
before th<! House F.ncrgy and Commerce subcommiuee on 
Oversighls and Tn,esuncn1, about the falsification ot I.he records 
and 1he side effects of mmoxifen. Cancer experts acknowledged 
1hut there .ire side effocls and nsks associated wilh lhe drug. "We 
are \cry sorry 1ha1 1hi~ has happened." said NCI Direc1or Samuel 
Broder, according to a Washi11gton Posl article. Also in the Post. 
Rcp~semuti,e P.,tricia Schroeder (D-Colo.) said lhat NCI and 
are "playing fasl and loo,c with women'\ hc:allh care:· 
In an effort to encourage Presidenl Clm1on 10 nommale a 
Hisparuc jus1ice for lhe Supre= Court, the Congres,ional Hi<p 
Cuucus and I.he Hispanic National Bar A~w.:ialion are fomtllly 
bocking federal Judge Jo~ Cnbrunes. In a Wa<hrngton Post aru 
Rep. Jo,.e FA Serrano (D-NYl lhe diairmao oflh~ CHC. ~1d 
"I.here i, unily where umty has 10 begm, which 1s now 
represenlUU\'c of .Lii lhe major [Hispanic] groups." The HNBA i 
pleased lhal Climon is considering Cubrdlles "[Presu:lem Clinton 
made n covenant \\ilh our people when he a.ked us to ,ote for hi 
.. Our orgao1zalion ha~ decided to unambiguous!} lel 1he presi 
know lhat we are united and enlhusiastic in our support of Judge 
Cilbranes." ~lated Wilfredo Caraballo. prc,id.:m of lhe HNBA 10 
W.1shing1on Post article. Two major H1,panic organizations. lhc 
Nauonal Council of L, Raz.a and 1he Me~ican Amerkan Legal 
Defense and Educauon Fund, haw nol pledged their .support for 
C.1bran~, 'fh org.1niz.au n, ure concerned 1bout ,ome of the 
Judge'> pre,10 is ruling., 1:.11d 1ha1 he "as in COn$idc uo for lh 
Supreme Court by former Presidem George Bush 
L_$ _____ -,--, 
Presid~m and Mrs. Clinlon paid the Internal Revenue Servt 
Sl4,615 hL,1 week for 1a-.;cs owed from a 1980 im~sunenl Hill&y 
Clinton invested SI ,000 1n 1he caule futures markcl nnd 111:1de an 
estimated $100,000. The Clinlon, m,l!d $1 llS m fcdernl u,,. 
SI0,134 m Ji:deral 1merc-st In ,1a1c 1:w:s lhcy (1\0,~J $514 ,Ind 
in Atkan,as imcre,1 lbe While House s:iid lhul .1 fnend of Mrs 
Clinton, Jame, 8 Blair. who I counsel of'lyson s foods In, 
:1c1ually made mo t ot the u-ade,. which may \,c a techrucal 
v1olalion of c:ommo,htie.< rei11lauon, "I don'l lhtnk we ~ere , 
cl"ar .« we should ha,e lxen on how exac1ly I.he tr.ide were 
executed." Whne House press secretat) l),ie Det· Mycn. commeo 
at a bneting. £\-en Dlair sia1cd lhal "I did thi> for other lnends I 
did encourage he1 10 lntdc lhe market." 
Complied by Jonathan Wha 
Hilltop Staff Wri 
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iobinson's wife supports 
rast against Haitian policy 
,. the fiN week into the fa\t 
v\frica 's executive director, 
I Robin,on. his wife 11:vcl 
£, pu,hing the worM fears 10 
, of her mind and thinking 
t-.ncr hopes 
rather not consider my worst 
I ,.n·1 even conceptualize 
,he told The 1111.L'.fOP in., 
)Ile interview la.,1 Monday, as 
mptcd to e~plain how she 
ropin!! with her husband ·s 
:21 action and his phy,ical 
quickl) added. "I hope that 
· in the ndminiqration, if 
prc,idcnl, would be moved 
,1ancc m) husband has 
Th,, " a man "'ho i, 52 
J and 1,, ho] ha, nc,cr done 
hkc this m his life. I hope 
~inc in the admini\lralion 
, this inhumane Haitian 
and th, C\ICnl 10 which it i, 
cruel. racist " 
1.J,1 week. The HILLTOP 
ml Robinson·, promise 10 
h,, ta-i until the United 
dlan!!cd its polic) on I laiti 
nan rctugcc, ll1a1 policy 
ilk:d b) the Congressional 
Black Caucu, in the same article as 
"ineffective." "counterproductive" 
and an encouragement for "torture 
and murder," 
Ha7cl emphasized that while her 
husband was "a liule weak" and 
under the doctor's watch becau,e of 
"some problems with dehydration," 
he was holding up well. "I Ii, spirit<, 
arc up because I have been 
supports his political ideals and his 
faith in the democratic system. That 
democratic ideal was shaken by the 
coup that ousted President Jean• 
Bertrand Ar1is1ide after serving 
seven months in office in 1991. 
Robinson reported last week that 
3,000 persons were murdered by 
the military of Genera l Raoul 
Cedras and about 190.000 children 
"I hope that someone in the 
administration, if not the 
president, would be moved 
by the stance my husband 
has taken." 
--Hazel Robinson 
encouraging him, and the I laitian 
issue is being put on the front page. 
People arc pulling pressure on the 
(Clinton J Administration. and 
people arc learning more about the 
issue. and he finds that 
encouraging.'' she said. 
Bui she didn't mask her feelings 
as a wife. his close partner, who 
have been torccd into unpaid labor, 
vinual slavery. 
As she spoke. her voice cracked. 
"As his wife. I am rather saddened 
that he has had 10 endure this pain 
as a means 10 bring light 10 this 
political crisb. h concerns me 1ha1 
some of the lhings 1ha1 mean the 
most 10 him, he i, without - his 
family. [Rohinson is fasting a1 the 
'lransAfrica headquarters.) No one 
wants 10 sec a person in 1ha1 stale." 
But she added, ··1 keep on telling 
him 1ha1 what he is doing will bring 
results. I support what he is doing. 
and ii is a wonderful thing. II is a 
very compelling way lo bring 
attraction 10 the plight of Haitians 
living under the regime of terror." 
Robinson's action comes al a 
lime 100 when the Black Caucus is 
pushing a bill through the I louse of 
Rcpr=ntalivcs lo introduce further 
sanctions against the ruling Haitian 
military government and to hall the 
"in1crdic1ion and return" of I laitian 
refugcss. The Bill is cntitilcd 
11.R.4114. 
Howard community is asked 10 
call the White I louse comment 
line. (202) 456-111 I. 10 register 
their protest and support for the 
bill. 
,SA hosts 50th anniversary celebration 
, the mun) ob,tt1cle, that 
·cJII ar°'e la\l \\CCk. the 
Student, Associ:11ion\ 
• celebration of their 50th 
"J,a Ho\\ard Uni,er<,ity 
Ofgamzalion will ccrtainl} I 
remembered by man). E 
The Caribbean Students t3 
110n reported that it j 
man} of the goal-. that :ii 
Nahlishcd tor Caribbean ! 
11ng the festivities and .2 
:uc ,cry pleased with the f 
.. , ...... I 
Art In Blackburn Gallery was a feature of CSA's 
celebrations last week. Jang 10 the President-elect 
cc La) nc. Howard 
,ty\ Caribbean Students 
· on wa., able 10 imolve the 
organization, has been one of change of venue. the D.J. Fcs1. 
C.S.A.'s main objectives. which allowed Deejays 10 exhibit 
,1uden1 organizations of 
1u,it) of the District of 
bia. as well a, Temple 
I). in their Sport, Day. The 
'nl of and interaction \\ ith 
l'ni,er,it) Caribbean 
The Caribbean Studcnh 1heir talents and offered the 
A,sociation reported a good turn• audience a chance 10 relax. as well 
out for most of the activities. as the political forum and fashion 
especially a wcll•allended and show. 
successful pall) last Frida). The) It appears that C.S.A.'s 50th year 
"-CIC also pleased with the sports celebration ha, set the foundation 
aspect despite the las1 minute for several Caribbean week 
Flashback: CSA's fashion show 
celebrations 10 come. President-
elect Prudence Layne commented 
that with such a good foundation 
laid they arc "hoping 10 make next 
year ·s cclcbra1ions even bigger and 
better." 
Resurgence' wins C.S.A. elections 
IIIIIP. Lee 
• Staff Writer 
:,: Layne and Tracie Lewis 
la1mcd president and vice 
n1, respec1ivel), of the 
Students Association t,,r 
95 academic )car in last 
1 clocti()ns. 
the race for office. the 
•cs of Resurgence won with 
a landslide victory. O\Cr 
ation, which only muMercd 
__ Fewer than one-fourth of 
S.A members voted. 
ing ahead to the upcoming 
I.a) nc and Lewis pledged 
~ a greater part of the 
ibilil) for keeping CS.,\. 
h: socially and financially 
The Caribbean Students 
IOO need, 10 be revitalized." 
• idcn1•elcc1 Prudence Lane. 
States Energy 
lment announced on 
) thal the government nf 
has agreed ''in principle" 
down the remaining nuclear 
reactors at Chernobyl. 
byl was the ,ite or the 
v.-orst commercial nuclear 
111 I <J~h. J'hi\ ,hut-down 
IOI be immediate hccausc 
, which is one of the most 
pendent nations in, 1_he 
.iill needs the elec1nc11y 
ccd from the infamous 
u power s1a1 ion. (The 
Ion Post) 
' • 
CSA"s new executive board: (L) Nicole Latren, Nicole Peart, 
Tracie Lewis, Christopher Nicholls, and Prudence Layne, president. 
"We intend w build up the Nicole Pearl: ~cre1_ary; and Nicole 
organization in terms of Latrcn, pubhc rcl~t10ns o~ficcr, has 
membership, finances. and broaden ~ccn bra1ns1ormmg o_n ,, host of 
its scope in general." idea~. Amo_ng olher plans. the new 
The committee. which includes adm1ms1rauon hopes !O bro~dcn the 
Christopher Nicholls. treasurer; scope of C.S.A. by mvolvmg and 
incorporating other Caribbean 
organizations from surrounding 
colleges and universities. The 
organiia1ion also hopes 10 host a 
national convention, as early as nex1 
year, with the intention of making it 
an annual affair. 
1 According 10 Lewis. "The 
organi7..llion is already a vibrant one, 
but in the future, when we say 
C.S.A .. I want everyone 10 know 
exactly what we are talking about. 
We want C.S.A. to be well-known 
and wcll-cswblishcd on campus." 
However, 10 date there has been 
no transitional meeting with the 
present executive board. The 
president-elect says 1ha1 Resurgence 
has planned a 1en1a1ivc schedule of 
events for the upcoming year, .1nd 
they arc anxious 10 get the wheels 
moving to make the Caribbean 
Students Association bigger and 
better. The changing of the guard 
will take place May 14 . 
A Glance around the world 
Pakis tan 
h lamobad - Prime Minister 
Bcmvir Bhullo said last "cc~ that 
Pakistan will not accept the Clmlon 
administration\ prop<>Ml to suspend 
the development of nuclear weapons 
in return for receiving 38 F-1~ 
advanced fighter planes Bhutto s 
rejection of the proposal 10 cont~l 
the spread of nuclear wc;1pon.\ '" 
South Al,ia is ba!,Cd on l~e tucl that 
ii a~ks Pakistan 10 cap 11s nuclear 
program. but it docs not ask the s.,me 
of Paka,1,m·s neighbor and foe. India. 
llenazir Blmtto ,aid 1hal th,· _Umted 
States policy 10\,ard India and 
Pakistan should be even-handed as 
the»<: countrie~ have fought three 
wa~ since 1947. " \.V..: wall not accept 
any unilateral prc::csurc , , • ?,n o~ar 
peaceful nuclear program smd 
Bhuno. 
(The Washington Post) 
Japan 
Tuk,o - A recent violent crime 
against yet another Japanese 
exchange &iudent. Koichi Tukamoto. 
ha, prompted a series of news reports 
in Japan on the theme of "Amcri~ 
the Dangerous. 
Tokamolo, a 26•ycar-old business 
Mudcnt, was shot in his chest. last 
Friday morning before dawn m a 
robbery and carjacking in the parki~g 
lot of his apartment in the U.S. c11y 
of Dcnwr. The victim\ father, Kenzo 
lltkamoto, w;L, quoted as \aying, " If 
America doc<-11'1 change it, W'.t)I there 
will be more Japanese casualties." 
(The WJ.shing1on Post) 
North Korea 
Pyongyani: - North Korea's 
leader, Kim II Sung, denied that his 
country has nuclear weapons or 
desires 10 produce them. but he 
refuse, to allow international 
inspectors 10 ver ify his claims. 
Sung claims that his country has 
neither the delivery system to shoot 
long•<l is1ance nor a place lo carry 
out testing. North Korea has 
rejected a U.N. statement urging 
Pyongyang 10 allow the 
International Atomic Energy to 
complete full inspections of the 
North's nuclear faci lities. (The 
Washington Post) 
Barbados 
University of the West Indies, Case 
llill C1mpus - Deputy Dean in 
the Faculty of Law at the 
University of the West Indies, Cave 
Hill Campus, Dr. Winston 
A9 
Panel addresses 
Caribbean unity 
By Lisa Nanton 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
In honor and celebration of the 
Caribbean Students Association's 
50th year al Howard University. a 
panel of politically-inclined gucMs 
addressed the topic of Caribbean 
unity on April 13 in the Gallery of 
the Armour J. Blackburn Center. 
The panel included Acic Byrd. 
who is a polit ical analyst; Charles 
Skeele, a former ambassador of 
Barbados who now works for Inter-
American Development Bank; 
Nikongo Ba Nikongo. a Howard 
University professor in the 
department of African Studies; 
Rooscveh Williams. a professor in 
the English Department at Howard 
University; Leo Edwards. an 
alumnus of Howard and former 
member of the Caribbean Students 
Associmion: and Dr. Bryan who is 
a member of the Embassy of 
Jamaica. 
Edwards said a clarification of 
the Caribbean itself encompasses 
"all who arc washed by the 
Caribbean Sea.'' He also said that 
the Caribbean should be thought of 
as the Diaspora of the Caribbean 
and 1101 juM as 1he islands "back 
home;· because many of the 
Caribbean islands have a large 
percentage of 1hcir population 
living outside of their countries. 
In support of Edwards, Bryant. 
a former lecturer al Howard, said 
Jamaica is "a nation without 
borders," having over I million 
cit izens living outside of the 
country. "How then arc we going 
10 integrate'! " he asked. 
The need for the Caribbean to 
integrate in order 10 be able 10 
compete in a world of newly· 
formed I rading blocks was made 
obvious by most oi the panel 
members. The economic survival 
of the individual countries could 
well be dependent on this unity. 
However. as Bryant stated, "we 
need 10 look at uni1y, no1 in lhc 
sense of political unity, but rather as 
functional unity where we find 
avenues 10 agree instead of finding 
crevices 10 disagree." 
Williams is currcnlly involved 
in concrete actions to realize the 
concept of Caribbean unity. 1l1is 
process involves a historically 
organized" Assembly of Caribbean 
People," which is scheduled 10 take 
place in the United States from 
Aug. 19-21 this year. One of the 
goals of this assembly is lo "sci an 
agenda for Caribbean u1111y." 
.... 
African women's group speaks 
out on female circumcision 
(Above) Panel of African daughters emphasizes that female 
circumcision Is not a n issue In Africa 
BY. Gloria Mcfield 
H1lltop Staff Writer 
The African culture in which 
female circumcision is practiced. 
and not the practice of 
circumcision itself, was staunchly 
defended by a group of 
professional African women a1 a 
special 1own hall meeting on April 
17 al Howard University. 
The meeting, hos1ed by the 
rcccn1Jy.formcd Coali1ion of 
Concerned African Women and 
Friends. examined female 
circumcision in 1he ··religious, 
ethnic, spiritual context of African 
women and not lo make a case for 
or against female circumcision. 
but 10 offer insight 10 make an 
informed decision," said 
moderator Evelyn Joe of 
Cameroon. 
The group rebuncd U.S. media 
portrayal of fema le circumcision, 
as it addressed a predominantly 
African audience in the 
auditorium of the Armour J. 
Blackburn University Center. 
Panel is1s were Philomena 
Ogugua, a microbiologist; 
Catherine Onunkwo, assistant 
professor of pediatrics at Howard 
University; Aminata Sallah, an 
AIDS researcher: Kemi Southey-
Cole, a journalist; and lkwo Ekpo, 
an anthropologiM. 
.. I am here to tell you as a third-
gencration. circumcised woman 
1ha1 I do enjoy my sex." said Ekpo, 
in an attempt 10 dispel the myth 
that all circumcised women are 
deprived of sexual pleasure. 
Speaking on "Womens· 
Personal Perspective;· Southey-
Cole said "African women should 
be able 10 hear the whole truth and 
make their choice just like any 
01her American can make a 
choice." 
Ekpo, who is 1hc granddaughter 
of a traditional birth attendant and 
somewhat knowledgeable abou1 
traditiona l medical practices. 
stressed. "Contrary to what the 
press has told you, circumcision is 
a very minor public health issue. 
It is no t about con1ro l bu1 
cosmetics and culture. I am 1101 
defending circumcision, but I am 
appalled by people who don't 
understand it talking about it. 
Malaria, measles and AIDS 
continue 10 kill Africans in much 
larger numbers than 
circumcision." 
• • 
Anderson, said efforts arc being 
made in a number of Caribbean 
countries 10 revise manv of 1hc 
obso lete environmental laws 
inherited from the British. 
Anderson said that the countries at ' 
the forefront of introducing new 
environmental management 
legislation include Belize, St. Kins 
and Nevis, and Jamaica with 
Jamaica being the most 
autonomous and hindered the least 
Congradulations 
to 
Leslie Harris, 
the 
by government agencies. Anderson 
a lso stated that the present 
institutions in the Caribbean, such 
as the U.WI. faculty of law, and the 
Caribbean Law lns1itu1e. arc 
current ly organi~ing regional 
conferences and workshops to 
prope l the governments to do 
something on this area. (Caribbean 
News Agency) 
• 
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"The Reason Why We Sing" 
11 
••• be filled with the Spirit; Speaking to yourselves in psalms and hymns and 
spiritual songs, singing and making melody in your heart to the Lord;" 
Ephesians 5: 18-19 
The 
Howard University Commumity Choir 
proudly presents 
A 
Spring Gospel Concert 
Celebrating five years of uplifting the name of Jesus Christ through song 
Sunday, May 1, 1994 
6:00 PM 
Andre,v Rankin Memorial Chapel 
Howard University 
Washington, D.C. 
Admission Is Free 
Jesus Paid It All 
THE HILLTOP 
* 
* 
* 
April 22, 1, 
- -
For People Who Know How To 
Celebrate .... 
II 
EMBASSY 
SUITES® 
Chevy Chase Pavilion 
Spend Your Graduation With Us 
And We'll Give You A FREE Gift! 
Besides, We're Only Twenty Minutes Away! 
Guns ! 
~1wo :1 
Friendship Heights red line METRO station is directly beneath the horc Socil 
~ - 1 
Mark your milestone in style. Reserve a spacious suite for your fami!) :::U 
complete with all the comforts of home. i,em,gu 
P prove 
~.B1 
Shop for the perfect graduation gift in over 50 specialty stores in the IU(!enrsi 
Chevy Chase Pavilion. , lot me 
1)1\'Cr. 
* Indulge in our expansive, FREE, cooked-to-order breakfast buffet. ;ECUI 
* 
"Jam< 
Finally, toast your achievement, on us, at our FREE manager's coc~ :niversi 
reception! Cheers to you! ~eria 
Howard University has a Special Rate! 
Only $124.00 per suite per night, plus tax. 
Call our reservations office today at 202.362.9300. 
Ask for the special Howard University Rate. 
P.S. Mention this ad when making your reservations and we'll include a 
special gift especially for the graduate! Don't delay - call us today! 
4300 Milira,y Road, NW * Western and Wisconsin Avenues * Washington, D.C. 20015 * 202.36) 
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LOOKING FOi A PIACE 
TOIMRIR111 
Come Take A Look at The 
New Amsterdam Aparbnents. 
Located at IID f ainnont St. NW 
Washington, D.C. 20009 
Dish Washers v' v' Very Modern Kitchens 
Central Heat & Air v' 
Secured ReseNed Parking v' 
Spaces Avolfobte 
Cable JV v' 
Security On Premises I/ 
Wall-to-Wall Carpeting v' 
v' Convenience Store 
v' Washers & Dryers on Premises 
I/ Beauty & Barber Supply Store 
I/ Senlex Security System 
ti Restaurant 
I/ Mini Blinds 
For dppointrnent informatio~1leaSe call 
ZOZ-lti~ B>9 
''It's The Place To Live'' 
---------------------------.xre,lhi 
UNDERGRADUATE LIBRARY 
24-HOUR CONTINUOUS SERUI CE 
Friday, April 29, 8:00 am - 8:00 pm 
Saturday, April 30, 9:00 am - 8:00 pm 
***** 
Beginning Sunday, May 1, 12:30 pm 
continuously 
through Friday, May 6, 8:00 pm 
Saturday, May 7, 9:00 am - 8:00 pm 
***** 
Beginning Sunday, May 8, 12:30pm 
continuously 
through Wednesday, May 11, Midnight 
- DI, L . . J ~ . :EC~-++ 1Q.,,1 
24-hour chartered bus serulce proulded for off- campus residents. 
24 - hour Uniuersity shuttle prouided to / from Howard Plaza Towers. 
Inquire at the Seruice Check- Out Oeslc in UGL for the respectlue sch edules. 
GOOD LUCK ON YOUR EXAMS! 
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A sister makes strides In Broadcast 
Journallsm/82 
MEAC All-Stars/BS 
People/B2 
Sports/BS 
April 22, 1994 
Eric Robeson featured/See B3 
For the Slstas/ B7 
Pulse/B3 Hilltoplcs/B10 
Sister to Sister/B7 
STRAPPED 
BY LAlulYW. BROWN 1 
floward students pressured to carry gum on campus 
~eM.Dennls 
!b4!W'itar 
and !!U)"- In thi.\ day 3Jld age, 
arc almost ,ynon;mous. 
. the media, older genera-
1hey all have their QWT1 home-
apllllations for why some 
· carry gun.,. Acoording to 
g:in, an: a way fur young blncks 
t lhcmsche.-, and their man-
&:! thn:c llowanl Univcf'ity 
'1\ thJt carr} ing a gun mean., 
~c: security, comfort and 
l'Rl'I'Y 
~ i, a fn::Jlman who lives in hou.~ing and cats in the Thoogh he may follow the 
iWline of many 18-ycar-old 
FfrNlmcn, there i., something 
~!boot him-Jamcscarrie.,a 
doesn't feel =re living 
r::n11o,.,ghen to me a.,,a binh-
from m; father; I got the 
, l><.'C:tu.s.: of 1111 the car-
•c 11ocre ba,ingm C'1C\.:land 
rl! ? lic-t when I got my car. 
pv.ith iL 
iwan<>id when I fir..t got it. I 
~gin I was in the movie 
«IOlllcthing. lfl w.1s walking 
Ir 11 night and you even spoke 
-.oold pull it out automaticall}t 
I bad to pull it out now, I 
,,..~ shoal ... I've learned to 
c 1 shoot. 
up on the southeast side of 
ft U1W to be ju.',1 little gan~ 
d was big gan~ ll(J\\ it's 
small-time drug deal-
" all the problems. I don·1 
by any of them though. 
11oith all of them. It ·s just the 
they bring in like drivebys, 
holdups Md prostitutes that 
;i:b]tm\. But even with all of 
going on, I was taught not 
:i gun unles,,somebody 's gct-
to use their's. 
to bring it "ith me to 
~use I heard it was rough. 
I goi here, I was ki.nd of 
did bring it. Everybody here 
lilout bow I dress and who I 
~ The police arc outnum-:S i:cl better knowing that if goes down, I will at least be 
~ ground with C\'Crybody 
~·1 h3d to use it here yet, and 
Skwed carrying it so much. 
lie Y. Te Ills 
Staff Writer 
Do you find yourself being 
ted to the same old negative 
ships? Are you confused 
s..>me character traits in your 
txnd's pe!SOnality? Arc you a 
•t person but have so much 
·tial that you get over-
bed and con't know what 
!Jc to travel with your talent? 
'iiu may be able 10 achieve 
understanding and insight 
r life, or belier understand 
people in your life through 
many claim to be the 
k.\blc accuracy" of astrolo-
Contrary to popular belief. 
•. is not a tly-by-night for-
lling scheme. Astrology is 
in The Third lnternation• 
~ionary as, "the study of the 
, and aspects of heavenly 
in the belief that they have 
·Oucncc on the course of 
affairs." 
trology asserts 10 be a sci-
~at i\ based on foct. People 
illlowed the star, for many 
ibout the earth and atmos-
br generations. Astrology 
alyzing the stars has helped 
Jmtanding major scientific 
. Viviana of The Spiritual 
Foundation located in Silver 
Md .. confirmed 1ha1 astrol• 
• a valid science that high-
rtal i,;sucs under the sun 
But when I first got here. I didn't lcnve 
my room without it. Whether I was 
going to the cafi:teria. to a night cl:L'IS 
or to a ba.,kctball game, I didn't lea,'C 
without it. NO\\, I find I hardly C\Cr 
carry it. It's jw,t there. 
For me. carrying a gun i~n·t really 
about p(l\\Cr and it's not really snfct)\ 
I would call it more security than any-
thing. Knowing that if M)mcthing hap-
pcn.sor goc, down. I'm more pn:parcd 
to handle it. I agree it\ the poli~-c·s job; 
the police arc just (l\,<!f•matchcd. It', 
come to the point where there arc jtL,t 
some thing:, you have to take care of 
youn.elf. I don't think )'II cverbegun-
frec or be an arms control person. I 
want to be as strapped as the nc.xt per• 
son, basicall)t'' 
POWER 
Latccf i,; a 20-year-old junior who 
makes no apologies about being 
'straightouttadabood.' Headmit,he 
came to Howard University to party 
and ·checkout the ladies· his fre.5lunnn 
year. Soon after the end of that year, he 
got his act together and changed a lot 
about his outlook on life. But one 
thing he says will always remain con-
stant in his life is his fascination with 
the power of a gun. 
• • 
" I can remember when I was little 
watching oops and robber.; ha"e shoot-
outs on TY. They were cool and not 
afraid of anybody or anything. I want-
ed to be like them. They were the ones 
that got all the women, had all the 
money and had the most fun. I used to 
beg my mom to buy me toy guns so 
that I could pretend I was either a cop 
or robber myseU: lt seems stupid llO\Y, 
but that's how I was back then. 
sign and the rising sign of the indi-
vidual. She said I.hat astrology is 
not to be regarded as a religion or 
a psychic reading. 
"It is nothing negative and noth-
ing to fear. It is a science dealing 
with the facts," she explained. 
Instead of predicting the future, 
like some often think an astrolog-
ical reading docs, Rev. Viviana 
said it points the individual in the 
right direction, helping him or her 
to understand why he or she does 
things, what is creating an a11rac-
tion and how one can change neg• 
alive auractions. 
The Spiritual Oasis Foundation 
offers consu ltations, readings and 
healing sessions. The profession-
als who work at the foundation 
have had years of school and have 
studied the science of astrology. 
Reading.s arc done according to 
a horoscope chart. Tl,c chart 
serves as a blue print, "as if you 
were to build a house," Rev. 
Viviana said. To bui ld upon or 
"determine the person," the read-
er must know the time and place of 
one's birth. Even if two people arc 
born on the same day at the same 
time. they may have been born in 
a different place, or have diftcrent 
family backgrounds, which would 
explain variances in readings. 
"No two people will be exact• 
ly alike, although if born under the 
same sign in the same place at _the 
same time. there may be some sim-
ilarities" Rev. Viviana said. 
' . . . Rcsu Its of readings can pmpomt 
I'm from Brooklyn, N.Y. I knew 
those strce~,; like the back of my hand. 
When I \\OU Id get in trouble or get into 
a figh1. I used to be able to outrun 
C\'Cryone. But then. all of a sudden, I 
couldn't run as fa.,t a.,; C\'Cryone else. 
I couldn't outrun a bullet. 
I got my fir.,t real gun when I was 
15. My uncle gave me his gun just 
before he got locked up. He's doing 
five to IO j~ear.,I for armed robber~ 
I le told me to hold it in him because 
he 'II be back. ,\nd that\ what I thought 
I was doing.j~ holding it for him. But 
that fascination for gun., I had when I 
was little made me sec the gun as more 
than a keepsake. It's my source of 
power and strength on !he streets. 
When I got that gun. it meant 1 
didn't have to run anymore. In fact. 
things got better fur me when I got the 
gun. People 1.-new I wa.,, carrying one. 
Thc,cithcrbccameoneofmvbm ·or 
they stayed aWa}, The gun erased my 
fears of people. of neighborhoods and 
of situation.~. 
There's nothing else like having a 
gun. I carry it almost everywhere I go. 
It's a part of me. If I had to part with 
it, I don't think I'd be the same. For me, 
it's about power, nothing more and 
nothing less." 
COMFOKr 
StC\'C is a clean-cut and reserved 
senior from Dallas. He attended pri-
vate schools most of his lifi:, and be 
was beaten up, robbed anti teased 
because of his• differences• with other 
students at his public high school. By 
the end of his junior year in high 
school, he bought a gun for protection 
and has carried one ever since. 
• • • 
repeated problems in people's 
lives, which can be beneficial to 
help the individual recognize a 
pattern of mistakes and turn them-
selves around. A reading can give 
one insight into his or her pros, 
cons and undiscovered special tal-
ents to capitalize on if desired. 
Rev. Viviana said the 
" Hig)l school was hell for me. It 
seemed like everyday, somebody 
didn't like the way I talked or how I 
al,vays seemed to get good grades in 
class. They picked on me because I 
was small and really didn't know how 
to fight. That all-while private school 
I went to from kinderganen throug)l 
eighth grade set me up and made me 
difrerent from most of Ilic blacks I met 
in high school. But I m,-vershowed it. 
I pn:tended like nothing was wrong, 
like I was immune. But inside I was 
angry. 
I boug)lt a gun from this white guy 
11.-new back in the sixth grade. He had 
dropped out of school and got caught 
up in drugs. But he knC\v how I could 
get a gun. It was my only hope. He 
showed me how to use it and 11lught 
me how 1 should act if anyone tried 
Mything with me. I was scared, but I 
also ,vanted the conflicts to stop. 
And they did. The first time I pulled 
my gun on M)meone was one of the 
•~ times I \-c had to actually use it. I 
didn't shoot anyone; I ju.,t used ii to 
,how that I was tired of all the s-t I 
had to go through just because I had 
gone to a private school. It was crazy. 
But they left me alone. 
I'm notsayinggcttingagun wns the 
answer to my prayers and tha1 it made 
my life really any better. The gun was 
just my answer to a no-win situation 
rorme. 
When I got to Hc,y,-ard, though. I 
was still a little paranoid. But I could 
teU things were going to be different. 
There are plenty of people here who 
share a similar background. But I still 
keep the gun in my car. 1 guess our of 
habit. I don't lmow if I'll ever have 10 
use it again, either ror show or force. 
But just knowing that it's there makes 
me comformble." 
• • • 
Guys and guns. Often times the 
combination is misunderstood. It's not 
always about power or ego, it is a lot 
deeper than that. 
istics of each sun sign, according 
to Linda Goodman's Sun Signs. 
Aries the Ram (March 21-April 
20) 
Aries is the first sign of the zodi-
ac, representing bi.rth. The ram is 
conscious of himself, and his needs 
come first. He wants 
readings arc • , 
uvery accu• • • • • i> " 
something. He 
gets it. 
rate," and o •?fr . • 
arc so • • 
-~ . '°'· 
. . 
. . . 
• 0 • 
Like the 
infant, 
Aries 
• • 
• 
• 
C, 
• 
because 
they are based 
• 
on the positions of 
• • 
the planets and the stars. 
So. if you arc interested in 
astrology, where do you begin to 
explore its supposed benefits? 
Herc are some basic character-
con-
cerned 
with the 
world only as 
it relates to himself. 
Even so, be is perfectly lav-
ish in his smiles, and fo :uses on 
those who satisfy his demands. 
His innocence hangs over him and 
mellows bis aggressiveness, like 
TRUE LOVE CAN BE FOUND AT 
1
THE M ECCA 
The other day one of my 
boys asked me about a fellow 
female student that I knew. 
After l told him that I 
thought the lady was seeing 
someone, he commented 
"That's okay, I just want to 
[sleep with] her." I laughed to 
myself because I know that's 
how my boy talks sometimes, 
hut what he said made me 
think a little deeper about 
relationships on this campus. 
Too often, all anyone ever 
hears or talks about at 
Howard University is the 
destruction of male/female 
relationships - black men 
and women have different 
ideas about relationships and 
love cannot be found here are 
common arguments. Further 
still. last year, a young broth-
er once wrote that a man can-
not find a decent woman at 
Howard unless he is well-
built, tall, drives a nice car or 
has some money. When I was 
younger, I may have believed 
that, but from what rve cxpe• 
ricnced over the past four 
years, I've changed my mind. 
I always thought I didn't 
fit in with other men at 
Howard; I don't go to clubs 
every weekend to get phone 
numbers. and I've never had 
a lot of women at my beck 
and call. So, when someone 
tells me that I can never find 
the woman of my dreams 
here because of my appear-
ance or money. I have to take 
some offense and say they 
are wrong. 
True love can be found on 
Howard's campus if you're 
just willing to put in the 
effort to find it. I've found it, 
and I do not really fit the 
characteristics the brother 
listed. But I learned also to 
stop acting like a juvenile 
and start behaving like a 
man. Like many other peo-
ple, for awhile I didn't want 
10 settle down into a serious 
relationship; I wanted to be 
out there on the scene, 
bookin' as many girls as I 
could. 
But none of that ever 
the innocence of the newborn soft-
ens !tis egocentricity. 
The ram can make believe from 
here to tomorrow and spin fabu-
lous dreams, but he can't lie worth 
a tinker. What you see before you 
is what he is. There is nothing hid-
den or complicated about him. 
Tuurus the Bull (April 21-May 
21) 
You can expect many May peo-
ple to actually resemble the bull, 
the men that is, and the women 
bo,n under the Sun sign will have 
an intangible, elusive bovine qual-
ity about them. 
Thurus seldom worries, frets or 
chews nails. He can pout and 
brood when things don't suit bis 
fancy, but he is not the nervous, 
twitchy type. It's bis nature to be 
stoic and take thingS in his stride, 
and nothing really alters this basic 
tendency. 
The truth is that Tourus is as 
stubborn as a human can be with· 
out acwally turning into solid 
stone. 
Gemini the 'twins (Moy 22-June 
21) 
ff there arc times when a Gem-
ini person makes you think you arc 
seeing double, do not run and 
change your glasses. Just remem-
ber that Gemini is the sign of the 
twins, and there are two distinct 
sides to his changeable personali-
ty. 
There is an eagerness about 
worked for me. I'm not the 
type of person who can leave 
the club with a pocket full of 
names and numbers. And I'm 
glad I'm not. By focusing on 
my one serious relationship. 
I'm willing to bet I am more 
fulfilled than someone who 
jumps from person 10 per-
son. 
As someone who rarely 
dated, I was surprised to 
finally he dating someone 
whom I was extremely inter-
ested in and who was inter-
ested in me at the same time. 
I didn't believe in love, and to 
me ii was bizarre that two 
people could share such a 
strong and mutual interest in 
one another. It was one of 
the happiest moments in my 
life when the two of us got 
together, and I've been happy 
ever since. 
My point is 110110 write a 
love story; I am just trying to 
say that real love exists hen:, 
love beyond trying to ~leep 
with as many people as pos-
~iblc. The reason so many 
women arc angry at men and 
vice-versa is that too many 
people seem to be too scared 
to make a relationship work. 
The past two years have 
been the happiest of my life. 
and I'm simply wishing 
everyone that happiness. 
Many people seem to be so 
intent on doing nothing but 
trying to "mack" that the) 're 
wasting their chances at real 
happiness. I'm not trying to 
take the "fun" out of the dat• 
ing scene; I'm asking both 
men and women to consider 
relationships and 10 let it be 
known that those people who 
say true love doesn't exist 
here are wrong. Not all 
women. are stuck-up, gold-
diggin' snobs and not all men 
are insensitive dogs who just 
want the panties. 
When we can work past 
those stereotypes, 
male/female relationships 
might begin 10 heal. 
Geminis; an immediate, sympa-
thetic friendliness; and unusuaUy 
quick, but graceful movements. It 
is always a mistake to challenge 
them to a battle of wits because 
they can talk themselves in and out 
of situations with the greatest ea.<;e. 
Cancer the Crab (June 22-July 
23) 
These people do not pant after 
the spotlig)lt. Do not let their unas-
suming manner fool you. They 
secretly enjoy a11ention, and they 
will soak up any headlines they 
get. 
Cancers can sometimes prove 
to be crabby. A cancer person 
going through one of his crabby 
spells makes him hate the world . 
I le is not angry with you. He is dis-
appointed with life. He'll get over 
it lfnd be his own sweet, gentle and 
understanding self when the Moon 
changes. 
Leo the Lion (July 24-August 
23) 
Leo, the lion, rules all the other 
animals. Leo, the person, rules 
you and everybody else. It is best 
10 humor him. 
You will notice a commanding 
air and stately bearing, as Leo 
looks down on all the mere mor-
tals beneath him. Ordinarily, the 
movements and speech arc delib-
Please see HOROSCOPE, BS 
' 
. 
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Sandra Butler-Jones revitalizes W*USA-TVE 
A black woman succeeds in the business of making television broadcasting work 
Name: Sandra Butler-Jones 
Profession: Executive in Charge of 
Production for Broadcast House Live 
Place of Birth: Washington, D.C. 
Words of Wisdom: 
"Maintain your integrity." 
By MIiena J . Campbell 
Hilltop Staff Wriler 
Sandra Butler-Jones is perhaps one of 
the most prestig ious black women in 
te levision today. 
Her career spans over 20 years, and 
s he has been a Was hingto n- based 
telev ision producer since 1969. 
She began her career in 1968. working 
wi th channe l 26. From there. she moved 
on to WRC-TV Channel 4 in 1970. and 
stayed there until I 980. After work ing 
with Channel 4, Butler-Jones began 
work ing for W USA: rv Channel 9 in 
1980 and has remained there ever since. 
··1 started in the news department. I 
left Eyewitness News to become an 
executive producer of local 
programming,'" she said. 
Her goal consisted of regenerating and 
redesigning local programming. 
•'My major contribution was to develop 
a local programming department that 
achieved no tor iety. I wanted my 
con tribution to appeal to the general 
aud ience and generate ratings. With those 
rati ngs came revenue tha t also achieved 
local and nationa l awards," she said. 
In De1ember I 984, she was named the di rec tor of broadcas t opera tions for 
w•USA-TV. Three years later, she was 
promoted to vice president of broadcast 
operations for the station. Currently, she 
is the executive in charge of production 
for Broadca,1 I louse Live. a morning 
show that features live entertainment. 
Butler-Jones oversees non-news and 
syndicated programming for W USA-TV 
and is responsible for CBS Network 
relat ions, program standards and 
practices. license renewa l and community 
affairs. 
As the , ice president of broadca\t 
operations for w• USA-TV, Butler-Jones 
is responsible for all locally-produced 
s hows. She also buys syndicated 
programming for the Mation. She makes 
sure all community programming meets 
the standards of Channel 9 and that all 
shows. with the exception of the news. 
meet the standards and practices of 
Channel 9. Butler-Jones is also 
responsible for communit} affair, 
programmi ng .ind telethons. 
As an award-winning producer, her 
projects have reaped nu merous awards 
and much community recog ni tion. In 
1992, she was honored with the 
prestigious Tufty Award. In 1993, she 
was the recipient of t he Board of 
Governors Award fro m the Washington. 
D.C .. chapter of the National Academy of 
Te levision Arts and Sciences. 
The road to success ha; no t been easy 
for Butler-Jones. 
" lt"s been a hard road. It \ , ti ll di fficu lt 
attaining a posi tion because I am a black 
female in a predomina nt ly wh ite male 
world. I suffered the same concerns wi th 
discrimination in constan tly trying to 
prove myself. I had to cont inue to push 
past that chal lenge,'" she said. 
When Bu tl er-Jones attended Howard 
Univers ity years ago, she majored in 
physical education with a goa l of teaching 
dance. 
··1 didn"t know where I wanted to go. I 
knc" I wanted to grow. It was important 
for me to wkc a greater role and have 
inpu t on how programs were s haped and 
presented. I was going to work hard to 
continue to grow," she said. 
And work hard she did. Eventually, she 
found a gold mine without even looking 
for one. 
··Television was an accident. When I 
graduated from college, I was working in 
an anti-poverty program. I had a friend, 
Dewey Hughes. who asked me to produce 
a show geared toward the community. I le 
had all the creative juices while I had the 
conscience for the program; I knew what 
was happening in the community since I 
was working for the anti-poverty 
program,'" Butler-Jones said. 
When Butler-Jones got he r foot in the 
door to te levision programming. it was on 
the cusp of change. She would have a 
hand in insuring that people of color 
wou ld have a television voice. 
·· 1 was worki ng in television during the 
time tha t there was a demand to have 
programmi ng that represented the 
diversity of the commu nity. Most 
telcvbion station, had minimal 
programming; it went without minorit) 
represe nta tion ... ! wa, helping inside 
reading it . After all, this book from 
~ 
job, and it's written for students by students. To order 
program ming so m inori ties •c 
represented, and so that program1t 
was no t nega t ively skewed to,, 
mi nori ties," s he said. 
11 
Robe1 
(TIUSiC 
gaine, 
Diversity is impo rtant to Butler-Jon. Th his st: 
group 
•'! V 
S he secs fit to have a wcll- rcprc<ce 
staff both in ethnici ty and gender. 
" With other ethnici ties rcpre\Cnltl 
the staff it reflects the comm unit). If up w 
staff is all alike, the programmin~ g: Robe; 
skewed in one direction. A di\'er,e Ro 
keeps the programming ful l and not schol~ 
I wanted 10 develop a staff of pt age W 
diverse in t he ethnic and ge 5!'<::~\ 
breakdown,'" she said. f 
Many would say that But lcr-Jooei l O atte 
a gift of recogniz ing po tent ial I supp~ 
assis ti ng o ne's personal growth · 'th u~ 
development. roe 
" I like to encourage people to rti One~ 
the ir full potent ial. I have a nu11.• lontita 
a tt itude as a part of my personality r by ·'A 
been successfu l in helping to de,. flew n 
vice i 
Medin 
talented people that make mark- in 
market and o ther markets as wel l;· B 
Jones sa id 
Butler-Jones has received new 11 1-.i 
from her line of work. 
·· J have enjoyed the challcngcH 
thrive off of the complexities that r 
television real. I like the creati~c aspt 
I believe it is important to lod 
innovat ive ways to present inform,t 
she said. 
From her experience in tcle,11 
Butler-Jones gave a few pointers tot' 
wishing to work in television pro<lu, 
" It is good to have research skill, 
broad and expand. Know about a ! 
things such as the communit) arJ 
world you live in:· she said. 
Butler-Jone, also feels it is impo 
to know yourse lf. your value, and 
goals. 
"Above all, don't lose iour 
Maintain your integrity. I feel that pr. 
the problems of the youth today is ·• 
compromises its intcgrit) and ,, 
Sometimes you fee l content to gi1< 
temptations that compromise iour 
integrity to get ahead. This can haprc 
any wal k of life." she said. 
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!loward student receives Warn: Bros. contract 
~,llneSS Howell 
a:p Staff Wnter 
T•tnl}·}Car-old ~award Univer.-ity student Eric 
~n h,.,, accomplished something that takes 
jl!l(JI aru,1 hopefuls a lifetime 10 achie,c· h;o~ ~ a record deal with Warner Bros. • ,ts 
!hi, mu<1cal theater major from Rahway, N J 
,:,irt w!th the help of Howard alumni -'ih · iii~ 
pSha• e 
h(nt to school with Shai, and through them I met 
,1th my c.?rrent manager, Derrick Marun .. 
on s.lld. And they pa.%cd on my demo to him:·· 
Jol'(N>n came to Howard after winning a four-year 
jd;r\hip at a h•gh -.chool pageant for Mr. Black Teen-
~orld During h•s reign, he hnd the opportunity 10 
10 black }"OUth across the country 
1ulkcd to )Oung hlack men about the •·nipo 1 
" 11 , • . r ance 11towng co egc and how bl.tck males need more 
~ to fight_ negau ~e Mercotypes." he said. 
Rc,l,er--on, _mu~1cal_ career at Howard Marted ~ h1, paruc1pauon 111 musicals such a., ''Si e . 
th. I I d" d "A r ns, on " , an nn g:unemnon .. He'• co 
i.....~~ • • • .... mca 
13), vc,au,c now his talent has been snatched 
Jirner Bro, up 
\ 101 of la~ls had the tape, but Warner actually 
me DUI 10 Lo, Angeles to meet w•th the executive 
~"dent of R&B at Warner Bros . Benny 
llJ.. Roberson ,tatcd 
[).iring !ht meeting, Roberson, who had ne,,:r 
,itd,.llh an) big names ~fore. was asked 10 go 10 
11:11dio and 10 come b,1ck 111 three days with three 
songs. 
"He [~edi~_al tol~ us to send him the bill when we 
~'.:re finished. he said. "We wrote a song per day. and 
t icy were •mpressed; so. we negotiated.'' 
Rotx:r.-on's hard work seems to have paid off, 
because h•s first single, "The Moon" has l d be 
played on WHUR. ' a rca y en 
'"Th M ' e oon represents me because it describes how 
strong a man's love can be," he said. "1ne song is about 
h~w-a w?man has surrounded herself with walb, and 
he ts trying to br~ak tho,e walls down and prove he·s 
about more ~an Just a one night stand." 
He said Im lyrics arc different from many lyrical 
~tylcs out today, which are all about how a man can 
rock a black woman .. 
.';bere's noth_ing .. wrong with different styles, but J 
prefer strong lyrics, Roberson said. 
Th~ first lime ~e. he~d ~is single being played on 
the ~1d•o. ~e was slllm~ in his room with his girlfriend. 
M)'. friend Doncnck called and told me the song 
wa~ bein_g played on the radio," he said. "I didn't 
believe h1111 at first." 
. Like "1l1e Moon," other songs appearing on the 
album are ded•cated 10 women 
''The son~ 'R,emaining in M)'. ~eart' is about my 
gmndmother ,Ind What Must I Do 1s abou1 what a man 
must do to show his love." Roberson said. 
:1b sa, Roberson had a lot of cre:itive input in the 
Pf'OJCCI •s an understatement, since he wrote mo,t of 
the lyrics for the songs on the album. 
He also collaborated with many of his friends from 
the College of Fine Arts. 
'Revenge' rules the Arena 
: Ruby Mays 
• i;,p Staff Wnter 
bnu,h playwright Alun Ayckbourn explores the 
or ,uic1dc and swcetnes, of revenge in the a six 
1 t"o•pan production of "The Revenge rs· 
c,," now showing at the Arena Stage 
"The Re,engcr,, Comedies" is a good play for 
un.ltrgo1ng Ma,1crp•ecc Thcutrc burnout. The 
co,1umcs, and environment are completely 
:Jn'n and the actors bring 43 scenes of hyMeria 
• 1u,pcn,e to the Mage. 
lknr) Bell, pla1ed by Ralph Cosham, "a simple 
poh,hcd and conservative man. His counterpart 
n Knightly. pla1ed by Ellen Karasby, is a wiuy, 
og and ,weet .. Laura Ashley" type. 
The ,omedy begins on London's Albert Bridge. 
Henry Bell and Karen Knightly meet in a weak 
:idc attempt They terminate their d.:adly plans 
1n,1ead ,eek revenge on the source of the•r 
Jem,. 
The) agree that Karen Knightly will take care of 
) Bell's problem - his boss. In return. Henry 
,.ill ,01,e Karen's problem, her lover's wife. 
~)tkbourn shows a strong and sharp intellectually 
I 
s;hout 1h1s play. The clothes, designed by Arena 
dent CoMume Designer Paul Tazewell, are 
rtionally coordmated and look expensive in th•s 
-1 cuon 
Thrilling moments of deceit and satire bring the 
scene to a suspenseful close. much 10 the 
nee\ delight. Ayckbourn pro~ides the audience 
en1ena1mng comedy in a modern I 990's version 
1:1 onginal English comedy. 
Part One and Part Two show times for ''The 
Revenger,· Comedic,· are Tuesdays, Wednesdays 
and Sunda1, at 7:30 p.m and 1l1ursdays. Fridays and 
Saturdays at 8 p.m .. with selected matinees 
throughout the week. 
Discoumed tickets are available for students, 
groups. disabled individuals and senior citizens. For 
tickel\ and information, call (202) 488-3300. 
Rook 'spotlights' truth about 
nale/female,gender relations 
black people were able to de,elop began 10 dominate their women. 
an appreciation for people as well The book states, "Black males and 
,is economics. Instead oheeing the females were not allowed to play 
m. hard-core and lays down next person as an asset or a liability, the roles they should have played 
fam wuh no shame. It's black people viewed each other as within the structure. They were, 
1h1 011 Male/Female human beings ... as friends." instead, further dehumanized.'. 
1, edited by Mba Mbulu As black men went out to hunt. The book wraps up with what is 
Somani Sekou. the black woman Mayed home and perhaps the most heated chapter 
27-page publication provides raised the family and in essence, - a brief look at interracial 
I into the questions often became the stable clement. the relationships. Tiie chapter examines 
bymalesandfemales ~-------------------, why int.:rracial 
;maction. dominance relationships are formed 
:J)ths ~sociated with $ffe>@'if f10@{1{/'if and why many fail. 
11e sex. @/]!] The book suggests that 
1/igh1 lakes readers it is unnatural for members 
to the beginning of /Ml/.\ f) R 1/'i?R/Ml f.t\ f) R of different races 10 be 
on, when customs lllJ!AJ I.!::, I.SI tr 1..51.KJJlrJ I.!::, I..S attracted to each other and 
being established [o) ~ n ~ 'i?ll@M ~ implies that blacb and 
pcoplcofCauca,ian /IU f.S/..St,=;.l U /.J'U~ whites define beauty 
n1. The book then A Pub/al>Oll differently. 
" the growth and °' The book gives five 
Orth l "THE PEOPLE" rea\ons why a white person ose cus oms as 
s and whites came would consider having a 
:Qntict with each other. relationship with a black 
The 
B111itt ·~.,,..CHI. prlllC'lk•ll1 llpeakjl!IL t«i•IIJ e so Th f' 
book Pre'
·ents the ---~ P r n. e •ve reusons 
., dlf'l.ctwd. \\eh1Y11..,.bli!isforrtbtin&toont__,o,;:o !hat white men need 10 ......... m ....... ,.,..,,.....,..., .. ,.,,...... range from whites reaching le women and keep __ ..,_..,._..., ..... ".,. .. _..,.., out 10 blacks after being 
under control. .,..,,.,a.,, • .-. rejected by their own group 
lo the chapter titled wirwor to the common myths 
Black World," Mbulu M"- Mbutu .,,.eom.nt Selcou concerning blach and 
Sekou examine the sexual prowess. 
I between white and Spmlighr concludes by 
relationships. The editors p•vol of society ll wus the woman encoumging blacks to not seek love 
lhat nomadic lift:, which was who raiM:d the children and gave and social acceptance from whites, 
lly experienced by white economic security and s1ub1li1y to but to relate blackness to blacks and 
~- was not a major part of the family/community, according "love black love." 
k civilization. Whites were 10 the pages of Spotlighr. Splltlight 011 Male/Female 
f Jn ''The Coming TogetherofTwo Relatio11.s can be purchased for $3 
11Y migrating because O "'oriels." the thi'rd chapter. the book at most traditional black 
d1ma1c und never took time 10 "' 
ze and internet among their summarizes how black customs bookstores. 
groups. and beliefs were lost to those of 
book states, "Because of this, whites and how black men also 
"My background is go~pel, so I have gospel-type r--:;:=::---:~----------=----
vocals." he ~aid. ''There's a hip-hop base and I'm on - -=~ 
the respect up as far as women are concerned .. 
.. He added that his album won't have any "i°ick you 
up type songs. 
"Some of the wri1ers were (Howard studenL~) 
Je~on~ Leggeue, Donerick Rainey and Byron Hill," he 
said. And musically, I got some help from Scottie 
Bcats.11 
. With the help of Powermove, an organization 
dedicated to promoting parties, shows and other events, 
Roberson said he ha~ learned the importance of helping 
those who ha\'e assisted him. 
".I a.~1 and ~vill always be a part of the Powermove 
fam•ly. he said . 
. A, l?r,'.hi~ brother\ taste in fashion. it range, from 
a lc.1thcr J,tcket to slacks and a dress shirt 
"lf_it's a ~~it. it'll be a slammin' suit, ~nd if I rock 
so!11e J~ans. 11 11 be some Karl Kani jeans.'' Roberson 
said w•th confidence. 
Right now, Roberson is sitting out this semester at 
Howard but plans 10 return next semester. 
"M)'. teachers said it would be best," he said. 
., 
. W11h the continuous su~port of his family and 
fnends, ~?bcrson want, 10 build a name for himself in 
the 1clev•s1on and movie industry and wants 10 produce It----
mus•cal groups. 
At this point, school is at the forefront of his plans. 
but he adm11s. "After the ulbum died down, I would 
return to school." 
Eric Roberson 
Sweet 
So&-..-=-,, 
Otar Swcel-n-Sour, 
My boyfncml and I are graduntmg m May 
&. and we plan to get married. but there is just one 
; problem He is dirt cheap. I have alw,1ys 
rl) admired this characteristic about him because 
, he knows how to budget his money and he is 
7 not fri\(llous like mo,t men. but as we talk 
..... about our future togc~r. it's really ,tarting to 
~ bother me Last week \\e went 0111 to dinner 
t,5 "illt another couple, .iml wh,:n the check came 
&,, he pulled out a •heel of pap<.>r that itemized 
:I what ea,·h of us bas paid for m the month of 
~ March We 01 into b•g fight about who was 
rl:l going 10 pay the bill that evening How can I 
-Can't Relate 
i;: help him or help us 
..... 
~ ~ Dear Can't Relale, 
l,,i So your man is cheap. what's wrong with 
:I that? Don't you realm: that a man who is cheap 
~ will al\\ ats have money? The restaurant scene 
rl) was a little embarrassing and he should be 
• reprimanded for making both of you appear ! trilling But scnously. if you oil are planning 
~ on making lili: on commiunent, remember 
t;s that a.~ long as you have your OWN MONEY 
~ he cannot do anything with it 
~ -Sweet 
, ~r Can't Relate, 
:::: 
' 
"E 1be one thing 1 can't stand iss11 man who •s 
his behavior m the first place 
-Sour 
Dear Swcet-n•Sour, 
My best frieod has really been irritation me 
lately All she evea"doe.~ is talk about he;self, 
and I am re,t.lly getting tired of it. It's one thing 
to be proud of your accomplishments and to 
show it, but it is entirely something else 10 
continuously run in the ground how wonderful 
)"OU are. This is really getting old, and I am 
afr.ud th t n will Jeopardize our fncndship I 
know rm getting sick of her. What do J do? 
-Tired of llstenln 
Dear Tired, 
It sounds lO me like your friend needs 
constant reassurance that she is as wonderful 
a.~ she likes to lhin.k. As a friend, consider it 
your duty to be that source of reassurance. If 
the situation bothers you that much, maybe }'OU 
can tell your frieod in nice way that she is as 
wonderful as she thinks. and she doesn't ha 
to make others' iofcriorities wane by bragging 
about her assets. Seriously though, a~ long as 
you understand that her boa.~ting stems from 
in.se.:ority. it should be easier for you to tolerate 
her mouth. 
:. tight w11h his money. I can understand 
c,5 budgeting your mone): but when it comes to me Tiu- views exp"·=d III this column do not 
S. you bctlcr pull out the red crupct 1 don't mean necessarily "~ct the views o/1714 
:I I ant diamon and pearl butlo the event I HTU:I'OP. lf\'011 ha-velllly questions/or 
~ do want omethmg I d D t ot to hear Swat-n-Sour or for Spiu bring )'Out' ten 
, somebody lway, whirung abou how much 11 to The J/IUTOP. 2251 Shuman Ave, N.W. 
';: costs So, tell your man to WISC up bel'aU c yoo or leave )Y>llr feller in The /1/UTOP mailbox 
1; are probably the only one who will put up w11h in the Office of StudenJ Activities. 
~~l'eet -11~ Sour Sweet -11- Sour Sweet -n- Sour Sweet -11-
' ;:: 
I 
Black female writers compile 
essays on love, sex relationships 
Her Anger," but at the same time, to you . . . He/J seemed i11 the best of 
By Sylvia Watley 
Special to The HILLTOP 
Wild \\bme11 Do11 t U!?ar No Bill es 
arri vcd at my house on ChristmaS 
Eve via Federal Express from Leslie 
Harriell-Lewis, a woman I 
acknowledge~ my best friend in all 
the world. 
Only such a friend who knows you 
well enough to appreciate your fairy 
tale notions ,lbout romance, who cries 
with you in your struggles al 
perfecting a relationship and who 
truly thinks you need to broaden your 
perspectives about what love is and 
is not would give you such a book. 
This book is a collection of essays 
about love, men and sex, from 15 
African-American female writers, 
that is spicy, witty and piquant It will 
do more than explore the threads that 
pcrm:ate the rom.1J1tic fabrics of your 
lives. 
ll tests the audience's recognition 
in reference to feelings and thoughts 
about some of the stereotypes 
associated with men, sexual potency 
and loving relationships. 
It introduces rea~rs 10 the black 
fem.'lle's anger at black men who date 
white women via BeBe Moore 
Campbell's" ... A sister Relinquishes 
depicts Audrey Edwards' h11mcr that 11igh1, 11JJ 1111til the momellt 
relationship with the white men in we walked illlo his apartmelll. A,u/ 
"Sleeping with the Enemy" 1he11 Dr. Jekyll mmed into Mr. Hyde," 
Critically acclaimed novelist she wrote. 
Marita Golden, who edited and wrote Other essays include Auclmy B. 
the book's inu"Oduction, shares what Chapman's moving tribute to her 
she learned from her mother about husband, "Black Men Do Feel About 
love. Love," Jewelle Gomez's "In the Wink 
She wrote: M11ch llf my od11l1 life of an E)\!; Black Lesbians and Gay 
has bee11 spent 1m/eaming 1/te Men Together" and Oorisjean 
l!Apec1a1io11s, resisting the respcmses. Austin's retelling of the impact of 
chulle11gi11g the 111<11111er in which my rape on her life and the chilling 
p<1re111s lllVed ll11e another. B111 when reminder or female vulnembility and 
I gazed closely. almost c/i11icall)i at * male corruption of power. 
what l leamed most pai11ft1//y a11 Sororthoseremaleswhothinkthey 
therefore most 1010/ly from the 111011 know the answers and for all those 
<111d woman who gave me life and males who have never even bothered 
faith in myself. I discovered lessons I to ask questions, this book is an eye-
c<111 hllld 01110, sign posts I dare 1101 opcncrandasurewaytoe,"Okcsome 
ignllre. communication on the subjects of 
Marcia Ann Gillespie's love, sex and relationships. 
contribution, "Dchu;ionsofSafc1y: A The women who shared their 
Personal Story," relates her own thoughts and experiences were 
experience at the hands of abusi,-e honest and gutsy in their approach 10 
men who wear two faces and the the subject matter, and a couple use 
accompanying feelings of guilt and words not usually heard in polite 
shame. company. 
''And 1he11 one night you find Be warned that this book should 
yourself half hm•gi11g 0111 a wi11do1ij be approached with and the 
1We11ty-two stories 11p, hPld there by willingness 10 hl!,\fe your deepest 
1/te 111011 yot1 \e bee11 i11mlved with/or thoughts challenged. 
momhs. How ca11 this be happening 
' 
i'" 
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One of these hi~ -speed, hi~ -performance 
machines can be yours for low monthly P.ayments. 
The other one is just here for looks. 
' 
I 
lm11borgb111i Dk1bk, VT111UJ ltt1ll,.,,. 1111,-nor. rool 11bt,{, 
and 11 rtt1//1; rtll~l: rtt1//rfilS/ t'l(~lllf. 
Right no1v, when you qualify for the Apple Computer Loan, you could pay as little 
f'VtllT .l/<1a11/oJ, 6/0<V60 81 /6(} Utlh 1111 Af:f!I•' Co/ur 
flt,s /./"/}l.<pl.ry 1111 1/f•t F,:rt,-n,ktl ml10tml II mu/ mom,· 
analysis, simulations, video editing and much more. Without wasting time. If you'd 
as S33' a month for a Power Macintosh~ It's one of the 
fastest, most powerful personal computers ever. Which 
• • Power Macintosh for $33 a month. like further information on Power ~lacintosh, l'isit 
your Apple Campus Reseller. \ou're Ap 1 11' 
means you'll have the abilin,· to run high-performance programs like statistical sure to find a dream machine that's well within your budget. p1e 
For more information visit the University Bookstore 
or contact Mykl L. Gormley or Al Payne at 806-6658 
Mon-Thur 8:30-5:30, or Fri. 8:30-5:00. 
marlin lawrence you so crazy 
lree movie passes. (301) 215-2389 
you see him on the small screen 
every sunday night ... 
now see him at his funniest ... 
at his craziest ... 
at what he does best ... on the big screen!! 
marlin 
lawrence 
Jou so crazJ 
UNCUT. UNRATED. 
UNBELIEVABLY FUNNY. 
you've seen him in movies before ... 
but not like this!!! 
courtesy of The Samuel Goldwyn Company 
and 
11ms~11a11 
Because this 
~,It's a free country'' 
C VJu. U $.A., Inc. l9Q4'-
Stuff only 
goes so far. 
·v1sA· 
- . --.. - · -- t,_ 
~~cc- /.~~ ... -=-~ \•=· .-
It's everywhere 
you vvant to be 
- - - -- --
~ April 22, 1994 
Spring is back 
By Dana J. Henry 
~op Staff Wnter 
For most people. spring is a lime 
cf lliarmth and hanging out with 
f'ncnd, on "the Yard.'" But for the 
Howard Uni\'er.ity Bison football 
icam. spring has a different 
c,eaning - it is simply the 
t'<finnmg. 
L.i.,t year. the Bison played whm 
IIDOY considtred to be !heir gn:ateM 
-e;i;on ever. compiling an 11-0 
rt,ord en route to a National 
Collegiate Athletic Association 
D,1i,ion I-AA first round play-off 
ll,-.t to Marshall University. 
Natumlly, many of the players 
llill kcl the vibes from such u 
dinamic season Jose White, 
starting defensive end for the 
Bison's "Buffalo Soldier" defense, 
had some things to say about team 
mora_le and spirit during ~pring 
pracuce. 
"On the field right now, 
everybody's feeling very 
confident," White said. "You can 
even say we're feeling kind of cocky 
concerning the SC.'lson we just came 
off." 
Of course, the question that is 
lingcnng in the back of every Bison 
fan's mind does not concern 
defense The number one question 
going into spring practice seems 10 
be: "How can you replace Jay ·Sky' 
Walker and Gary 'Flea' Hnm:11 ?" 
James "The Jct"' Cunningham 
offered his answer 10 this ominous 
question. 
THE HILLTOP B5 
SPORTS 
• • • and so is Bison football 
1994 Bison Football Schedule.-:, 
~MBE~ 
alCWAY. C as"ic \'!l. Missis.,ippi Volle~• St St. Louis, .Missouri 
10-Cmital Classic Hamp1on Univcrotv RFKStadium 
17-0I'EN • 
24-Florida A&M Univcn.ity A\VAY 
~BE~ 
-owoon 7'tatc Gre.:ne Stadium 
8-HOJ\\ECOMING vs. Bethune-Cool,man RFK S1adium 
15-Nonh Cu'Olina Central A\VAY 
22-NAACP CLASSIC vs. No11h C.U'Olina A&T RFK St.,d,um 
29-Morchousc College AWAY 
NQ.Y.EM~E~ b-~ :;;; · na St.,tc 
12-,"viorgan State 
19-Dclaware Stadium 
AWAY 
Greene Stadium 
G1-e.:ne Stadium 
0 (tenativc schedule) 
"At quarterback, we have 'Pep' 
Hamilton, and everyone has a lot of 
confidence in him . .. We know that 
he can get the job done,'' 
Cunningham said. "At receiver, 
hopefully I'll fill the shoes that 
'Flea' left, but it's going 10 be 
hard." 
From a fan's per.;pective, i1 is 
doubtful that James "The Je1" 
Cunningham is understating his 
talents. He possesses the speed, 
quickness and skills 10 break many 
of the records that Harrell currently 
sits atop of. 
And unlike the Dallas Cowboys, 
the Bison football 1eam does not 
have an owner whose ego and 
money gel in the way of good 
operntion and management. As far 
as coaching is concerned, the Bison 
will still be led by the Mid-Eastern 
Athletic Conference's coach of the 
}'Car, Steve Wilson. 
Often, if a team comes off of an 
incredible season, recruits flock in 
from all parts of the country. Coach 
Wilson offered his view on 
incoming recruits. 
"Well you never know about new 
recruits; on paper they all look 
good, but it's not until you put them 
up against college talent can you 
truly evaluate them." Wilson said. 
"We think 1hat some of those kids 
will have the opportunity to come 
in and play in spols, but I don't think 
any of them will cc,me in and take 
over starting positions initially. 
We'll have 10 take a look at guys 
who are already here in the system 
10 get the job done." 
Trash-talking h elps Metro All-Stars take title 
Br Damien Green 
Ii~ Staff Wlrter 
Tra.,h-tal~ing is as much a part 
('/ ba,ketball a, the hoop and net. 
And 1t wa, a very big part of htM 
Thun.day\ Intramural Basketball 
Cbmpion,hip game 
With the crowd of some 55 
people e,·cnly represcming both 
rJllh. fans of the By-law squad 
!Id be: heard shouting, "We're 
d( •n by law." while fans of tl1e 
11:ll'O \II-Star squad were heard 
Jling "Scoreboard" to point out 
: their team wa, ahead. 
Thi, "'<'Ill on for most of 1he 
pme,n, th.- Metro \II-Stars stayed 
.,head. and went on to win 49-46. 
·n1e gami: promised 10 be a good 
one, as it was u re-match of a Mid 
Atlantic tournament semi-final 
game won handily by the Metro-All 
Stars. 
Comment.~ before the game 
hyped the event. 
"Both teams are ,c:ry athletic and 
very talented," said Samuel Atta, 
assi,tnnt director for Recreation and 
lnt.romumls. 
"We're going 10 play hard and 
continue 10 do what we've been 
doing," said Mossi Singleton. a 
player for the Metro-All Stars. 
"We juM want a more 
compeli1ive game." said Abrnhim 
n1.-,~,·11,l11,t11 r•mrnin nf ,tw Rv•l!lw 
Intramural Basketball Champions, Metro-All Stars 
squad. 
It was clear from the beginning 
that the By-law squad was looking 
for an up-tempo and less physical 
game to go up against an admittedly 
more talented, more physical and 
more ''showtime-oriented" Metro 
All-Star team. 
But midway through the first 
half, game plans were thrown out 
the window in favor of tactics that 
enabled either ream to score by any 
means necessary. The game was 
marked by low field goal 
percentages and technical fouls, as 
players from each team lost their 
composures under the barrage of 
"trash-talking." 
Highlighting the second half was 
an alley-oop dunk caught by 
Metro's Mossi Singleton, who the 
crowd deemed lhe game's most 
valuable player. 
Ringing endorsements were 
given for the Metro All-Star team 
by members Darien ''Hug" 
Simmons and Wendell Barber, its 
both players sa.id 1hey knew from 
the beginning that they were going 
to win and told c,-cryonc jus11ha1. 
Game-high scorer and By-law 
team member Rick Weedon 
expressed his team's sentiments. 
"We gave them a game ... We 
showed a lot of heart. .. We think 
1hu1 says a 101," he said. 
Freshman runner comes out on top in MEAC Conference 
8¥ Tarik El-Bashir 
J,Q•op Staff Wnter 
Fre~hman middle-distance 
re, ner Kenya Palmer is the new 
\' 1-Ea,tcrn Athletic Conference 
cbmpion m the women's 800-
tcter run She finished with a 
- n:ne of 2:16. Palmer also placed 
1e1.vnd in the 1500 meters with a 
~of 4·55. 
Both the women's and men's 
teJm, placed sixth in the 
conference championships at 
Allrida A&M in Tallahassee this 
pa!I\I.CCk. 
Several women's team 
ptrtorman,es "'ere worth taking 
note. The 4x400- meter relay team, 
consisting of Deon Walker, Janel 
Martin. Adayna Upchurch and 
Sophia Weir, placed third in 3:52. 
Freshman Shena Ferguson, who 
mi!..,ed the previous meet with an 
injured hamstring, placed second in 
the long jump. Jamclia McEroy 
placed third in the I 00-meier 
hurdles (14.6 ~econds) and fourth 
in the 400-meter intermediate 
hurdles ( I :05). 
On the men's side, the men's 
4x400-meter team. (Yamin 
Chestnut. Marc Jefferson, Damion 
Rowe and Terry Williamson) 
placed third and finished with a 
time of 3: I 3. In the individual 
evcnL,, freshman Damion Rowe 
''This is the first group 
of rookies to make this 
typ e of impact on the 
track program,'' said 
Coach Bill Moultrie. 
placed fourth overall after winning 
his heat of the 800 meters with a 
personal best of I :53. 
Freshman Marlin Lord finished 
second in the 110-mcter high-
hurdles with a time of 14.4 
seconds. Also. in that race, senior 
Corey Wilson placed fourth in 
15.04 seconds. Sophomore Joel 
Bounds placed fourth in both the 
1500 meters and the 3000 meters. 
His times were 4:05 and 16:30, 
respectively. 
The freshmen made several 
major contributions to this year's 
conference. Head Coach Bi II 
Moultrie made no effort to hide his 
satisfaction with their performance. 
•"This is 1he first group of rookies 
to make this type of i mpac1 on the 
track program." said Moultrie. 
And of cour.;e, with the arrival 
of a freshmen track team with great 
potential, comes those who wish 
they would be able to stay and share 
the glory. 
"I don't want 10 leave: I wish I 
could stay around and watch the 
team grow," said senior captain 
Shawn Bell. 
The Bison will tra,-cl 10 the Penn 
Relays next week 10 compete 
against SC\'Cral of the country's best 
athletes. The women will compete 
in the long jump, sprint medley. 
4x I 00, 4x400 and 4x800 meter 
relays. The men will compete in the 
intermediate hurdles, shuttle 
hurdles, sprint medley, 4x200, 
4x400 and 4x800 meter relays. 
"Each year we have progressed 
a1 the Penn Relays; I think this year 
we have the strongest team yel," 
said Bell. 
Astrology may give in sight to life On Monday, April 17, 1994 the Howard Universil,Y. Athletic Depanment honored it outstandi!'l!t male and female athleto;s at the annual At l,le1ics Awards Banquet. The following athletes were recognized forthell' achieve-
ments both on and olf the field. 
HOROSCOPE, from 81 
-.c.: statements and action - or he 
gel it by pouting and sulking 
!he poucd palrils until some-
l:m\hes o,er 10 ask what's wrong. 
rgo the Virgin (Aug. 24-ScpL 
\11to is ll1<' -.ign of the ~n. but 
cannot Ulke the symbolism 100 
y Married or single. ii is fuir-
~lc 10 spo< the Virgo in public 
in:t!Jing. he will not be making 
llOISC. 
S.Xial gatherings arc not the best 
·ting grounds when you arc 
diing for the.se perfcclioni\LS. 
are more likclx 10 find them 
· ng laie at the office than being 
· ous at :1 cocl..tai I party. 
Ute Scales (Sept. 24-0ct. 23) 
Llbrans hate 10 be rude, yet they 
!lrail!,hten the crooked pic111re on 
wall and sn.1p off your blaring 
set Librans lov.: people, bul they 
bite crowd\. Lt"kc gen~e doves 
of peace. they go around mediating 
and palching up quarrels between 
other.;. 
Lots of people will tell you that 
Li bra is all love and beauty and 
sweetness and lii;h1. That is fine. as 
fur as ii gOC-", but It s1ops a little short 
ofaccumcy. 
Scorpio the Scorpion (Oct. 24-Nov. 
22) 
Scorpio like.s to tra,cl incogru10. 
Thanh 10 his well controlled nature, 
he usually ~ucceeds, but there are a 
couple of shortcuts wJt!ch will make 
it eru.ier to penetrate his disguise at 
midnight or :it noon. 
Such mastery of the personality 
has 10 be envied. No matter how his 
emotions are stirred, you will r.u-el,Y 
sec them reflected on Scorpios 
frozen immobile face. These people 
proudly and c:onsciously practice a 
blank expression. 
Sagitlllrius the Archer (Nov. 23-
Dec. 2 1) . 
Jupiter eyes are as bright and alert 
as a sparrow's, and they sparkle and 
),,Vito for admission 
to America'< Fi"I School for 
Pro(c,-sional Actors 
: ,grid 
·oge,rs 
■ 2-Ycar )'ro(e,.,ional Training Program 
■ C,ltfomia or New York ■ Mrrit SchoLlrslup,-, 
Fin.ind,tl Atd AvJ.il.lblc ■ 6-WetkSommtrSchool 
For ,nfurmJtton. \\ nte or tdt'J'honi~. I~ ~i.lda50C'I 
A,< , N,w Yorl NY 10016, (m) 681,-0olO 
Ai\ lERICAN 
ACADEMY OF 
DRAMATIC 
ARTS 
Robert 
Redford 
twinkle with refreshing humor. 
archers are either very t.'ill and alhleti 
looking or shorter than average, wi 
strong. s111rdy bodies. 
Sagittarians are normally restles.s 
They hale to sit or stand still. Th 
archer is physically conspicuous, i 
only through his olivious confiden 
and his disregard for convention 
behavior. 
Capricorn the Goat (Dec. 22-J 
20) 
l1 is anything bu1 a breeze to~ 
the Capricorn character. You wi 
learn to recognize this Sun sign. bu 
you'll need some preliminary prac-
tice. Study the quiet spider in the cor-
ner. He does no1 have a chanc 
against the fast-flying insects. 
Obsen-c the goat. as he scales 
mountainside. Re does 1101 ha,-c 
chance ag,uns1 the strategy of s 
hulll<'II\S who pursue him. But 
hunters fall behind a.~ the sturdy goa 
climbs determinedly from crag I 
crng on his uniquely designed boo,' 
- and the goat wins. 
Aquarius the Water Bearer (J an 
uary 21-February 19) 
You can often recognize peopl 
born under this fixed air sign by tliei 
frequent use of the word friend. 
Look for a strange, faraway loo 
in the eyes, as if they contained so 
kind of magic, mysterious knowl 
edge you can't penetrate. Aquariu. 
eyes are typically vague. with dream 
wandering expres~ions. 
Pisces the Fish (Febr uary 20 
March 20) 
There is little work ambition i 
Neptune people. Most of the 
wouldn'1 give a minnow for rank 
power or leadership, and weal! 
holds little attraction. 
1l1e more crcati\'C and artistic, 
more leisurely and esoteric the sur-
rounding. the more fish you wiU find~ 
For a personal reading. Reveren 
Viviana or Reverend Cochise a 
available for appoinunenis at 
Spiritual Oasis foundation, located a 
808 Persian Drive, #201 in Silve 
Spring, Md. The phone number i 
(301)387-6479. A consultation !'11 
reading is pijced at abom $60, Pri 
vary according 10 services. 
1993-94 First Team All-MEAC Selections 
j£0I~ALL R rt Bel 
Gary" Flea. HarreU 
Aaron Kinchen 
VOL~EYBALL BASKETBALL 
Bres awn Hanis Annette Lee 
Raquan Washington 
Jay ''Sky" Walker 
Neal Down 1993-94 Second Team All-MEAC Selections 
FOO~LL 1
~\arcC~ie 
James Cunningham 
Rupert Grant 
Sel<ou Mitchell 
Jose White 
VOLLEYBALL BASK;93ALL 
Ericka Rockwood An Crow er 
Grady Livingston 
1993-94 All Tournament Team 
Y~L~ALL BASKETBALL 
a is Annette Lee 
Brcshawn Harris Oenique Graves 
1993-94 Honorable Mention All-MEAC 
BASKETBALL 
Adaidra Hill 
Dorothy Williams 
1993-94 All-Academic Honoree 
(The following student-athletes have achieved a grade point average of 3.0 or 
above and earned at least 30 credit hours at Howard University.) 
James A. Green ill (Baseball) Jevaughn SterJjng (Soccer) 
Eli T. Kennedy (Baseball) Alrich L. Gray (Swimming) 
LamarD.Oay (Basketball) Oronde A. Millt!r (Swimming) 
TaraL. Gray (Basketball) Dara M. Hamilton (Swimming) 
Dorothy Williams (Basketball) Stacey Jackson (Tennis) 
Julian Bostic (Football) Jason M. Callahan (Track) 
Neal L Downing (Football) verne E. Qunpbell (Track) 
Terrill L. Hill (Football) William G. Gruen, Jr. (Track) 
Desmond R. Lovell (Football) Willie L. King (Track) 
Gencrique Stewart (Football) PhjJip L. McKenzie (Track) 
Abunuwas A. David (Soccer) Adayna Upchurch (Track) 
Andrew W. O liver (Soccer) Stacey R. Williams (Volleyball) 
Vaughn P. OHvierre (Soccer) J oseph A. Pollard (Wrestling) 
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Looks like a 
Vivarin night. 
It's 10 PM. You've crammed for finals 
all week. Took two today. And 
now you've got to pack an entire 
semester's worth of Philosophy into 
one take-home exam, in one night. 
But how do you stay awake when 
you're totally wiped? Revive 
with Vivarin. Safe as coffee, 
Vivarin helps keep you awake 
and mentally alert for ho1trs. 
So when you have pen in 
hand, but sleep on the brain, 
make ii a Vivarin night! 
-
-
--- ---
,.-
Revive with VIVARIN." 
AND YOUR WHEELS ARE SOMETHING SPECIAL, TOO. 
There's a Ford or Mercury Just Uke You . •• 
and Your Ford or Lincoln-Mercury Dealer Has a 
Graduation Present to Help Make it Your Own . . . 
• $400 Cash Back or a Special A.P.R! 
Personally speaking, what you drive 
soys a lot about who you ore. So why 
not soy you're one of the most exciting, 
fun-loving, even sensible people going? 
In other words, why not soy it with a 
sporty new Ford or Mercury? 
Now's the perfect time to make o 
personal statement-because the 1994 
Ford & Mercury College Graduate 
Purchase Program* gives you your choice 
of $400 cash back or a special 
Annual Percentage Rate* when you 
buy o new Ford or Mercury. Or lease 
your vehicle and get $400 cash bock! 
Plus, Ford Credit con offer qualified 
applicants pre-approved credit up to 
$18,000 or the MSRP, whichever is 
lower, which could mean no down pay-
ment on finance purchases. You may also 
defer purchase payments for 120 days 
in most states (excluding Michigan, 
New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Washing-
ton, DC). 
So toke time out to see your Ford or 
Lincoln-Mercury dealer today and ask 
about the College Graduate Purchase 
Program. It's o terrific way to show the 
world just how smart you really are! 
•Speool AMuol F9fcet11og-.. Ro, .. ottemot"'9 ond Ford Cred11 p,ogroms not OY0110ble on lea~ 
• •To bo elig,ble, yOu tr11,11t gtoduo1e ...,,th O boc:helot'i Of groduote degree or bo en-rollod ,n grodvo1e Khool. ~lween 1/1/9• 
and 9/30/9,4 Th,s progrotn" ,n odd,1.on 10 oll Olhct notl()tlOI (U\.IOIT'lef ,ncent,YM,; txccpl for Oiher Ford pc-,..-ote oflt!(l 
1nclud1ng lhe Young Bvyor Progrom You mini putchoie or l4cne .,.our ht1W vel,,do bet......., 1/1/o;l.l otld 9/-:,0~S 
Somo <vit0fl'ICf and vt-hide re11r1<110M opply so 1ee "'°"r d101(-r lo, deto k 
L.-- ........_F_O_R_D_, [&] ffi L I N C () L :"I 
~ , ~t ER CUR Y 
Visit Your Nearest Ford or Lincoln-Mercury Dealership Today ... 
or Call 1·800-321-1536 for Details on the College Graduate Purchase Program 
April 22,\ AP 
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Alice Walker speaks through womanist prose 
);~IIU3lil) and ,trcn~th permeate !\lice 
,,r\ new release In St'arcl, of Our 
l,t!tt1 Gnrd,•111. Alice Walker defines 
1.i:aiu,t. in shorl. a, I • "A black feminist 
~llll'I of color ... wanting 10 know more 
iii g ireater depth than is considered 
~for one. 
: .. a "onurn who, ... appreciates and 
',r, women's cultures. women's 
,--oonal flexibility (values tears as a 
pl counterbalance of laughter). and 
\ ,trcngth Commincd to survival 
ij1bolencS\ of cniire people. male ;,nd 
\ 01 -cpar~tist, except periodical!}, 
1111th fraditionally universal"t .. .'' 
k ,, thc,e values and ideals that make 
f'lbc"omani,1" that she so passionately 
E1b about, and speaks to in her 
~ of Womani,1 prose. 
th, collection. Walker draws from a 
11:t!Cr ol ,1rong black voices such a, Jean 
and Zora Neale Hurston to outline, 
1. and describe salient truths about 
"ll(IChcrs and our grandmother.,," while 
cxpl_o~ing the "theories and practices of 
feminists and feminism," incorporati ng 
womani,m. 
Black women must 
become the living 
creativity that our 
great-grandmothers 
were not allowed to 
know. The present 
serves as a time for 
Black women, in their 
own movement, to 
identify, regroup, move 
on, create, and breathe. 
/11 Searl, of Our Mothers Ga1<le11s is 
Walker's first collection of nonfiction. 
Included in the collection is an essay that 
bears the same name of the book that gives 
a powerfu l account of the spirituality 1ha1 
was deeply ingrained in the souls of our 
grandmothers and great grandmothers, but 
remained quiet and stifled by their white 
slave masters. Instead of using this innate 
spirituali1y as an art 10 become novelists, 
painters, and poets, they were confined to 
the laborious and humdrum tasks issued by 
white overseers. 
Walker uses this explication to show 
Black women how to '"look at and identify 
with our lives." TI1rough this. Black women 
must become the living creativity that our 
great-grandmothers were not allowed to 
know. The present serves as a time for 
Black women, in their own movement, to 
identi fy, regroup. move on. create and 
breathe. 
Walker relates that it is critical for Black 
women tocmbr.icc their own definition and 
a unique purpose for their own movement. 
Womanism, as opposed to Feminism, 
focuses on a cultural difference and need. 
According to Webster's Third New 
International Dictionary. feminism," is the 
organi1ed activity on behalf of women's 
rights and in1crests. the I 9th and 20th 
century movement seek ing to remove 
restrictions that discriminate against 
women." and a feminist, .. is one that 
advocates or practices feminism. 
This definition is fine, but for a long 
time the "feminist movement" has been 
predominantly a movement of white 
middle class women. White women were 
fighting tor gender equality when black 
women were still struggling to be 
regarded as people. 
So, Black women arc involved in a 
double struggle and need a feminism 
that addresses the black woman 
separately and wholly. This is not to 
disclaim her sisters of other races, 
cultures, and creeds, but the Black 
woman must subscribe to a definition of 
her self and purpose a movement for her 
CHUSC, 
A womanist. Walker ,tates, "Loves the 
spirit. Loves the struggle. Loves the folk. 
Loves herself. Regardless." From this 
collection filled with words that speak to 
the spirituality of the Black woman, each 
of us will take a liule of what we need, 
and a lot of what we will use when 
expressing our own creativity. 
Alice Walker won the Pulitzer Prize 
for her novel The Color Purple. In Search 
of Our Mothers Gardens sells for SI0.95 
in paperback. 
......... ~ ........ . 
Sisterly Speaking: A graduating senior speaks 
~n her dedication to the ideals of womanhood 
,,.., arc )OU doing after graduation? 
1:,~cr. for me. is inc,tr,cably linked 
_,,,al desire to help, heal, in,pirc and 
• the Black family. I realized this 
· that although I love Black boys 
- Js much a, I love Black girls and 
m) efforts will focus on Black 
The fact of the matter is that I 
·1tand, bond. sympathize and 
· c more fully with women. They 
c;,I} who I know best. But b there 
,c job that will allow me to do all 
• ~g, I want 10 do? Is there a job 
· c<ion that includes resurrecting the 
.,f Black people, healing Black 
families. being a mother to the motherless. 
traveling around the world to learn more 
abou1 women of different cultures. 
teaching Black girls to respect 
themsellves? Well. I am looking for a 
single occupation that will afford me the 
aforementioned responsibilities with a 
substantial salary, of course. 
It seems that there is no one job that 
encompasses all or any three of the above, 
so I'm beginning to despair. Touching is 
rewarding. but at the sarne time. 
enormou;ly frustrating for me. For 
teaching those who need help the most, 
youth in public schools. who exist in low 
income areas, somc1imcs involves 
overcoming behavioral problems. This 
also comes with having to deal with a 
strict, often biased and inappropriate 
curriculum mandated by the state. 
"Working with 
young Black women, 
in the effort to heal 
and inspire, satisfies 
my mind, soul, and 
spirit. Talking to 
pregnant teens 
about career and 
educational goals 
has been fulfilling." 
What about being a therapist or even a 
doctor? I am a History major with a minor 
in Spanish: is 1hat possible? I want 10 be 
on hand to guide young women. Will I be 
able to do that if I become a lawyer or go 
to work for a corporat ion'/ 
Working with young Black women, in 
the effort to heal and inspire, satisfies my 
mind, soul, and spirit. Talking to pregnant 
teens about career and educational goals 
has been fulfilling. Teaching adolescent 
girls how 10 express themselves through 
African dance has been gratifying. 
I have worked with and for Black 
women in different ways. yet I do not 
necessarily want to do any one of lhem for 
a living. I have grown from doing each 
project and service, and I would like to 
incorporate aspects of each job into the one 
I choose now. I imagine that the passion I 
feel for helping my community will propel 
me toward creating a job or the like, that 
will allow me 10 express this desire. 
I hope the graduates of my class feel 
the same urge 10 work for Black freedom 
in some respect. Perhaps others besides me 
will greet their new jobs with a certain 
need to alter it to suit Black people/youth. 
As the heads of many households, it is 
of vital importance that we approach our 
lives with a focus on knowing and loving 
ourselves, so that we may bu ild stronger 
bonds with those around us. 
I would ask that we learn as much from 
our elders, women, so that we may take any 
job, shape it, carve it out and make it our 
own. Make it reflect our dedication lo the 
resurrection of the Black fam il y and 
nation. 
rhank you Black woman: An essay of appreciation 
1Jlian 0 . Bostic 
11-..nk )OU Black woman for 
ihing )Ou've done for me. 
you for the way you ki'-Scd 
!!en I needed a tender touch. 
13) you supported me 
ut my life. the way you 
1:1 m~ ,ide when I needed a 
,nk you Black woman for 
gme to find myself, and for 
me how to love. Thank 
br teaching me right from 
)Cl allowing me enough 
to make my own decisions. 
Thank you Black woman 
!llU: patience with me. Even 
I put )OU through so much. 
Inc patient. You didn't run 
I lo,,1 my temper. or when I 
·1gc1 ,-omething right on the 
Ir). )ou stood your ground. 
F!Nnce was solid. and for 
Im eternally grateful. 
lbank you for believing in me 
DO one else did. Through you 
keeper. and one day the mother of 
my children. Thank you for being 
everything 10 me. 
Day after day, night after night, 
you arc there for me. You have 
helped me make happy faces even 
when I displayed bad altitudes and 
mood swings. I know that 
sometimes it is difficult to love the 
Black man, and that is why I give 
it all up to you. 
Allow me 10 reciprocate 1he 
undying love, the commitment, and 
the strength that you have shown 
me, Black woman. Allow me to 
correct the mistakes lhat I have 
made, and prove myself worthy of 
a woman like you. Allow me to be 
the son you have alway~ wanted, the 
brother who is always there, and the 
man who loves you with all his 
soul. I want 10 give you everything 
that you have given me so that I 
might begin 10 show my 
appreciation. 
I love you Black woman. I 
cherish you Black woma.1. and I 
Thank You Black woman. 
This pa e was dedicated to the Black woman. 
It is an e++ort to upli t snd highli:.ght the ideals of 
womanhood in a l its ''splendlfurousness. '' 
--Natalie Y. Tellis 
Editor, Sister to Sister 
. . 
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In Front of the University Center 
PLACE 
May 4 and 5, 8:00am - 4:00pm 
DATE & TIME 
Enter to W.lN 
A 
. INSTANT PRIZES: 
• 1-800-C0LLECT -$9.00 Gift Certificates 
1994 JEEP WRANGLER! & Merchandise 
• Randolph Sunglasses 
Jeep. 
Eagle 
• Nicole Miller Originals 
• Sharp CD & Tape Players 
I W=?•I• =a,,!! afi ,-~ 
Americas Inexpensive Wau 
To Call Someone Collect~ .. 
Aprll 22,11 
22, 1994 
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SUMMER STORAGE FOR STUDENTS 
NATIONAL SELF SERVICE 
STORAGE CO. 
636-8282 ...... 
-
NATIONAi. SE1.•· 
SERVICE STORAGE 
At 
N 
•Y 
11·· 
·::l-
~ 
600 Rhode Island Ave., N.E. 
(R.I. Ave. Metro) 
t-- ., 
*NO DEPOSIT* 
SPECIAL STUDENT RATES 
PRIVATE STORAGE ROOMS 
24 HOUR SECURITY 
MOVING AND PACKING 
SUPPLIES 
LOCKS AVAILABLE 
CAPITAL SELF STORAGE 
543-1400 
301 N Street, N.E. 
(3rd St. & Florida Ave., N.E.) 
2 CONVENIENT lDCATIONS 
RYDER TRUCK RENTAIS 
10% Discount on any storage room with 
payment in advance for entire Summ~r 
NOWHE 
Pick up your FREE copy· · 
of Basic Black NOW in the 
Blackburn Center Music 
Listening :Room, on the 
basement level 
Hos ted by 
John Chancellor 
'MASSAGING THE MEDIA' 
A company wants to market its hot new product: genetically engi-
neered com. 1'~ spins the story one way. Consumer 'advocates' spin it 
angther ... Guess who's caught spinning in the middle? Price Waterhouse 
in~ites you to Join us for this fascinating episode of On the Issues. 
watch leaders from the worlds of business, government, academia and 
the media think out loud as they struggle at the crossroads where 
moral dilemmas and tough business decisions collide. 
rr. led__,,.._.,. IIIOPI.Oi kln~'OI\ Potld" -d t,,,l.'lmt' ~t~. l"C 
APRIL 22, 10 P.M. ON PBS. CHECK LOCAL LISTINGS. 
Om, network 11e•ume,; I{ thd 
etory io al1011t • /,Jg oompany, 
the company mudt be wrong. 
1V 
eakeo Ito 
moponol/,ility 
mom eerlouoly 
than 
newepap,1'8. 
/ pray 
to God 
thlo otory 
come,o out 
in tho 
Novomkntr 
tJWtst1p6. 
I 
Unde<wntten by A 
!+ice I fa.U•rhouse .., 
/ 
. 
~ . 
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ANNOUNCEMENTS 
'10 ALL OF' I HE MODELS 
WHO TRIED OUT FOR THE 
ECS1l\SY CALENDAR: YOU 
WEREALL BEAUTIFUL ANO 
J C ENTERTAINMENT WOULD 
LIKE TO THANK ALL OF YOU 
FOR SHOWING UP!!!! 
Senior PIMPNtc ... Comlng soon to 
a park Near you. May 7, 1994, at a 
~rk near you!! ~ 
v1ronmental JUSUce or rnJusuce? 
Speakers: Or. Jane1 Phoenix. The 
Environmenlal Health Cenier, 
Mus1afa Ali, Environmental Protec-
tion Agency, Max \¼!in1raub, 
Alliance to End Childhood Lead Poi• 
soning. April 26, 6:00 p.m., School 
of llusines., Rm 318. Presented by 
the Goldt!n Key National Honor Soci• 
c'r f USA presents ,ts Annual Commu-
nity Appreciation Banquet on May 
1st at 3:00 p.m. in the Balckburn 
Ballroom. There will be an awards 
ceremony, entertainment and dinner. 
Admission is free 10 all HU sludents. 
Come party wnh tlic SwretlicartS 
and Brothers of Kappa Kappa Psi on 
April 22 at the African Room. 3102 
Mounl Plea<;ant St., N.W I 0:00 p.m. 
- 3:00 a.m. $3 before 11, $5 af1er. 
School of C Scnlol'!l: 'l1ie ilciidlme 
for turning in JOUr money for the 
banquet cruise has been extended 
until today?!! It's only $5, and it's 
guaranteed to be a good time! 
Money can be paid in the School of 
C Student Council Office. 
Atten!lon all smdents here's your 
chance 10 honor outstanding prolcs-
sors at How:ird. Nominaie your 
favorite faculty member by submi1-
ting a couple of paragraphs on wby 
you feel this person should be recog-
nized. Nominations are due by 5:00 
p.m., April 22nd in the HUSA Win-
ners will be honored at the Communi-
lY Ap~iation Banquet on May I. 
Ali sfuents who requested assis-
tance from 1he scholarship Databank, 
please come by the HUSA office and 
pick up yoor information. For those 
who v.ere kept waiting due to com-
puter difficulties. we apologize for 
ani inconvenience. 
I e Final Awake Lecture Series -
Women in the Struggle will be held 
on April 27th in the Blackbum Cen-
ter 
Ffoil1ne Comic presents Issue# I by 
VLAOl'-fiR LEVEQUE. II is 
availnble again ai Pyramid Books. If 
you missed it the fin.I time. get it now 
while supplies last 
'Ilic Uept. of Modern Languages and 
Litt't'lltures in partnership with the 
American ln,titute for Foreign Study 
is ofrering ,1uden1S an intensi\'e fi\'e 
week language and Cultural Immer-
sion Progr.un at the Uni\'ersity of 
Guadalajara in Mexico. June 18 -
July 23. For more information, con-
tact Or. Effie Boldrige, Program 
Direc1or. 326 Locke Hall, 806-6758. 
NOONDAY PRAYER 
12 noon 10 l pm. Every Wedne:iday 
and Friday Andrew Rankin Memorial 
Chapel 
Scienlh Day Ad,'Cntlst Communi-
ty tit H.U invites you to Fellowship. 
Friday, 7pm, Liule Chapel Carnegie 
Bldg. 
Muslim Friday Jumah Prii)'Cr 
E,cry Friday ,n Blockburn Center, 
I- 2 p.m.Muslim S1udems of H.U.P.O. 
Box 404 11.U. Wa.~hington, O.C. 
20059 202-291-3790 
EXPERIENCE I HE EXHILA-
RATING ARTISITY OF CHORE-
CRAPHERS TALLEY BEA'ITY, 
KEVIN JEFF, SAM LESANE, 
STEVE ROOKS, AND SHER-
RILL BERRYMAN-MILLER 
PERFORMED BY THE 
HOWARD UNIVERSITY DANCE 
COMB\NY FRIDAY ANDSAT-
UROAY,APRIL22 AND23, 7:45 
P.M. AT HOWARD UNIVERSITY. 
CALL 806-7~0 FOR INFORMA-
TION. 
Acuvities for Rankm Clwpd 
April 24. Or. V.ishti McKenzie, Pas-
tor, Payne Memorial A.M.E. Church • 
Baltimore, Maryland. 
May I. Dr. Bernard W. Franklin, 
President, Livings1one College - Sal-
isbury, North Carolina. 
Mny 8. Dr. Bern.'\lll Richardson, 
De,111 of the Chupel. 
Ma1· 14. Commertcement 
SONNY BEACHES 
189 R/1' 
CARRIB. OR MEXICO 
EUROPE$169 
Airhitch 1-800-326-2009 
SKY DIVE vlRCINIA. Experience 
your freefall fantasy! Spc-ci:tl Howard 
U. discount. For brochure and de1ails. 
Call (703) 289-6285 or (703) 942-
8988. 
16,L,tma.siers has moved 10 Room 
142 in Blackburn on Thursdays at 
6:00 p.m For more information call 
(202) 328-3 109. 
POWER FOR ClvlNG interacuve 
Bible Smdy and Fellowship every 
Tuesday 6:0()pnt Sponsored by 
Azusa Campus Ministries/ Church of 
God in Christ. The Fire Yet Burns. 
All 1n1ernauonal Studenis m need of 
financial assisiance, apply for the 
HUSA lnt'I Scholarship. For more 
info. leave a message ror Marilyn or 
ReAine. 
WAN I ED: NAACP COMMI I -
TEE CHAIRPERSONS FOR 
1994-1995. Housing/Community 
Planning, Fundraising, His1orian, 
Politic:tl Action. Membership. Pro-
gram & R=rch Commiuees. 
Secure an application on 4120/94 @ 
6:00 p.m. in the Undergraduate 
Library Lecture Room - I.A I or call 
Karen @ 865-8144. APPLICA-
TIONS ARE DUE 4125194!!! 
THE HILLTOP 
HILLTOPICS 
The Homecoming Steering Commit-
tee is haveing a contest for the theme 
nnd logo for the HOllll.'COllling of 
1994. Winner will be gil'en much 
props and have the chioce of selecting 
complimcn1ary tickets 10 I lomccom-
ing e,,ents or dinner al the Howard 
Universi1y Hotel. Pleas.: submit all 
entries 10 the Office of S1udents 
Activities, Blackburn Center, Suite 
117 by April 22, 1994. Any ques-
tions, please call 'fomam at 202-806-
6918/19 
Community Outreach needs Black 
Male Volunteers. For info call: 806-
5571. 
Voiun1eer for Voter Reg1s1ra11on 
Drive in DC 806-7007. 
Orem Strides - A walk to Cure 
Fibrosis. FMI ctll 202-067-9508 
Catch the Wa,-c. Wan110 do more 
this summer than just nip burgers and 
wail on tables? The oome join CL.EC 
CANVASS NETWORK this summer 
to help creme the wave to a brighter 
future! Work for A Cleaner Environ-
ment- Civil Rights/ Reproduc1ion 
Freedom -Nation.'11 He:tllh Care 
Call CLEC CANVASS NE'TWORK 
a Polilical Fundraising Organization 
working 10 make a difference. Good 
Loe. Good pay. Good hrs. Call Today 
828-0005 
16 Howard On,versny Studenis/Fac-
ully: If you disagree with the way 
"E)':! to Eye• with Connie Chung: 
presented Howard Uni"ersity on 
March 31, 1994. Write or call -CBS 
News, Attention Connie Chung, 555 
West 57th St. • 17th Floor, New Yoox, 
New York HX>19 (212) 975-2000. 
Any Seniors who hal'c gotten 
interesting jobs in the Washington, 
DC Area or hme been accepted to a 
graduate school in the Woshington, 
DC area and want to be featured in 
the special graduation issue ofTKE 
HILLTOP. Contact Ayoka or 
Ramonica at~-
I HE MOS'i' HA MIONIOOS 
BROTHERS 
OF KAPPA KAPPA PSI 
will be having a "frcak-nic in O.C!' 
party at the Africa Room tonite, 
bring yo' daisy dukes, and )O' tank 
tops, its going to be u hot one. 
• Or. Freak 1169 
May 7th ... lt am't no lun, 11 the 
homies can't have none!!! Senior 
PimpNic coming soon. Ya belta ask 
somebody!!! 
'16day! ~nday, April 22: HAl'l'Y 
HOUR at Down Under. 1001 Con-
necticut A\'e. NW (Farragm North) 
from 5-9pm. Drink specials, Admis-
sion $3. All guys free 84 5:30. 
Ladies free 84 6:30 
How-.1td Span.,cus Youth Club 
Forum. Sou1h African Elec1ions: 
ANC's Deal with Apartheid Bosses. 
For a Block-Centered Workers 
Republic! South African workers 
need a Bolsevik Parly! Tuesday the 
26 of April, 8:00 pm in Blackbum 
Audi1orium 
Rowan! Om,'Crsll) CoDege of F'rne 
Arts Presents Howard University 
Dance Ensemble Corning of Age 
1994 Spring Concen Choreography 
By: Tulley Bcauy, Kevin Jeff, Sam 
Lesane, S1e,-e Rooks, Sherrill Berry-
man-Miller. Im Aldridge Theatre, 
April 22-23 199-1, 7:30pm. Studenl 
Admis,ion $7.00, General Admission 
$IO.OO 
ALLIED HEACI fl S I ODEN IS, 
The Focully and Student Council of 
th College of Allied I lealth Sciences 
is sponsoring a lurtcheon for you on 
Wednesday. April 27 from noon -
1pm. Important acaddemic info will 
,-e discussed. Please aitend. Annex I, 
Room 124. 
SIOP IHE"1£DIAi\l IACKON 
HOWARD! AITENOTHE 
RALLY, FRI. APRIL2.2-23, 199:I 
TO "STOP" THE REMOVAL OF 
OR. JENIFER. FRI., APRIL 29, 
1994, THERE WILL BE A 
NATIONAL PROTEST MARCH 
OF THE WASHINGTON POST. -
WE MUST FICHT BACK! FOR 
MORE INFO: CALL (202)806-
7366. 
SERVICES 
Where do you go for lunch!!! 
IF Jou have a tight schedule 
and you don't what fast food, go 
to Howard Otlicatessen. '11ie 
Hov.11rd Delicates.,,en is k>e:lted 
acros<; the street from the School of 
Business and it sen-es the best subs, 
sandwiches nnd salads in thearea. 
Eal a 1111trilio11s ltmch that wo11't 
leai•e yo11 broke. (202) 332-S747. 
Catering A,11Unble (Bag and Box 
luncJies Frce3red, I .... 1000~. 
'1',red obcong broke, bcmg rokc 
ain't no joke! Need summer employ-
ment! M~ney for 1uition? Call LDI at 
(202)508-1460. Positions available in 
PR and Sales. B:ise pay ranging 
from $6.25/hr to $25/hr! (position 
available 0U!l;ide of o.c. 
CHOCOLAIESIIDPS 
Bridal Showers, birthdays, office 
shockers, dorm room deligh1s, gradu-
ation grams. These Nubian Hardbod-
ies aim to ~lease! (301) 901-5713. 
HEARi ~OCAING BOOKS FOR 
YOUR GRADUATE GIFTS: I. 
Illustrated Children of Color Bible, 
$19.99-0riginal King James Ver-
sion, 32 Biblical illustrations in full 
color, 6 Portraits of Blacks from the 
Bible, 13 Thlditional Hymns & Chil-
dren Songs. BEYOND ROOTS: In 
search of Blacks in the Bible by 
WIiiiam Dwight Mckissic. Sr. $5.99 
BEYOND ROOTS II - A Deeper 
look at Blacks in the Bible by 
William Dwigh1 Mckissic, Sr. $7.99 
TO PLACE AN ORDER CAI ,L 
~§84. nivcrsJi Vmmer Storage 1s com• 
ing 10 Howard. April 30th - May 1st. 
With Low Monthly Rates. C:tll (202) 
943-5 101 NO\V. For all your sum• 
1ner stom~e needs. 
Whereo you go for lunch!!! 
IF you have a tight schedule 
and you don't what fast food, go 
to Howard Delicatessen. 1l1e 
Howard Delicatessen is located 
acros<; the street from the Scliool of 
Business and it sen -es the best subs, 
sandwiches and salads in thearea. 
Eal a 1111/rilious l1111ch that wo11'I 
leave you broke. (202) 332-5747. 
Catering A>llilablc (Bag and Box 
lunches §rcpnrt'd, I .... 1000). 
Ho,.11r Spec1al! rcfaxcr plus 
wash, cut, blow dry, "mp, whatev-
er you "11nt for only. $28.00! Con-
tact Err~t at Hair Tips. 1316 9th 
St. NW. Phone (202) 332-9163. 
AA Cruise & ira,'Ci employment 
guide. Earn Big $$S + tm,-el !he 
world for free! (Caribbean, Europe. 
Howaii, Asi:1!) Hurry! 
BusySpring/Summer seasons 
approachini Guaranteed succes~! 
Call (919) !129-4398 ext C242. 
Sl'ODEN'IS:FKCOCl'Y-S'IKF F 
TOP PRICES PAID FOR USED 
ANO UNWANTED TEXTBOOKS 
WITH RFSALE VALUE 
1l\J BOOK SERVICE 
(202) 722-0701 
'IOPQOALIIY 
NEGRO LEAGUE CAPS 
'L\J BOOK SERVICE 
(202) 722-070 I 
HAYE You REAi> YoQ8 
HOROSCOPE TODAY?? 11'1,at 
is i11thestanforyo11? Call 1-900-
772-6376 ext 181 S2199 per min.n 
min. call. Musi be 18 yrs. or older. 
Updated daily ,lnfoservice, Los 
Angeles, CA. 213-993-3366. IP is not 
a licensed ~ressional in this field. 
Ml'£$1,IM)'nm Looking 
for a mate'/ or just a date. Any area 
code, all lifestyles, Here's the bait! 
CaU 1-900-263-SSOO e.~L 236 
$3.98/min. Mu,1 be 18 ~-
GRAN'l'S: ro11 slwu 11ot11111·e 
to p(Iyfor college!!! J\liUions avail-
able in go,-ernmem funds. Don't take 
out loans. Government gran1,; are 
available. No eligibility require-
ments. Find om how tO!!et ~ney for 
the Fall semes1er. Send :i,10.00 for an 
Information Pak 10: 
Student Research lnitiath'C (S. R.L) 
P.O. Box 181171 
Fairfield, OH 45018 
Don't ~ass this OEIDrluni~ up!!! BAY you$ N fQ 8 
SOAPS TODAY?? Currem, up 10 
date Soap Opera summaries. Call 1-
900-226-0906 ext. 197. S1.98 per 
min/2 min. call. \1ust be 18 or older 
Touchtone telephone required. upda1-
cd daily. infoservice. Lo,, Ang •lcs. 
CA 213-993-3399. (IP is not a 
licensed professional in this field.) 
A ELP \\\\N I ED 
RECEP I IONIS I 
PART-TIME TO WORK IN 
I !PSGAI ,E SU.VER SPRING IIAIR 
SALON. NEAR METRO.EVENING 
AND SAT. IIRS. PLEASE CON-
TACT PAM BETWEEN 11-3 M-F 
(301) 608-3564 
Moss l\le1ropolitan UC. Scholnr-
,hip Pa~Jnt, Inc. i, currently 
accep1ing application, for our July 22. 
1994 Pageant. Win $7,100 in schol-
arship money!!! Comc,1on1s mu,t be 
single and a (i) resident of or auend 
school in the District of Columbia, 
Maryland or Virginia: (ii) between 
1he ages of 17 and 26 as of Pageant 
Nigh1; (iii) ei1her in high school or 
college in good standing: and (iv) 
submil acompleied application wi1h 
accompanying entry fee and pholo-
graph. (Proof of age and academic 
standing required.) Please conlact 
l<.ayre1ha Sterling (301/630-7345). 
Vee Davis (202/575-4699) or Eva 
Aiken (202/939·8060) or write 10 us 
at the following addres~-
Miss Metropolitian D.C Scholar-
ship Pageant, Inc. 
P.O. Box 62345 
Washh~n, O.C 20029-2345 
CROI t:SHIPS HIRING- Earn 
up to $2000+/mo. on Cruise Ships or 
~md-Tour companies. Sumrner & 
Full-Time employment available. No 
exp. nece"ary. For info. Call I •206-
634-0-168 ex1. C5302. 
larch the l\/,1•e: Want to Jo more 
thls summer lhan just flip burgers and 
wait on mbles? Then come Join the 
CLEC CANVASS Network this sum-
mer 10 help create the wa\'C to a 
brighter future. Work for a cleaner 
environment, Civil RighLs/Reproduc-
tion Freedom. and Notional Health 
Care. call the CLEC CANVASS 
Network. a Poli1ical Fundraising 
Organization working 10 make a dif-
ferertce. Good location. Good pay 
Good hours. Call today, 828-0905 or 
828-0906. 
NO rm I ION COORDIINA'I OR 
A COLLEGE STUDENTS DREA\1. 
SET YOUR OWN HOURS. MAKE 
INCREDIBLE AMOUNTS$ AND 
WORK FOR A COMPANY WHO 
WILL TRAIN. PT/FT AVAILABLE 
IMMEDliXIBLY INTHE METRO 
AREA. CALL (703) 764-2380. 
SPOR ISI\IINDED? 
INTERNATIONAL MARKETING 
Fl RM SEEKJNG 7 MOTIVATED 
INDIVIDUALS TO HELP, HIRE, 
TRAIN, ANO MANAGE A SALES 
FORCE. MUST IIAVE GOOD 
PEOPLES KILLS ADN ABLE TO 
WORK JMMEDIATLEY. 
Pfr$1500. Ffr$3500 
CALL PERSONEL (703) 749-4884 
Nalt0nnl Park Summer Jo6s -
Over 25,000 openings! (including 
hotel staff, tour guides, etc.) Benefits 
+ bonuses! Awly now for bcM posi-
tions. Call 1-206-545-48~ ext. 
N5302 
NOW HIRING! LIFEGUARDS & 
AREA SUPERVISORS Needed. 
American Pool Services - We train! 
Pools near you! $JOO scholarship 
available! (30 I l 419 • 00-14. 
Wanted Rental Intern lntcrprise 
Rental Car Gcorge1own 20 10 25 hrs. 
Flexible $7 .00 per hr.(202) 338-0015 
ask for George or Steve 
Wrui1ed: lhlent 
Singer, dancers, rap ani,i, models. 
musicians, actors and novelily acts for 
Thiem Americ.1. For application, Call 
202-319-7919,Mr.Lumpkinat der 
301-5464-8310 
FOR SALE 
DISCOON'I FORNl'I ORE: Lov-
ing room & Dining room sets. Sofa 
beds from $99.00; 1win Beds $60.00; 
Full $75.00; Dc,k. from S40.00; 
Dressers from $25.00; Also Tubles, 
Files, more. Delivery and Phone 
orders available. Friendly Furni1ure 
Co. 301-699-1778. 
I'm moving out, so lei me help you 
move in!!! HIGH QUALITY FUR-
NITURE FOR SALE: Tufo size 
bed, (oh. so comfonable and just like 
new) on sale for the low, low price of 
$70; two-dra>1'Cr night stand (great 
for clothes or other i1ems) on sale for 
the slammin' price of$15. Also a 
th~helf bookca..e, grea1 for books 
and other goods ... yours for only $20. 
All prices are negotiable. Must sell by 
May 14!! Call (202)462-4943 today 
if interested. 
FORREN I 
Renovated Duplex - One 3 br, 2 
bath, 3 Je,-el living, C.'IC, ww, dw, wd. 
Utilities $1,200.00 One · 3br, I bath, 
cac. ww, dw, wd, Utilities,$ I 050.00 
Ms. Drummond 301-229-2485 
N,ceiy fiiroushcd rooms, s1udent 
environment, Summer/Fall occupan-
cy Near H.U. W/D, $300.00 & up, 
includes u1ili1ies. Contact: (202) 291-
1?4.ll 
Rooms 4 rent Harviird & Georgia. 3 
rooms $285 • $325, medium to ex-
large. lricludes all utilities, quie1, con-
vient. w-w. mic. w-d. 
Nonhwcst 16th Street He,ghis, 5 bed-
room, 11/2 bath townhouse. hard wood 
floors. washer/dryer. di,hwa.';aher, fir-
places, yar com-eniem to Uni,·ersities 
and busline S1,200+ 462-5106, KL 
Assoc. 
Seekmg clean, rehable s1udent to rem 
I br. in spacious house with 3 other stu-
dents.Located walking disrnnce 
campus, metrobus/mil. Include,;: w/w 
carpet. w/d, 2 car garage, AC, deck. 
security ,ystem. $270.00 mo. + 1/4 
u1ili1ics. Available May I. Call 
(202)986-5489. 
For rent: one bedroom ap;J1men1 w1ih 
den Quiel neighborhood ne.1t Howard. 
Ideal for studmg $450/month, utilities 
included. Contac1: Mr. Kassim 
(202)806-43!9(W) or (202)29105819 
(H) after 7pm 
House ior Rent {NE) 3 br .. I In ba. 
washer & dryer. Finish Basemen!, clO'iC 
to metrocall 301-853-2513 
Rouse l·or Rent: NW/Mt. Vernon 
Square/Union Station Me1ro. 2 Bed-
room. 2 Bath. CAC, F/P, W,1.\ller/Dryer, 
Dishwasher, Security System, 
Microwa"e, Cable. S675/mo. + Utili-
tJes. Call 703-820-7636. 
Available now! Large wnny second 
noor room blocks away from campus. 
spocious close1s, washer/dryer, dish 
washer. wall to wall carpel all 1his for 
$370 plus util.; 1925 Founh St. Call 
(301) 229-2485 NOW. 
One (I) ethc,ertcy, $313.00 plus uul-
ities. lwo (2) bedroom efficiencies, 
$550.00 plus u1ilities. Room from 
$250.00 plus 111ilities. All w/w, ale on 
campus. Mr. Flanagan, (301) 336-
3238. 
RenoV1d Row lhe: 5 Bdrins, 21a 
bth, Hardwood floor;. 3 le,.-els. wash-
er/dryer. and dj,hw-,1.,ht:r. 1114 Mon-
roe St r,;w $1485 (301) 261-0725 
Fairmont St. • 'lwo (2) lurn1iJied 
rooms in house 1/2 block to campus. 
E:ich room has carpet, air conditioner, 
keyed locks. Den. Kitchen, 
washer/dryer. Utilities paid. Security 
deposit. Males preferred. Shown by 
appoinunent . C.'111 Mrs. Thomas 301-
464--2931. 
NW/ Mt. Vernon SquarcJOrnon Sta-
tion Metro. 28wroom, 2 bath, CAC, 
F/p; Washer/ Dryer, Dishwa.,her, 
Security S}'litem, Microwave, Cable. 
$675.00/m+ Utilities. call 703-820-
7636 
1460 Euchd S1. NW. I-BR, $450.00. 
667-1067. 3228 Hian Pl., NW. 2-BR 
$500.00-$700.00, 234-2653. Land-
lord. (30 I) 57 1-1998. 
Females: l·urn,shed rooms in house 
with modern ki1chen. washer and 
dryer, den with c.1ble color 1V. Each 
room has wall to wall carpel, air con-
di1ioning, walk-in close1, and a pri• 
cate phone line. ·n1ree blocks from 
c.-unpu~. Contact: Mr. Waddel nt 
(202) 265-4248. 
'11,-o bedrooms a,ma6ie for imme-
diate occuponcy k>e:lled I block 
from campus. fully furnished w/w 
carpet, ceiling fans excellent oppor-
tunity for mature students.$ 275 & 
$285 per month Call (30 I) 350-
8358. 
\V,(N I ED: Female to share 
rebuilt 2 Br. apL Isl month's rent 
$100.00, depoist required. 2 blocks 
from Medical/Oenllll schools, cen-
tral air conditioning, "1111 to Wtlll 
carpet, good !>CCurity, fun1i~hcd, 
microwa,'C. Call 202-723-4646 any-
time, n,11ilahle immediately. 
Two rooms available m E-L,vs labu• 
lous brick house. Two noors, all 
brick wall, skylight: 1op bedroom 
has its own den, bouom bedroom has 
wall 10 wall c.-vpe1, its own bathroom 
and nicely remodeled noor. Every-
thing sharedevenl): Close to JIU. 
You',-e got to see it! Fa1! Call (202) 
424-9808 or 387-ELIV. 
Rooms For Rent: Newly renovat-
ed hoU5e located one block from 
campus. Rent stnrting at $330 per 
room, irtcluding utilities. AvaiL1ble 
May 1st. Mature ~cuden~ pll'RSC 
call Moni~ue at (202)265-5747 
Rooms: ewly renovat~d building, 
wall to w:tll crupel, sky-lii;t1, good 
securi1y. Rent starts at $295.00 
irtcluding hem :uld hot water. Call 
723-4242, anytime. 
Room for rent Harvard & Georgia 
A\'e.arca. Exira large room. I-louse 
partially remodeled. Washer/Dryer. 
Microwa,-e, quiet, convicniem. 
$325.00deposit $100.00 lrtcludes 
utilities. C.'111 (301) 445-7573. 
North\\~ Rowan! Onn·ers1ty : 3 
bedroom TH"s, fireplace, ww. wd, 
cac, b=ment, micro,.11\"C, deck, 
yard, parking. sec. dt!p. $795.00 -
$1070.00+. (202)462-5106 
Northwest: 2 bedroohi renovated 
aparunen1, ww, bar, metro, com-enient 
to Howard U. $625.00 +. (202) 462-
5106. 
I bedroom avru la61e on a 2 &!rm apt 
ready on May 17. Apt includes c/a, 
w/w carpeting, d/w, full kilchen, and 
washer/dr)-er accessibility, If in1ere,,1-
ed c.'111462-3688 & ask for Alex 
Nonhwest Bri5okland: Spacious I 
b,:droom apartment, comen. 10 
Howard U and metro. ceiling fans, 
h.'\lllwood noors, laundry room. 
FREE UTILITIES. $200 sec. 
depo,it. $475.00- $495.00. (202) 
462-5106. 
Condominium for Rent 
Ledroit Park/Howard Unh'Crsit) 
2 Bedroom. fully furnished. wall to 
wall carpet, washer/dryer, deck, 
secured entry wi1h intercom system, 
air conditioning, S825.00 plus electric 
A\'ailnble May I, 1994. Call Mrs. Pow-
ell at (701) <ll4-·117,; 
Renvicil Row Bse: S Bdrms. 2 la 
bth. fnc:d yd, I ldwd fu, forml din• 
ingrm. I 114 Monroe St. NW $1485 
(301) 261-0725. 
Renova1ed house tor sale one block 
from main campus off Euclid St. 3 
BRs, I 1/2 Baths, Central Air Cond., 
and more. Only S2,00 ca.h depo1st 
needed. Cal Ms.K3Ullla, Century-21 
Dodson Real~ (30 I) 779-6948. 
AOUSt'S(s)/ ooms 16r Rent• 
Newly renovaied, washer/dryer, fully 
carpeted, security bars, 2 blocks from 
campus, on metro bus lines, partially 
fumi,hed, etc. Available immediate-
ly, Rent s1arting at $330/momh per 
room. (Utili1ies included) Call Shel-
lie (202) 387-2036. 
Mal~: I ired oi dorm hie ... Me 
Too!!' rm looking for a roommate 10 
share a luxury 2 Br Apt, Full modern 
kitchen. w/w, w/d. ale and your own 
private bathroom. close 10 Howard 
and Metro. Only $330.00 + u1ilities! 
884-0541 an~ tirne. 
ERSONAI.S 
Congramlauons to all the fiom,ez 
graduating thi~ semester-Larry, Jar-
rett, Demaune. Ed, and Leo. We'll be 
sooo faded!!! 442\\'est 
Cebte Philip, Found your key, and 
photos. Please come by the Hilltop 
and ask for Arnesa 10 pick them u~. 
Congm1ulanon, wil,on I. Bl.ind or 
crossing inlo O't'<I>. Tiic T-Bones 
Apohgoe., 10 L1ze11~ and 'llimar::i 
about the Ki&['s Dominion Tril&; 
lo John lo n. ihe lioor and, 
~a/aa con mis, You. 
:iiu y was King's Domm,on 
Block College Day!!!! H.U., where 
were you?!!!! 
Damn, hke who reallv knew?!? 
lo: Anubis Ill. Fiava a Happy Beta 
B-<lat From th Hood. 
16:6-B-93. Happy 22nd B-<iay. 
From your Sands. 
or better yet. who cares. '/ 
'lo: £6ony Man llnppy B-Day! 
From; Kuon Gozi 11. 
Chanda, lli:ink you tor bearing w1ih 
my impatient, egotisiical altitude for 
another year. Although I don't like 
showing my foelin~ I just want you 
10 know how much )'OU mean 10 me. 
D.R. 
16 vER I !GO: Only IUI h e rit~ oi 
passage could bring us 10ge1her into 
the blessed state v.-e exist. I thank the 
Divine Architect daily for the earned 
unque~1ionablc low and n:spc:ct I 
ha,e for and lun-e recehed from my 
family. Let those who KNO\\ the 
riles be fn\'ored, and 1hose who don't 
Jl.lUl[ quench their lhirst on the Nile. 
Special lo\'e: Lost Boyi.. Armagged-
don, Lamentation. Deep CO\-cr. Sher-
ry & Monikuc & old school Blue.Old 
lives on wi1hin the new. Don't sleep. 
&Moses of Si~a. 
Happy Bela1cB1nliday to NAIMA 
WALKER- MOODY (4/19)! Love 
your Sorors of al:0! 
!&lay 1s our soror C ffiWAOGI IN 
McKEN"s birthday! Ha,e a h,ippy 
one• Love your Soron; or DEi TA 
SIGMA 11-IETA! 
We came 0111 SMOO I H sorors, bu1 
we still got a long way to go in order 
TO BE REAL!Lo,-e "The Journalist-
'94-95" 
Niki, congraLs on being named 
MVP! I always knew you were a star! 
442\iv, b en tho I wuw'i arouod as 
much this year y'all plus Jarreu arc 
twO of my homeiz for life. Come 
down 'n' chill wit me in Norfolk this 
summer and in the fall, and 111 defi-
nitely be up for I lomecoming (I'll 
need a place 10 stay). 
Pt,ace, Larry 
huh huh. he aa,d "come" 
16 L,sa & lyesha: We v.aere ui:Jit 
once, bu1 as the end of the year grows 
near, one goes away? Kirby 
lo SliirmaJne Hu1chms: Congrats!!! 
Sorry I missed your festivities. I 
owe you one!! fer ma ta Psi 
April 22, ~ ~ -
To All Baseball Playm: Keep~ 
fai1h. Change will come aboui 
• 
Cnpt~ 
'16 Cassandra: I hope evei5iif-
wooks ou1 for tlie be>t If )001111d 
1alk ... call me! 1-1 IQ.fA 93 
lo our Bro,: Conp.r.itul3bon, i.i1; 
cros,ing oflhe burning.....i,.i!li,, 
your ,;orors of 81:9! 
'l'o A 101.K' ihe lmle ch1huah113,-. 
You s1iU are not reooy to ,,,,alk,. 
the big dog.s. Luv Traci & K:lb, 1i 
BIG DOGS. 
'lo ihe Bethune llall Step leam,1;' 
rul were great last Frida)! You 11111 
winner. Love, Bethune Hall I¼ 
Melanie, Meridi1h, and~ 
Shannon and Aha. 
'16 all uie gr:iduaung Ladia ir-
Alpha Chapter Delta Sigma1-
Sororily. lncorporatl'd Goooloct 
on ~ur linal exams!!• 
U~O.:I know that e,-et)iliing,!" 
work 0111 for the be,1 this "'fflal! 
-
-
C 
By 
HII 
Stay positi,-e and alw:t)~ re~ 
that rm here for you! LO\t &!'tQ; ',. Ur 
ship.~ number one fon (771 
Kt e your m,nd up abou1>5" 
co 
Ne 
zo we talked about! Lo,-e, m I. 
Ruckle cm ... ih.ree wee(~ aiilaw 
ino 
Senior PimpN1c!! ! Coorung ¼;" 
a c1ark n= you!!! Be oo the loccl, 
ongrawubuons to ifie new dri" 
the Gay & Lesbian Fraternuy 
William '"Gigolo" Steward. \01. o 
BOY!!! B.S. (MFCl 
16 Mr. Fake Cop: Quu OOflllnt-
the rooms of Bethune. \\~ I.no. 
yoo are and v.-e ,viii prosecute toa 
fullest extent! 
Rii.-id, !2-A-94): Congrats on )w ~ 
crossing into !2't'<I> land11 Ulltdr 
soror who ne,-er calls. Good J..,-l 
yoor scrim:ige tomonow 
Congrats 10 ihe 1994--9$ R,111,r 
Staff. We hope you all coonnuc t 
001 the na1ion·s be,t collegi:ittir, 
paper. Tip #I: Ask Steve to ~llr 
staff an account a1 McDonald\,. 
hel~ them in bu,,ne., 
~KA1 UU110NS 10.:ur 
HIUTOP SENIORS. rou lllU 
BE MISSED. LUY lOU Gl'll.11 
I RANR YOU IO Dl:Rkit f..£ 
DEN;\IS FOR HELP!t\G \IE l1f 
WEEK WITT! 11-IE WORK lQl.li 
KB 
No erob Kee-\\&! • Dem3i 
'i'O l'HE LAJCOl\1'. CR£\\ . 
LET'S HAVE A BALL TIIIS 
WEEKEND IN A11.A.\ffi\. KB 
'10 'I RE CA~iPGSSIAFI. 
TIIANK YOU FOR A WO\'IB 
FUL YEAR YOVR HARD\\lll 
IS GREATLY APPRECIAleD. 
GOOD Lt.:CK 1:-,; YOL R Flnt 
ENDEAVORS. POPO A."'1) KEE-
WEE 
IO I RE ALL PHO I OCR.A-
PHERS,TJ IANK YOU FORAll 
Tl~E HARO WORK A\'D LAST 
MINUTE SMOOTS. TAZ1!11 
thank you Ste,-c- for liongililiii 
bu,i11e<,, mana•er I~ no< 
3th oi Die"; I w I iloii1 ii 
,;ay i1. but ynll are the be-iofl>rel 
llall -Good Luck :-;e,t \i:.il· [lm, 
To the WORL01S aesT ST.m:1 
and tears putting tl11s th,ngoat 
<"ery "eek (4"en tlm,ugl, <ht 
dcfict, i<."t' storm"-, le.Ju,'"""""' 
robbed,,. the mis..,ing~in--Mticm 
staff m011brr, rcsulnr , i,iton. 
"C.vnegie h.-u une:-cpt.-cc«lly Jo. 
down," HouS(" Negro 11«'\1,..._ I 
"'whe.tt's the ~Ulrt•up di~k; mii 
earthqwes, talent nigl,11 p,t 1 
aw,y, spccinl sections. and ...... 
not forget-•it's ·'security olf~ , 
not guru-dsl"). It has bttn a poa 
the a,.. at times, but only th<,.. 
gh·e up •. tl.e otn,q.,. HnJ, 
TOPl?B3SI -- Lo, c nlwll)")• 
must keep in touch (or you'rt 
fired) and I'll mi,, _you-EiC 
dw t...-•1.U11 ·'"-> l◄ at rr...n) 
Special 
Student Rirf a1~1 
London H,c;J 
Paris 56l 
San Jose ~ 
Frankfurt..... 5it 
Rome/Milan bl! 
Madrid 
Tokyo 
•.... ······ 65! 
................ 6ll 
Eurall passes from I"! 
All f•rra Rounlitnp fr'1'l'l ·.vu~ 
Tax J'lot nchidtd Sor.tt rt rn · J, 
ST/J 
STA TRAVEL 
w.·"• b••n1>-•r. 
202-887-0912 
2401 PlmNSYLVANIAAV£ t(i 
WASHJNOTON, 0.C. 20037 , 
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